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ABSTRACT 

The National Question and the Collapse of Yugoslavia: 
Geopolitics and StateIess Peoples 

Davorka Ljubisic 

My thesis is an examination of the correlation between three broad areas related to the 

collapse of Yugoslavia: the national question, geopolitics and the phenornenon of 

statelessness. This study combines a critical theoretical reflection on nations and 

nationalism and an empirical investigation in order to explore some basic issues 

periaining to the dismembennent of socialist Yugoslavia and the refbgees' lifeworld in 

Montreal. The emphasis is placed on a historical and political retrospecàve of the 

Balkanization as well as the refugee problematic with special regards to the obstacles for 

their better and faster integration in Quebec society. The history of the national question 

in Yugoslavia challenges both established theones of the nation and nationalism, 

primordialism and constructivism, as it reflects neither 'ancient hatreds7 nor 'artificiality' 

of the Yugoslav idea and its 'imagined community'. Due to the informative and 

exploratory ~ t u r e  of the study, conclusions are formulated as open questions which 

address important issues and demand M e r  work to be accomplished in order to better 

undentand the complex environment surrounding the dissolution of Yugoslavia. 
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"WZTLER ClRCLnLATED MLLIONS OF COPIES OF HIS BOOK IN 
WTnCH HE STATED MAT TO BE SUCCESSFU, A LIE lMUST BE 
ENORMOC/S~~ 

INTRODUCTION 

The ongoing Yugoslav drama and the Balkan tragedy is a story about crimes 

committed with extraordinary boldwss and a big deception about thern, propagated by 

politicians and media inside and outside Yugoslavia It is about both sides of the so- 

called Balkanization, that is, the intemal one resultiag in the civil or ethnic war(s) as weli 

as the external one, or the foreign dimension and International involvement. This is a 

story about innocent civilians as the victims of both Balkanizations, that is, the massiveiy 

disphced population or uprooted people, or refhgees. The main purpose of this study 

then is to explore and present some of the essential elements of the collapse of 

Yugoslavia and its consequent refbgee crisis. Due to the complexity of "Yhe Yugoslav 

Drama", to use Mihailo cmobmja's3 term, with its extemal and intemal factors, it is 

beyond the scope of this paper to provide a cornplex analysis of the dissolution of 

çocialist Yugoslavia My intention is rather to point out some main points and elements 

that such an analysis should encompass in order to portray the multitude of extemal and 

' Fyodor Dosîoevsky. The Brothers Karamazor A Novel in Four Parts With Epiiome, Vimtage Books, 
1990, p. 305. 
Hannah Arendt. The Orimns of Totslitarianism, 1973. p. 439. 



interna1 forces that contributed to the dismemberment of Yugoslavia My goal is to 

contn'bute to current debate in the multidisciplinary field of social science by linking the 

lifeworld of rehgees fiom the former Yugoslavia, more specifically Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, to the various scholars and their respective arguments that directly or 

indirectly deal with the issues related to the dismemberment of the former Yugoslavia 

and the 'ethnic cleansing' of its ethnically heterogeneous tenitories. For this reason, my 

paper embraces and links both leveis of adysis,  mcro and micro. While the macro 

level deais with theories of nation and natiooalisrn as well with the global histoncal- 

political context of the constellation of power in the Balkans, the micro level examines 

the uprooîedness and lifeworld of Yugoslav/Bosnian refûgees in the histoncal and 

comparative perspective. 

My interdisciplinary theoretical approach thus includes historical and political 

analyses combined with some elements of the socio-economic analysis of the Yugoslav 

drarna4. My main thesis statement is that Yugoslavia was dismembered due to both foms 

of Balkanization, that is, external and intemal factordactors as both are the main 

protagonists of this tragedy. Moreover, I argue that the foreign dimension in terms of 

International involvement, particularly the role of the USA and Germany, was decisive 

(and prior) to the emergence of the ethnic nationalism in its aggressivechawinist fom. 

In other words, I argue that the external Balkanization was prior, historically and 

3 Prof dr. Mihaiio Crnobrnja presently teaches poiitical science at McGiii University. He was the last 
ambassador of the former Yugoslavia to the European Union and a participant in the Peace Conference on 
Yugodavia in The Hague in 199 1. 
4 My approach ody points out some analytical parts of the drama due to the limitai space of this study. It is 
impossile, for example, to include a very much needed anaiysis of the deep seated socio-econornic and 
political crisis pnor to the eruption of ethnic natioaalism. As weii, the media anaiysis, witfün and outside 
Yugodavia, is excluded h m  this project. 



recently, to the internal divisions of the counîq and bloody civil war. It d l  be shown 

that the extenial BAliranimtion &tes even prior to the settiement of the South slavs5 in 

the Balkan peninsula in the sixth and seventh centuries and that the divisions of the 

Balkans are primarily a product of the weU-known aacient Romans' conquering f o d a :  

'Divide and Rule'. For this reason, 1 argue that the ethnic nationalism, or the interna1 

B-tion, is a product of the extema1 (foreign) conquest or wlonialization of the 

Balkans. A complete pichire of the recent cnsis and war must take into account both the 

extemal and intemal Ballranizabon Both are e q d y  respomible for the civil war and its 

victims, particularly for the massive displacement of the people, that is, the refugee 

crisis- In this regard, I completely agree with Michael Parenti's (119991 2000) analysis in 

his article "The Rational Destruction of Yugoslavia", panicularly with his argument 

about the correlation between the ethnic enmity and United States (US) 'diplomacy', 

"When different national groups are living together with some measure of 
social and materiai security, they tend to get dong. There is intermingling 
and even intermamage. But when the economy goes into a tailspin, thanks 
to sanctions and IMF  tern national Monetary Fund] destabilhtion, then 
it becornes easier to induce internecine conflicts and social 
discombobuiation In order to hasten that process in Yugoslavia, the 
Western powers provided the most retrograde separatist elements with 
every advantage in money, organïzation, propaganda, amis, hired thugs, 
and the full might of the US national security state at their backs. Once 
more the BuZkans ore ro be balkani&' (13, my emphasis). 

For these reasons, 1 maintain that the ethnic nationalisrn was a necessary but not a 

suffcient reason for the dismantiing of the former Yugoslavia. As will be demonstrated 

in the fint two chapters, both schools of thought in sociology and anthropology on the 

5 In this study the term SeUA S b  refcrs to al1 -en South Slavs nations of the former Yugoslavia: in 
alphabetid order, Croats, Macedonians, Monteaegrins, Musüms, Slovaia. Serbs, and declared Yugoslavs. 
See Djilas (1996) conceniing the exclusion of the Bulgarians ("Introduction" and notes to it). 



question of nationalisrn and ethnicity, namely prirnordialism and constnictivism, have 

faüed to satisfactorily and d c i e n t l y  explain the Yugoslav drama because of their 

nxattion on the ethnic nationalism as the only reason for the colIapse of Yugoslavia 

While in tems of prirnordiaiism nations stand above the history and their origins are 

prehistoric, comtmctivism claims that nations are a product of modernity emerging in the 

so-called age of natiodsm. Although 1 will present theoretical frameworks of both 

schools in more detail, 1 need to stress now that, as Alexander Motyl (1999) argues, 

extreme primordialism is often presented as the "'amient hatreds thesis", or "Dark Gods 

theory" that is entrenched among joumalists and policy makers as well as advocated by 

some scholars of which the most prominent is Samuel Huntington (85, 86). Thus, the 

ancient hatreds thesis is central in the presentation of the crisis and war in the B a b  by 

global media reports and Western politicians. It is the core of the image of the barbarian 

Balkan tri'bes who have historically fought against each other. It is also the basis of the 

division of 'good' and %ad7 guys in the Yugoslav drama 

In this regard, Huntington's article and hypothesis about "The Clash of 

Civilizations?" (1993)~ definitely influenceci America'a foreign policy in the Balkans and 

provided a theoretical framework for the Hollywood-like scenario in Yugoslavia. He 

argues that codicts of the fuhire will occur among civilizations, that is, along the 

cultural fault lines that separate civilizatioas. For Huntington, Yugoslavia, in particular 

Bosnia, are the best examples and confirmation of his hypothesis that the future conflicts 

will occur as the clashes of the civilizations, because al1 of the three major civilizations 

met there: Western Catholic, Eastern Slavic-Orthodox and Islam (Bosnians Muslims and 



Kosovo's ethnic Albanians). Accordhg to Humington, from Yugoslavia to the Middle 

Easî to Central Asia, the fault lines of civilizations are the baîtle lines of the future. For 

him, the future conflicts will not be primarily ideological or econdc,  but cultural: 

"Nation states will remain the most powerful actors in world affairs, but 
the principal confiicts of global politics will occur between nations and 
groups of different civilizations. The clash of civilizations will dominate 
global politics. The fault lines between civilizations will be the battle lines 
of the W e e  Confïict between civilizations wiii be the latest phase in the 
evolution of conflict in the modem world" (1 993 :22). 

While Mo@ (1999)' as will be shown, discredits Huntington's extremely 

primordialist daim on the theoretical level, 1 argue that his hypothesis is also 

unsustaioable on the empirical level with regards to Yugoslavia and Bosnia. Indeed, the 

histoxy of Yugoslavia does not support his daims about 'ancient hatreds' among 

Yugoslav nations and the clash between civilizations in Bosnia as will be demonstratted 

in chapters two and three. On the contrary, the conflict between the Serbs, Croats and 

Muslirns is recent, occuring within the twentieth centray. As well, it is not 'the clash of 

civiiùations' as the Yugoslav peoples are of the same ethnic stock and have simi1a.r 

rather than different cultures, even though they have different religions (socialist 

YugoslaMa was an officially atheist countxy). Moreover, Huntington's hypothesis is 

challenged by my thesis about 'the extemai Ballcanization', or the foreign dimension in 

the Yugoslav drama. 1 argue that instead of a 'clash of civilizations' there is rather a long 

history of foreign occupation of the Balkans based on the old Roman military strategy 

and conception of 'Divide and Rule'. Thus, this extemal Balkanization and the 

international intervention in the Balkans, paRicularly by the Uniteci States', are not due to 

-- - -- - -  

Further elaborated in bis book The Clash of Civilizations and the Rernakinn of World Order (1 996). 

5 



Huntington's notion of the "kin-country syndromen7 between nations and civilizatiom 

(1993:35-39), but rather due to the specifïc geopoliticai and strategic, as weli economic, 

interests of the USA-led Western powen in the Bakans. 

In contrast to al1 of the primordialisms' claims, of which the extreme, strong and 

weak variants are M e r  explained and elaborated dong with a critique of al1 

wnstructivisms, 1 agree with Michel ChossudovsiEy (1997) who argues that Western 

public opinion has been misled by the global media and Western politicians. The 

preçentation of the Yugoslavian crisis as the outcome of an 'aggressive nationalism' 

resulting from deep-seated ethnic and religious tensions historically rooted is, as 

Chossudovsky writes, simply wrong and misleading8. He points out that the deep seated 

economic crisis was induced with the first round of IMF's macro structural adjustment 

refonns eoforced in 1980, on the eve of Tito's death (1997:243,244). In bis words, 

"the econornic and social causes of the civil war have been carefûily 
concealed The strotegïc interests of Gennany and the US are not 
mentioned, the deepseated economic crisis which preceded the civil war 
has long been forgotten In the eyes of the global media, Western powen 
bear no responsibility for the impoverishment and destruction of a nation 
of24 million people. Yet the break up of the Yugoslav fderation b m  a 
direct relationship to the programme of macro-economic restructuring 
imposed on the Belgrade govenunent by its extemal creditors. This 
programme, adopted in several stages since 1980, wntributed to t r i gge~g  
the coilapse of the national economy, leading to the disintegration of the 
industrial sector and the piecemeal dismantling of the welfiue state. 
Secessionist tendencies feeding on social and ethnic divisions, gained 
irnpetus precisely during a period of brutai impoverishment of the 
Yugoslav population" (1 997:244, my emphasis). 

' For him. the ''kin-mmtry syndromen is natuml phenornenon of "civiltition dyinsn. In Huntington's 
words, "Groups or states belonging to one civilization that bacorne invgived in war with people fkom a 
Mixent civilization naturally try to rdly support fiom other members oftheir own civilization" (1993:35). 
* He is refarsg to the account of Warren Ziemaq the former USA Ambassador to Yugodavia, 1997. 
pp. 243, 260 note 1. 



Furthemore, even though 1 find Robert Hayden's (1996) analysis of the *hnic 

cleansing and constitutional nationalism in the successor States of the former Yugoslavia 

accurate and powerful, I disagree with his constmctivist approach that c l a h  the 

artificiaiity of Yugoslavia as an 'imagined community'. 1 will elaborate my arguments 

against both schoois in the nnt thrPe chapters as well as provide the main points of 

Hayden's valuablecl and relevant arialysis of the (impact and 'hidden agenda' of) ethnic 

cleansing in the fouith chapter. For now, 1 want to single out basic arguments of Hayden 

and the constnictivist schmi. Aithough I disagree and argue against cotlstructivism, my 

critique is prirnarily directed agabst primordialism, because it is entrenched arnong 

journalists and poiiticians. Also, while 1 di-ee with Hayden's comtructivist approach, 

1 agree with his theoretid argument: 

''To reverse Benedict Anderson's evocative phnise (1983), the 
disintegration of Yugoslavia into its warring components in 1991-92 
markeù the failure of the imagination of a Yugosfav comunity. This 
failure of the imagination, however, had real and tragic consequences: the 
Yugoslav community that could not be maintainmi, and thus has becorne 
iinimaginable, had actually existed in many parts of the country- Indeed, it 
is my argument that the spatial pattering of the war and its temble ferocity 
are due to îhe fact that in some regions the vuriotlr Pugoslm people were 
not on& coexisting but olso becoming increasingiy intenningles' 
(1996:788, my emph.). 

Indeed, 1 find this argument confiising and contradicto~ as well as e s d a l l y  not 

much different fiom the primordialists' argument about 'ancient hatreds', as both 

appraches end in the 'deadiock' or circularity with the same result, that is, Yugosiavia 

was either 'an artificial comrnunity' or was built up on 'ancient hatreds', therefore it had 

to be dismembered sooner or laîer. Hayden at the same time however supplements and 

contrasts the primordialist argument. He states that the "extreme nationalism in the 



former Yugoslavia bas not been only a matter of m g  dlegedly 'primordial7 

communities, but rather of making existing heterogeneous ones mimaginable" 

(1996:783, my emph). For Hayden, in these mixed heterogeneous regions "the idea that 

the Yugoslav peoples could not Live peacefùlly together was ernpiricai nonsensen 

(1 996:7W, my emph.). And fially, as Hayden is drawing on Anderson's collstnictivism, 

he also argues that the power of an imagined ethnic community to break up Yugoslavia's 

a d y  existing communities is 'cclear and apparent7' (1996:793, 794). Therefore, for 

Hayden, the former Yugoslavia was an aitinciai 'imagineci community' but the new 

successior states are dso, in the same sense, 'artificiaüy imagineci communities' as they 

are building their homogewys nation-states in heterogeneous territones. In th is  sense, 

there is no ciifference between the 'old' Yugoslavia and the new successor states: both 

are 'imagineci «wmmitiesy. In my opinion, this is a superficial argument that suBen 

fiom circularityy because it explains neither the cornplex environment that brought about 

the wllapse of Yugoslavia nor the conditions that eaabled the emergence of the new 

successor states. 

Hayden (1996) rightly points out that the Yugoslav peoples were living peacefully 

together and that the new successor states are 'cleansing' their heterogenwus regions in 

order to build ethnically homogenous nation-states. But, as 1 have just argued, he falls 

into circulanty over the on-going emergence and coilapse of the artificial or imagined 

comrnunities. Thus, fkom the constnictivist point of view, ail national communities are 

imagineci, and therefore, al1 nations are artificial. More importantly, for botti theones of 

nations and nationalism, the Balkan is an inherently unstable region due to the ancient 

ha- of belligerent ethnic groups, in the primordialist sense, or due to the artificiality 



of the imagined communiaes in the consûuctivist pini of view. Therefore, accordhg to 

bath theories, peaceful and stable t18tionnstaîe(s) are impossible in the Balkaos even 

though dinerent reasons are provided for this instability. 

In particuiar, 1 argue that there is no satisfstory explanation for the victorious 

'ethnic vote' on the eve of the war which is central to the wnstructivist argument about 

the artificiality of Yugoslavia. In this regard, 1 stress that, first of dl, there are 

discrepancies and iaaccuracies in the statistics about the 'ethnic vote', especially in 

Bosnia 1 agree with Catherine Samary (1995) who emphasizes that the ethnic vote in 

Bosnia was not so much ethnic, but rather it was essentially an anti-Communist voteg. 

Moreover, 1 argue that in every country, especiaiîy in Yugoslavia which had survived 

Nazi occupation, the popular mernories of the Nazi terror and atrocities committed by 

domestic Fascist forces are still very vivid Therefore, it was not too difficult to induce 

ethnic mistrust and collective paranoia through a politics of fear (Cmobrnja, 1994 and 

1995). We should not ignore in this regard the fkî that the recent civil war(s) in 

Yugoslavia (1990s) were fought under the ssme flags and symbols as during W. W.11. 

In contrast to the arguments of both schools (ancient hatreds and artificiality of 

the former Yugoslavia), and pivticularly in contrast to Huntington's hypothesis of the 

clash of civilizations, 1 agree with the followiag opinion of Lord Owen who was one of 

the peace negotiators in Bosnia In an inteniew for Foreim Affâïrs in 1993, he provides 

the opposite point of view and prediction for the fûture of the Ballrans. When asked: 

''Given the hatred and the bloodshed of the past two years and the historic ethnic 

Aiso, JI ofthe 'abnc' Parties declarcd th-es ascldlllly daiwicnnc and liknl as is apparent in thàr 
names which included the word 'democratic' . 



emnities, is it realistic to hop these groups will lie d o m  together and üve in peace?-, 

Lord Owen staîed that 

"1 thuik it's nalistic because these people are of the same etlmic stock. 1 
believe some political leaders in the Ball;ans are not authentically 
speakmg for al1 theu people. There are still very strong elements of 
modernization within Bosnia-Herzegovina. Many people there still see 
tiiemselves as European and even now don? îhink of themselves as 
Muslim, Croat or Serb; some dell'berateiy and proudly cal1 themselves just 
Bosniaas That sentiment is reflected in the degree of intermarritige. It's 
reflected in the fact tbî, even now, you can go to Sarajevo under 
bombardment and see Muslims, Serbs and Croats Living together in the 
same streets and apartments. Throughout Yugoslavia people are still al1 
&ed in together and, in many cases, Living peaceably" (Foreien Affairs, 
1993 :6,7). 

This study illustrates then that the complexity of the Yugoslav cirama far exceeds 

both arguments: the primordialist ancient hatreds thesis and the cotlstructivist artificiality 

of the Magllied community. 1 argue that the Yugoslav dilemma, or the question 'why 

Yugoslavia collapsed?', carmot be reduced to the interna1 factorsy or the intemal 

Ballrnniïntion in my tenns, as both schools have done. The third chapter dernonsiraies the 

importance and the crucial role of the extemal Balkaniation. Indeed, my thesis about 

historical and recent divisions of the Balkans by extenial forces is my basic counter 

argument to both schools. Similarly to Crnobmja's remark about his account of the 

Yugoslav drama, 1 also assert that 3he account that follows shouid allow the reader to 

decide whether the creation of Yugoslavia was a noble experiment in an inherently 

unstable part of Europe or an impossible task h m  the start7' (1994:34). In this regard, a 

good starhg point for an understanding of some basic historical facts about the 

Yugoslav nations and the ongins of the Yugoslav idea for the creation of a common state 

of al1 South Slavs is to acknowledge the centrality of the Croats and the Serbs for the 



Yugoslav unity as well the conceptual synonymy of the ethnic group and the nation 

within the Yugoslavia's context. This is best explained by Ale& Djilas ([1991] 19%) 

who points out that 

"since the creation of Yugoslavia in 19 18, the wnflict between Croats and 
Serbs has posed the greatest threat to the Yugoslav union. Its causes cari 

be îraced to theu development of separate cultural and political identities 
as they took crucial steps toward becoming modem nations in the 
nineteenth century. Non-Slav observers did not distinguish between Croats 
and Serbs mtil the ninth century. These two names became established 
when the first forms of political organhtion appeared The Cmtian and 
Serbian tribes, though identicai in ethnic and linguistic origin, dweloped 
distinct political organisms. The formation of two separate polities was, 
from the beginnîng, an important differentiating force between Croats and 
Serbs ... From the time of their settlement in southeastern Europe during 
the sixth and early seventh centuries, Croatian tnbes were infiuenced by 
Latin and Gennanic political orders and cultures. The Croats were at the 
periphery of this western civilization. To the east lived the Serbian tribes, 
adjacent to the Byzantine world In the following centuries these eastem 
and western infiuences, especially Eastern Orihodox and Roman Caîholic, 
fiequently transgressed the borders-which were never M y  established 
anyway-between Croatian and Serbian t n i s  and C r d a n  and Serbian 
States, creating a pluralistic mosaic rather than a simple division between 
'western Croaîs' and 'eastern Serbs "' (4). 

It is for al1 of the above mentioned re8SOm that 1 argue that worldwide public 

opinion is misled by Western media and politicians about the ' r d  and tme' picture of 

the Yugoslav crisis. In line with the authors presented in this paper (Baudson, 1996; 

Chossudovslry, 1996, 1997; Cmobmja, 1994, 1995; Hayden, 1996; Parenti, 1999; 

~ W Y ,  1995, et al.), 1 argue that nationalism and religious confiicts were not the 

primary cause and reason for the war. The cornmon image about the 'good guys' (Croats, 

Muslims, and more recently Albanians) and the 'bad guys' (Serbs) is misleading. 1 argue 

that the etbnic or national identities of refùgees andor displaced people as civilian 



victims of the war and 'ethaic cleaasing' are misinterpreted in the simplistic and one- 

sided official explanations and media representations. 

While it is well-loiown, for example, that refbgem from Bosnia are 'the Bosnians' 

(Busanrci, singular Bosmc in SerboCroatian), there are different perceptions of who the 

'Bosanci' are. This confusion is edumced with the usage of newly created tenn 'the 

Bosniaks' (Boqüc i ,  singuiar Bosnjak in Serbo-Croatian). Media and politicians promote 

bnth terrns without the explanation of what the difference is between them or why they 

are used interchangeably and in such a wnfiising aud contradictory marner. For example, 

wbile Huntington (1993) refers to the Bosnian Muslims as 'the Bosnians-Bosanci' , Lord 

Owen (1993) uses the same word to describe al1 three major Bosnian nations, or ethnic 

groups: the Bosnian Muslims, the Bomia. Croats and the Bosnian Serbs. Moreover, the 

officia1 and media reports never included the 'Yugoslav' national identity even though it 

was declared by many fonner Yugoslavs, particularty Bosnians, in the 1 s t  census in 

1991. Some people went so far as to jokingly declare themselves to be 'Eskimos' as a 

way of denying any ethnic identity at dl .  Besides an explanstion of these tems, it will be 

show in the fourth ctiapter that these 'Yugoslavs, Bosnians and Eskimos' are 

disappearing without traces as if these nationai and/or personal identities never existed 

This shidy illustrates, particularly in the latters chapten, how and to what extent 

the life histories and expenences of a small strategic sample of Bosnian refiigees in 

Montreal support the arguments of various scholars who argue that the causes of and 

reasons for the civil war as well as the ethnic identities of victims of ethnic cleansing are 

different ancl more complex than what is usually assumed in the West All of the 

presented authors argue that there is a multitude of factors and causes of the war. of 



which the most important is the crisis of a socioeconornic and political system thai is 

brought about particuiarly by the 'new world order' and its 'dictate of the fies-market'. 

As it wiiî be demonstrateci, the= is strong evidence showing that the victims and 

perpetrators include al1 of the nations involved in confiicts, for example, the Serbs, the 

Croats and the Musiims in multinational, or rnulti-ethnic Bosnia. Above ail, the civilian 

victims of the civiyethnic war in the former Yugoslavia are primarily nationally 'mixeci' 

people and 'newly created' national muionties, such as Serbs, Croats and Muslims in 

Bosnia. Both groups, that is, the 'mixed' and the 'new' rninorities, became by dehitïon 

an 'undesirable' population. Similarly to various authon (Baudson, 1996; Hayden, 1996; 

Samary, 1995) I argue that all involved parties, particularly in Bosnia, had the same goal: 

to avoid the statu of national minority that ultimtely rneant their expulsion or treatment 

as second class citizens. 

With regards to the expulsion of national minorities and subsequent emergence of 

Yugoslav apaîridedrefiisees due to the extemal and consequent intemai Balkanintioq 

the last chapter provides a theoretical framework for understanding thîs hundred year old 

story dating fiom the very creation of îhe nrst Yugoslavia in 1918. 1 deduce my 

arguments from the previous chapters and 1ink them with the life histories of Bosnian 

refugees living in Montreal. M y  historical and comparative atialysis of the present day 

Bosnian refiigees and the fust modem European, and Yugoslav, apatrides examines the 

phenornena of statelessness, homelessness and rightiessness as the cornmon grouad of 

both groups. My theoretical approach is based on Hanaah Arendt's (119511 1973) 

remarkable adysis of these phenornena and the very emergence of the first modem 

apatrides andor refbgees. 1 will demonstrate that the present day refugees eorn 



YugoslavialBosnia, similarly to those analyzed by Arendt, consider(ed) themselves as to 

be staîeless, homeless and rïghtless due to the dismemûement of Yugoslavia Besides 

providing a necessary theoretid fiamework, this hisiorid and comparative approach 

best links the macro and micro levels of this p a p r  by examllllag the refùgee pmblematic 

within a global and historical context. 

The main purpose of the empirical part of this study, or its micro level, presented 

in the fourth and fifth chapters, is to explore and descni the complexity of issues 

pe- to the past and present Life experience of refugees fiom the former 

Yugoslavia/Bosnia Living in Montreal. 1 will examine the main reasons and 

cÛc~]bstances under which they reseîtled in Canada as well as the main obstacles in 

rebuilduig of a Iost home, or making a new Me in Montreal. Thus, central to my analysis 

of the 'Yugostav Saga', or the 'Odyssey' of Yugoslav reîùgees in Canada, is the 

presentation of refugees' opinions about their displacement, and consequent resetîiement 

includllig the examination of the obstacles or difficulties in rebuilding a new life. I do not 

intend to analyze their cornplex Life histories as I agree with the following statement by 

David Albahari'sl* mother who expressed skepticism about writing her life history. In her 

words: "there is no book that could embrace the whole life, or even a part of it" 

(Albahan, 1997:133). Thus, this is ratber a preliminary study that explores some basic 

questions such as: Who are the refbgees from the former Yugoslavia? Who are the 

Bosnians, the Yugoslavs and the Eskimos? For what specific reasons and under what 

circumstances did they corne to Canada? What are the main problems or obstacles in 

10 David Albaimi is a f8imous Yugoslav writer of mixed Jewish and Serbii origins, wbo recently 
immigraîed to Canaâa (Calgary) where he is putsuiag his almer. In bis book Mamac (A Bait), Belgrade: 
Narodnc No*, 1997, he depicts iaberweavhg sllnilantes of his mthet's lifé with his own destiny. 



creating a new home in Montreal, or rebuilding a lost one? How are they supporteci by 

the various urban commmity organbtions, pticdarly by the ethnic one(s)? Wbat kind 

of help do they have and to what extent are their ne& king fulnlled? 

1 maimain that the prerequisite for understanding the most important parts of 

these exîraordinarily rich and tragic life histories is to place them in broader histoncal 

and socio-political contexts. For this reason, I link relevant parts of their penonal 

experiences and visions with a rnultidiscipiinary theoreticai approach that together will 

provide some different insighb into 'The Yugoslav Drama', and consequent 'Yugoslav 

Saga'. This combination of theoreticai and empirical research will enable us to better 

understand the complexity of the historical, socio-economicai and politid background 

of the Yugoslav Saga, that is, the intimate relationship between the past and the present 

life experiences of Yugoslav refugees with the history and politics in the Balkans. Thus, 

in order to illuminate some different aspects of history and geography of the ethnic 

cleansing in the former Yugoslavia, 1 link theoretical arguments of various authors fiom 

different disciplines and the findings of my recent survey research about refbgees' life 

histories conducted in Montreal in January of 2001 (see aîtached questioMaire in 

Appendix 1). 

However, 1 argue that Western public opinion is rnisled with regards to both the 

civil war in the former Yugoslavia and the ethnidnational" identities of refiigees. In 

1 I 1 use tbtsc two ternis interchangeably in this study due to the firct that they are conctptually synonymous 
as will be ucplained more in detail m the îïrst two chapterç. For now, it should be aoted that m the former 
Yugosiavia (as weii now in the s u c c e s ~ ~ r  states) the word 'nation or mmd signi&s what Americans view 
as 'etbnic'. Aiso, in the Constitutions as w d  as in public usage there is the well established word 'people or 
na rd  that dèr to the 'nation(s)' that again in the North America means 'ethnic'. La Yugoslav official and 
common vocabuiary we ûnd words ' ) IQT~& muahos#* where the former refêrs to people/nation and the 
latter to nationaIities or national minorities. See Djdas, 1996; Hayden, 1996 and Samary, 1995. 



consequence, people Who are against fanaticai nationalism or eihnic and religious 

divisions, îhat is, the anti-natiodists, those who are h m  'mixed' maniages or 'mixed 

children' as well as those who declare(d) themselves as 'Yugoslavs' and recently 

'~slcirnos,'~~ are invisible victuns of the civil war and its ethaic cleansing. As well, these 

Yugoslavs, Eskimos, and Bosnians (in this context the latter refers to anti- 

aationalistically oriented BosDian Croats, Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Se* as well 

the other Bosnian nationdities) are excluded fiom Canada's mdticulturalist agenda for 

three basic reasons: practical 'nonexistence' due to media exclusion, king  a srnall 

group incapable of leadership and the existence of Serbian, Croatian, etc., ethnic 

communities. 

1 argue that the fact that Yugoslavia's various nations and nationalities (narodi 

and ~~~rodnostli) were increasingly intenningled and their people increasingly considered 

themselves to be Yugoslavs in combination with the history of the peacefiil coexistence, 

prticularly after the atrocities cormnitted in the W.W.II, is proof of the opposite 

maintahed and propagated tnrtb. 1 claim that these people who are anti-nationalists and 

of mixed ethnic origindfdies, particularly the Yugoslavs and Bosnians or 'Eskimos', 

are a king disproof of both the 'artificiality' of Yugoslavia as the imagllied community 

and the historically rooted ethnic hatreds and aggressivechauvinist nationalism. 

According to the Western media reports, the ancient hatreds and the ethnic nationalism 

were the only cause and reason for the dismembennent of the former Yugoslavia. First of 

- -- 

12 The term 'fikirnos' is meant in an entirely positive sense as Samary also points out- She dedicates ber 
book Yunoslavia Dismemberd (1995) to ail fieuds of al1 nations and natiodties fiom tbe former 
Yugoslavia, inchiding those that have raistecl the ethriidnational division of YugoslavialBosnia, and have 
chosen rether to declare themsclves as 'Eskimos', uistead of Serbs, Croats or Muslims, in the last Census in 
1991. 



all, 1 argue that these people who did not perceive Yugoslavia as an artincial country or 

as uastable due to ancient hatreds, particularly the mixed families combined by the old 

and new undesirable national minorities7 are the majority of the civilian war's victims 

and refugees. Secondly, due to their (purposefbl or accidental?) 'invisibility' and 

exclusion fkom the h e w o r k  of multicuituralisrn in Canada, these people who lived and 

believe(d) in peacefiil multinational coexistence consequently lack the appropriate multi- 

euuiic community organization in their 'new homeland'. 

These people, that is, the Yugoslos, or people who believed in the Yugoslav idea 

which promoted 'civic' nationalism based on the socialist intematioaalism tbat 

transcended 'ethnic' nati~nalisrn~~, the Bosnians who wexe and are sti i l  e s t  ethnic 

and religious divisions, and the mked famiïiedchildren, challenge(d) the nonsense of the 

ethnic divisions and 'purification' of the nations presented by schoian, media and 

politicians as the 'ancient hatreds' coatlict. As 1 have already mentioned, some of these 

people resisted the whole process by declaring themselves sarcastically to be 'Eskimos ' 

in the latest census of 1991 14. Ironically, these Yugoslav Eskimos, now also 'Canadians', 

l3 One illustrabve example is the popular official slogan "svoje 11-0, tudje necemon me* "we protect 
and keep wbat is ours and we don't wmt what beloags to othetsn. As 1 argue in the second chapter, the 
national id- of 'Yugosiavs' as the seventh nation of Yugodavia was based on 'supranationakf of 
Yugosiavism. Even thougb 'Yugoslavs' werc compod of ethnic Scrbs, Croats, Muslims, etc., they were a 

Litical d o n  that was above c h i c  nationaikm 
'Ahhough it is beyonci the swpe of my andysis, i rireos tht these people, Le., the d e c h i d  snd undeclated 
'Yugoslavs' or simply people who believed or loved socialist Yugodavia, represent the vast majority of the 
former Yugoslavia's poPprIation In otber words, people Wght want sociwconoxnic and pditid change but 
not national divisions and civil wars. This majority did not want or support the break up of Yugosiavia 
Cniobrnja points out in his analysis of the fole ofthe "InteUigeatsia and Nationaiisrn in the Yugoslav Drama" 
thaî the idea of rdti-party dedons and a referendum throughout Yugoslavia based on the principle of "one 
person-one vote" was refûsed by the tepublican nationaiist governmems and ïatdlig«itsia (1995:135). 
Apparently, the citizens of the former Yugoslavia were ignored as the individuals and r e d u d  to ethnic 
'natioaals', that is, tbe S e  the Croats, the Mwlims, etc. This transitioq or rather regression lkom the 
civic to ethmc nationalism, or the national hornogenization, is best expressad by wel~-kwwn 
C m u g o s l a v i a n  intcllcctual, a writer Adme. Slavenka Drakulic, who states that ''Being Croat has 
become my destiny ... I am definecl by my nationality, and by it done ... Along with millions of 0th Croats, 



somehow envisioned, or symbolically predicted, their resettlement in Canada as the 

homeland of the real Eskimos, that is, the Inuit people. Interestingly, ssimilarly to the 

meaning of 'Yugoslavs', which refers to the Yugoslav people@), the national identity and 

term 'Inuit' dso means 'people'. Whüe 'InuL' means 'a person', similady 'Yugoslavs' 

were def'ed and considered themseives by persoaality, as persans, and never by 

mîiouality. Indeed, similarly to the Yugoslav naîional identity which included and 

referred to al1 nations and nationalities of Yugostavia, the 'Bosnims' refer(ed) to dl 

nations and nationalities Living in Bosnia Both national identities, the Yugoslavs and 

Bosniam were based on 'civil projects' in contmt to ment 'ethnic claims'. 

Even more importantly, due to theû non or misrecognition, the Yugoslavs7 

Bosnians and Eskimos together with other nationalities who al1 believe(d) in peaceful 

coexistence7 that is, al1 those who were/are against the recent break up and the ethnic 

division of Yugoslavia, these refiigees (and immigrants in general) are lacking in their 

new life in Montreal the multi-ethnic Yugoslav community organization in their 

languages that would be inclusive to al1 nations and nationalities nom the former 

Yugoslavia. Therefore, 1 argue that if we do not under~fa~d or know who the refugees are 

fiom the former Yugoslavia and what happeneci to them, then we cannot understand the 

impact of redement  in Canada nor what theù main problems and obstacles in 

-- - 

1 was pinned to the wall of uatioohood - not only by outside pressure h m  Serbia and the Federal Army but 
by national homogenization within Croatia itseK Thot is what the war is doing to us, reducing us to one 
dimension: the Nation. The trouble with this nationhood, however, is tba! wtiereas before, 1 was defineci by 
my education, my job, my ideas, my character - and, yes, my nationality too - now I feel stripped of di that I 
anr no&uiy because 2 am mi a perm any more. i a m  om of 4.5 milhon Craats ... 1 am not m a position to 
choose m y  longer. Nor, 1 think, is anyone else ... there is no escape ... One doesn't have to sucarmb 
voluntarily to this ideoIogy of the nation - one is sucked into it. So right now, in the new state of Cmtia, no 

Exmess: Fraaments h one is aiiowed not to be a Cmtn (Slavcnka Drctkulic, The Baikan m the otber Side . - of War, New York: W.W. Norton, 1993, pp. 50-2. Cited in Rogers Bnibaker, Nationalism Rehmed , 
[1996j 1999, p. 20, my emph 



rebuilding a new life and home are. For this r-n, it is impossible to separate pst, 

present and funiie if one wants to understand who the refiigees are fkom 

Yugoslavia/Bosnia and their curent M e  and urban experience in Montreal. 

In order to elaborate these claims and provide the wcessary dieoretid and 

empirical support and aidence, I have divided this paper into five chapten that are 

interrelateà and together make a comprehensive whole. As my theoreticai approach is 

primarily a method of deduction, 1 will nrst demonstrate some aspects of the broacier 

theoretical, historicai, economic and political background of the Yugoslav Drama and 

Saga, and then apply it to the particular issues pertaining to the life experiences of 

Bosnian refbgees in mdticultural Canada and their participation in Montreal's urban 

culture. 

To s u m  up, while the nrst chapter provides a literature review on ttieories of the 

nation and natioaalism, the second one examines their application in the Yugoslavian 

conte* This theoreticai background is necessary and crucial for understanding the 

complexity of the national question in Yugoslavia and the role of ethnic nationalkm in 

the Yugoslav drama The third chapter is a bnef sumrnary of the historical and political 

background of Balkanization, particularly the external one that is identical with the old 

and new world orders, that is, the 'Divide and Rule' politics that embrace the division of 

the temtories of Yugoslavia, and the Balkans at large. This legacy of continual codict 

due to extemal Balkanization and its impact on the cumnt crisidwar (1991-ongoing) will 

be further linked to the geography of ethnic cleansing in the next chapter. The fourth 

chapter then d e s c n i  the heterogeneous ethnidnational composition of the repubLics of 

the former Yugoslavia, and consequent various identities of refugees fiom Bosnia tbat 



immigrateci to CanadaMonteal. The lasî chapter exposes the correlation h e m  the 

destiny of these refûgees and the first European apatrides* both the 'unQsirabIes'. This 

historical and political analysis of the phenonmon of 'the statelessness and/or 

homelesmess' provides a necessary theoretical approach to the refügees* problematic as 

weli as the additional Iink between macro or global level, and micro level or lifeworid of 

refugees. This chapter also explores some of the positive and negaîive implications of 

muiticultinalism and its impact on the life and urban experience of Bosnian/Yugoslav 

refugees in Montreal. Finally, 1 will a h  identify some main difficuities and obstacles to 

faster and better integration into Québec society. Besides these main directions and 

arguments, each chapter also includes some additional subdiscusçions about related 

issues in order to avoid over-simplification of such complex social settings and 

phenornena. 

a) MethdoIogy and Research Design '' 

My methodology is a combination of historical comparative research and survey 

research, or a combination of qualitative and quantitative appraaches and data. This 

combination of historical comparative and exploratory study embraces the method of 

inte~ewing, historical and comparative analyses. as well as the method of observation 

and participation (Neuman, 1997). Having in miod the historical fact and argument of 

various authors (Baudson, 1996; Hayden, 1996; Samary, 1995) that Bosnia was 'a mini 

1s For my methodology and research design see more details in Neuman, Lawrence W. Social Researc - .  . . h 
Mdods: Oualitative and Ousnûtaûve b~roaches , 1997 (1991). in particular chapters 2, 6, 9, 10, 13 and 
15. 



Yugoslavia' in terms of its multinational and mdticdtural social structure, I focus my 

sampling hune on Bomian refugws as the best representation of the social and cultural 

multi-reaiity of the former Yugoslavia In order to better illustrate the relationship 

between the background and Life experience of refugees from Bosnia, 1 intervieweci 

people with various national origins and identities, that is, natiody 'mixed' (between 

Serbs and Croats md between Serbs and Musluns) and 'pure' families (Serbian and 

Muslim ones). 1 maintain that this ethnic diversity of the respondents wiU contribute to 

the accuracy of my research. 

Thus, 1 primarily explore the correlation between the different or alternative (that 

is not mainstream) points of view of the authors and the opinions and experiences of 

refûgees corn the former Yugoslavia. In order to do so, 1 conducted face-to-face 

interviews with seven respondents fiom Bosnia and Henegovina Four spouses of these 

respoadents as well as one adult child also participated bringing the total number of 

respondents to twelve. Although this srnall strategic sample, is not a representative one, 1 

suggest that we take seriously into account their voices as they are an exemplary 

representation of the sociqxditical complexity of Bosnia and the former Yugoslavia at 

large. In particuiar, due to the fact that these people achially and apparently represent the 

multinationality and cultural diversity of Yugoslavia and especially Bosnia With regards 

to my historical comparative method, a histoncal retrospective of the extemal 

Bdkmhtion, or 'Divide and Rule' politics in the Balkans, wili show that Yugoslavs 

were in the first lines of the 'new wave' of migrations of modem refùgees and apatrides 

at the beginning of the XXth century. 



initiaily, 1 envisioned a much bigger sample (15-20 respondents) that wodd 

iaclude refügees fiom tbroughout the former Yugoslavia However, 1 realized very soon 

that the &ta is quite inaccessible due to both the confideatiality of officia1 documents as 

well as the unwiUingness of people to participate in such a study. Also, &er reviewiog 

the most updated version of the existing Citizenship and Immimation Statistics 1996 

(Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1999) about immigration flows of refugees, 1 

noticed tbat Bosnia was the first among the top ten couutries in 1996. There were 4.963 

refûgees (out of 28.271) who had their last permanent residence in Bosnia, of which 

1.460 hed Quebec as their intended destination This data far exceeds the second largest 

flow of refugees, thaî is, 1.797 people fiom ~fghanistan'~. This 'popularity' of Bosnia in 

combination with the limited space and purpose of this research, the inaccessibility of 

data and the representative multi-ethnic portrait of Bosnia are the main reasons for both 

my focus on respondents nom Bosnia and the smaller research sample. 

Regarding the above rnentioned problem of inacccssibility of data I need to point 

out that the reluctance to participate in the study is due to different reasons. People have 

Little leisure the, they are too busy and nobody likes par&icipating in surveys, and in 

particular, people are unwilling to talk about themselves, and their present or past life, or 

problems. AAer several initial refurals for interviews, I was nevertheless successful in 

finâing respondents because I persoaally know a lot of them". Also, it is important to 

mention that al1 of the respondents were uncornfortable with the idea of recordhg the 

l6 Sœ Table S6 "Rcfùgee Caîegoric: Top Ten C o d e s  of Last Perm- Residence by Province or 
Territory of Intendeci Destirration, 1996" on p. 12, and the graphic illustration of Table S6 in Chart 1 on the 

hi Irm@lgio . . aext page: p. 13, i n c i i n s  _D and n Stattstics 1996. Citizenship and Immigration Canada. 1999. 



inte~*ew even though 1 assured thm that their participation was completely 

confidentid. As 1 was tolâ, none of them Iiked to be 'recordeci', because the presence of 

a tape-recorder is too official and serious, and as such, constrains their spontaneity. 1 

suggest that 'fear of taiking' could also be one of the (unspokedsilent) reasons for the 

unwiliingness to participate in the study. Although all respondents were happy to help 

me in my research, 1 maintain that refugees fiom the former Yugodavia are a particularly 

sensitive social group and are unwilling to participate in surveys. Keeping in mind that 

these people are reluctant to give personal information 1 designed the quedomaire 

primarily as aggregate categories for ail demographic data in order to emphasize the 

confidentiality and hpemnality of data. 1 also excluded as irrelevant for the research 

any identifjing categories, such as names of places or penons. 

The question order is designed in a mamer that provides a chronoiogical and a 

cornfortable flow and atmosphere (see Appendur I). Thus, the introductory demographic 

questions are followed by more personal questions about some aspects of life in the 

former Yugoslavia and reasons and circumstances of the arriva1 to Canada. The second 

set of questions relates to the urban experience in the city of Montreal as a central part of 

the questionnaire. The concluding set of questions include more delicate questions about 

national identity and citizenship issues. On the one han4 al1 respondents felt wdortable 

in aaswering the questions and there is statistically insignificant missing data. On the 

other han4 al1 of the i n t e ~ e w s  took more time than 1 had predicted due to several 

reasons: participation of more than one respondem, wrîting instead of recording and 

" 1 ma nvny newcomcrs/refirgees h m  the forma Yugoslavia during 1995/1996 M e  workïng in CSAi 
(Ceutre Social d'Aide aux Idgrants) as wcii in private circles. 1 ody met one fh i iy  intdewed through 
CSAI. 



different interruptions that enhanceci the cornfortable atmosphere (cooking lunch, 

Qinlring coffee, telephone calls, childam). To sum up, 1 designed the questionnaire in a 

marner that wodd primanly explore issues relating to their experience of war and the 

immigration process, in pariicular in ternis of theïr humaq civil and social nghts. 1 

maintain that cornparison between current everyday life in Montreal and the former 

Yugoslavia prior to the civil war (aithough incomparable in some aspects due to 

complete different settings andor social systems: capitalism vs. socialism) will better 

illustrate some aspects of refiïgees' Life histories tbat are essentiai for understanding their 

current life in Montreal. 



CaAPTER ONE: Theones of Nation and Natioaalism: 

Primordirrlism and Constructivism 

My goal in this chapter is to offer a theoretical k e w o r k  for a better 

understanding of the cornplexity of the national question in Yugoslavia (191 &) and the 

Yugoslav drama, that is, the extemai and intenial factors tbat contributed to the collapse 

of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. While this chapter provides a literature review of 

the theories of nation and nationalism, the next chapter demonstrates the origins of the 

Yugoslav idea of the unification of al1 the South Slavs (meaning Yugoslavs) in a 

common state. The following concise ovewiew of some basic concepts (the nation, 

ethnicity, national versus ethnic minority) as well as of the theories of nationalism is 

designeci to contribute to m y  historical and sociological analyses of the nationai question 

in Yugoslavia, in parîïcular regarding the main issue, that is, was Yugoslavia 

dismembered due to the 'ancient haire&' thesis as advocated by the primordialkt school 

or due to the 'artificiality of imagined cornmunity' as constnictivists argue? 

I begin this chapter with Kai Nielsen (1999), who is in favor of a liberal 

nationalism and a 'Gpluraiistic rnulticulturalism" (27) that, in his view, are "'compatible" 

(10) modern movements. For him, multiculturalism is a k t ' '  (17). He thus 

advocates the emergence of multi-nation states based on equal partnership of the nations 



as weii as the integration without assimilation for cultural minorities (31). Nielsen's 

definition of a nation implies: 

"a people who constitute a political community. A nation is a group of 
people with a) a distinctive history, distinctive traditions, customs, 
typically, but not always (e.g the Scots), with a distinctive language, ... 
with a distinctive enwmpassing (societal) culture and b) as weii, with u 
sense thot they are a people sustaining or seeking some form of seW- 
governance. To be a nation a people will almost invariably inhabit a 
territory which they regard as tbeir homeland or, if in Diaspora, they wiil 
have an aspiration to inhabit a place thet will become their homeland" 
(1999:9). 

Nielsen argues that there are "nationalisms and nationalisms" (8)' that is, there 

are "bad and good natiodisms" (10) considering that "siorne forms are barbarie and 

vicious, others are liberal and tolerant" (9). Thus, Nielsen radically distinguishes between 

"god or liberal aationalism" and %ad or ethnic nationalism" (10). Ethnic nationlism is 

s non- liberal one because it demands membership in the nation îhat is marked "by 

descent", or "blood", and therefore, it is "incompatible with universalism or 

cosmopolitanism" (9) as well with multicuituraiism. For Nielsen, ethnic natiodism is 

''barbanc ... xenophobic, exclusionist, typically racist", with a tendency of engagement 

"in genocide and ethnic cleansing", if there is an "opportunity" (9). In wntrast to the 

ethnic naîiondism that is "incompatible with a cosmopolitan morality" (15), Nielsen 

argues that in modernity we also have liberal nationalism, which is at once 

particul~n~~al  and universaVcosmopolitaa In other words, it is committed 

simultaneously to ''uear and dear" (particularism) and to ccpluralism and tolerance" 

(universalism) (8, 10). In this sense, Liberal nationaiism is open and tolerant as national 

membership (nationality) is not attained through descent but through ''cultural 



attunement, a willingness to accept membership in the nation and to rrcognize others 

similarly ammd and similarly incüned as membersn (Nielsen, 1999: 1 O). 

For Nielsen, although not "as corxmon as ethnic nationalism", liberal nationalkm 

is our modem realify- He provides the example of the independence stniggles of Norway 

and Iceland from Sweden and Denmark that were carried out "within the fiamework and 

panuneters of iiberal dernocracy" (10). For this reason, he is in favor of Quebec 

separation from Canada as Quebecois see themselves as a 'people' and they stniggle to 

becorne a 'nation' within a fiamework of h i ,  non-violent, nationalism. Nielsen 

d a i m s  that, "the stniggle for Quebec sovereignty is intense and bitter, as was the stnrggie 

for Norwegian and Icelandic sovereignty, but it will be fought out within the limits of 

Liberal democracy alone. However it gets settied, if it ever gets settied, it will be settled 

with words and votes and not guns and tanks". For Nielsen then, Quebec naiionalism, as 

weil as Mcan-Amencan nationdism. are ccreasonable manner in the spirit of 

cosmopoli~sm, fhlhiilism, etbical universalism and liberal nationalism" (1 999: 1 1 ). 

Although the level of national awareness and consciousness difTer between Quebecken 

and Afncan-Americans, both groups see themselves as a people, thus havhg legithate 

daim to become a nation. In Nielsen's words, 

"Afiican-Americans are by now, and have been for a long tirne, a people 
and as a people they could aspire to some fonn of political community 
with some fonn of self-govemance ... There is a subjective factor that is 
also crucial to nationhood, namely that to be a nation. people m a  see 
themeIves as opeople, as a at ion ... Moreover, to rewgnize that you are 
a people is to recognize tbat you can become a nation (a political 
community)" (1 999: 12). 



Nielsen furthet maintains that nations are distinct fiom ethnic groups, or 

immigrants, who seek to integrate without assimilation and "without political espiratiom 

to fonn a distinct political commdîy". Nations, according to Nielsen, are "'aiso distinct 

fiom national minorities", that is people who he defines as "historicaUy locaîed in a 

nation and as a distinct part of that nation, but who have as weii awther encompassing 

(societai) culture which is that of an adjacent d o n  (e.g anglophones in Quebec and 

francophones in Ontario)" (1999:9). As the concepts of 'nation7 and 'ethnic group' will 

be M e r  elaborated, for now 1 proceed with the distinction between national and 

ethnocuiM, or immigrant minorities. This distinction between the national and 

immigrant, or ethnic groups, is well explained by Will Kymlicka (1998) who analyzes the 

ethnocultural relations and limits of multicuituralism in Canada. 

For Kydicka, Canada is "a world leader in three of the most important areas of 

ethnocdtural relations: immigration, indigenous peoples, and the accommodation of 

minority nationalism" (1998:2). In his examination of the '%O major sources" of 

Canada's increasing 'Lethnocultural diversity" (S), he points out that "the fust source" 

contains the people "who were here before the British, narnely the Aboriginal peoples 

and French Canadians" (1998:6). In this regard, Kymlicka maintains that a national 

minority is a "histoncal society, with its own language and institutions, whose territory 

bas k e n  incorporated (okn involuntary, as is case with Quebec) into a larger country" 

(1998:2). He explains that Quebeckers, Puerto Ricans, Catalans and Flemish are 

"national minorities" because these groups "tend to view themselves as 'nations' md to 

form nationaiist movements in defense of their language rights and collective autonomy 

... and [these groups] have historically sought various forms of self-government so as to 



&tain their -tus as cuiturally dis- and selflgoveming societies within the larger 

state" (1998:2,6). The second major source of Canadian ethaocultud diversity is "mas 

immigration" as a common ground of both ethnocuitual groups: the immigrant and 

ethaic. Although some 'older7 immigrant groups such as Irish immigrants, or Gemian 

Canadiaos or M a n  Canadians are perceived by many people7 and themselves, as 

'ethnic groupsY7 their origins in Canada ''lie in the act of immigration ... [andl these 

groups have very different histories fiom the 'nations within'. They are the result not of 

the involuntary inwrporation of complete societies settled in their historic lands, but of 

the decisions of individu& and families to leave their original homelands for a new life" 

(Kymlicka, 1998:7). 

For t h i s  reason, Kymiicka uses concepts of an immigrant group and ethnic group 

interchangeably as both groups are "formed through acts of immigration" (7)- which in 

the case of refugees or Afncan-Americaas was not voluntary (9). He distinguishes those 

ethnocultural groups fiom the Aboriginal and French-Canadian national groups. In 

Kymiicka's words, "Historically, immigrant/ethnic groups have sought and achieved 

social and political integration in Canada - not self-govemrnent- although they bave 

also watlted some accommodations of their ethnocultural distinctiveness" (1998:7). 

Kymlicka defines the 'Canadian model' of multiculturalism as an approach and policy 

that accommodates those ethnocuitural groups. In his examination of the limits of 

multicultinalism, he claims that "multiculturalism is working well, d fears of 

ethnocultural separatisrn are misplaced" (1 998: 1 O). 

He points out however that Canada is more successful in deaüng with 

acco~~ltnodation of "immigrant etbnicity than in accommodating minority nationalism" 



(1 1). He notes that the accommodation of d o n a l  differences in Canada "is not 

particularly promisingn in spite of shwg disagrrement of both the Québécois and 

Abonginai peoples with the estaôlished model of "symmetrical federalism", or "the 

national uni@ strategy" (10)- Although Kymiicka is not %ery optimistic" about the 

model of multi-nation federalism advocated by both groups, he adrnits that "it may be our 

oniy chance to keep Canada togethef' (1 998: 1 1 ). According to Kymiiclra, 

"In recent years, both the Québécois and Aboriginal peoples have strongly 
asserted their distinctive national identities. For them, Canada is a single 
country that contains more than one 'nation': their citizenship is Canadian, 
but their national identity is Québécois, Cree, etc. As a resdt Canada is 
sociologically speaking, a 'multhation' state* and like al1 mdtination 
States it must find a way to accommodate minority nationalisms ... The 
sort of 'multination' fededism desired by most Québécois and Aboriginal 
people rests on a mode1 of federalism fùndamentally opposeci to the mode1 
of symmetrical federalism îhat is endorsed by the (non-Abonginal, non- 
Québécois) majority in Canada" (1998: 10). 

In a cbapter entitied "Puîting Multiculturalism into Perspective" Kymlicka M e r  

elriborates the differences between the ethnic and chic nations as well between national 

minorities and immigrant/ethnic groups. He main- that while "etbnic nations take the 

reproductions of a particuiar ethnonatiod culture and identity, as one of their most 

important goals", on the other haad, "civic nations, by contrast, are 'neutral' with respect 

to the etbnocultural identities of their citizens, and define national membership purely in 

terms of adherence to certain principles of democracy and justice" (1998:26). While 

national minorities have alwarj resisted integration and "rejected the idea" of accepting a 

majority language, immigrants "'have historically accepted state pressure to integrate" 

(Kymlicka, 1998:28). Therefore, national minorities in Canada and in other Western 

coutries have historically resisted integration and fought for self-government. III this 



regard, Kymliclca defhes national minorities as "historically seîîled, territoriaily 

concentrated, and previously seKgoveming cultures whose territory has becorne 

inwrporated into a larger state. Such groups include the Québécois and Abonginal 

people in Canada, the Puerto Ricans and Amcrican Indians in US, and Flemish, Catalans, 

Saami, and Basques in Europe" (1998:30). 

In terms of "an ambitious nation-building project" (34), Kymlicka argues that, 

inside and outside Canada, it "is found ody in nomimmigrant national minorities" (35). 

In conirast, immigrant groups have typicaily integrated into dominant culture. He States 

that "one reason" is that immigrants have c'voluatarily Lefi their own cultures 

[homelands] with the expectation of integrating into a different national society". 

Kymlicka asserts that another rwwn is that immigrants have arrived "as Uidividuals or 

families, raîher than as entire communities", and therefore they "Yypically lack temtorial 

concentration or corponite institutions neeàed to fom a linguisticaily distinct socieîy 

alongside the mainstream society". He maintains that multiculturism in dl its forms is 

not a separatist movement as none of its programs are related to the project of nation- 

building or the logic of self-governing temtories. In his words, "unmigrants are very 

different nom national minorities, for whom nation-building threatens a culturally 

distinct society that already exists and has fiinctioned for generations. Histoncally, the 

nationalist option has k e n  neither desirable nor feasible for immigrants" (35). Kymlicka 

States that "while national minorities have resisted integration ..., immigrants have 

accepteci the expectation of integration" (35, 36), with exception in the case of 

colonialism where "donial settiers did not see themselves as 'immigrants', since they 



had no expectation of integrating into anotber culture: rather bey aimed to reproduce 

their origiaal society in a new Land" (l998:37). 

Retuming now to theones of the nation and nationalism, Craig Calhoun (1997), 

who belongs to the SOlCZIUed consûuctivist school of sociology and anthropdogy, points 

out that none of the off'd definitions of the nation "has ever gained generd 

accepfance3' (127, note 1). In contrast to Nielsen's radical division of good and bad 

nationalisms, Calhoun claims that 'TJationalisrn cornes in rndold  forms, some benign 

and reassuring and others terri-g. Social scientists have sometimes been tempted to try 

to analyze 'good' nationalism, or paaiotism, and 'bad' nationalism, or chawinism, as 

though they were completely different social phenornena". For Calhoun, this distinction 

c'obscures their cornmonalties" and confbses our understanding of ' k th  positive and 

negaiive mdéstations of nationai identity and loyalty''. In an extremely constructivist 

manner, he argues that nationslism is "a discursive formation", and îherefore, "national 

identity and loyalty are shaped by the cornmon discoutse of nationalism" ( 1997:3)- 

He maintains that aationalism is a distinctive modem phenornenon. In Calhoun's 

words, it is "a way of constructing coliective identities that arose dongside 

transformations in state power, increased long-distance economic ties, new 

communications and transportation capacities, and aew political projects". In spite of the 

modernity of nationalism, he argues that it is "important dytically to distinguish 

nationdism fiom ethnicity . .., and both from Ianship . .., since ethnicity is often presented 

as an extemion of kinship and nationalists commonly present nations as large families 

sharing bonds of culture and descent" (1997:29). In this regard, he points out that there 

are 'hvo rnutudly exclusive claims to explain nationalism by ethnicity and claims to 



explain it by state building and self-interested elite mobüization". For this reason, as 

Calhoun notes, Wbe liteniaire on naiionaiism" is respectively divided between the 

prhordiaiist appmach and the comct iMa  or instrumentalist approach (30). According 

to Calhoun, while primordialists emphask histoneal "continuities between modem 

nationai cultures and their antecedents, ... [pruticdarily] iike family and ethnic bonds" 

(30), in contrast, coustructivists "underestimate the power of culture'' (32). They rather 

emphasize "the historical and sociological processes by which nations are ~reated'~, in 

particular the role of nationaiist elites whose "leaders oRen manipulate [and mobilue] ... 

theu followers . .. on the basis of nationalist ideology (Calhoun, l997:3O). 

in his anaiysis of "kinship, descent, ethnicity and nationality", Caihoun argues 

that even though "modem nations often have historical mots in old ethnic identities" 

(36)- nevertheless, in his view, "nationalism is a différent way of thinking about 

collective identity fiom ethnicity, and ethnicity itself is oniy one aspect of the way most 

collective identities were organized in the past7' (37). He maintains that ccclosely relatecl, 

but more basic and pervasive, was the rhetoric of kinship and descent". He argues that al1 

"peoples on the earth" historically have connected to and identifiai with "each other 

through kinship and descent", that is, through "marriages ..., parentage, families, ... 

inberibnce and collective identitiy through either pated lines, m a t e d  liws, or both". 

Moreover, the role of these relations is different in modern Western societies than in 

"traditional and relativeiy low-techwlogy societies", such as, for example, Northem 

Ghana where "kinship and descent are .. . the basic organizing pnnciples for nearly d l  of 

social Life". Calhoun points out that although "the modem claim to nationhd is ofkn 

evoked through the language of kinsbip and descent ... it is misleadhg to use the 



language of lcinship and descent to characterize nations" (1997:37). He provides an 

example of contemporary Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia arguing that although kinship and 

family are valued and more important "in organizing social life than, say, in England, the 

United States or Australia ..., they are not 

traditional societie~'~ ( 1997:3 8). 

For Caihoun, "nationalist rhetoric" 

the template 

is distinctive 

of the whole social ordei' as in 

in the sense that "(1) it can on& 

be used for the country as a whole, and (2) ... the claims of the whole nation have clear 

priority over sectional claims". In his words, 

"Nationality, thus, becomes one large caîegorical identity that 
encompasses many smaller categories ('tnbes', ethnic groups) each of 
which may be o r g a n .  internally on the basis of fiirtber categories and 
complex networlcs of interpemnal relationships. Nationaiist rhetonc 
posits whole categories of people without reference to their intemal 
differentiation., or clnims priority over dl such internai differences; ideal- 
typically, one is a member of a nation directly as an individual" (Calhoun, 
1997:39). 

Furthemore, the basic difference between a " t n i  and an "ethnie group" is that 

the former is centered on kin relations which are analytically irrelevant for the latter. 

Calhoun maintains that "kin are those ?O whom one is related by sharing either descent 

from a common ancestor or co~ection through marriage. Kiaship, thus, can be used 

'' As Calhoun apluirp. Taiiensi of Norihan Gbaoa organized soPety o. the b a s  of kinship and descat 
that iink them together, and uclansn wbicb are exogamow organization of "kin relations between individuais 
... [wbo] sbatt cornmon identities as equai members of a uuitary whole" (39). la coattsst, Orthodox 
Christisns, Catholics and Muslims (S«bs, Croats and Bosnian Muslims) "are mt tscight to pray to their 
ancestors, but to God ... the o5ce of president is not inheritable in any of the three counuies". Moreover, 
their economies are not based on kinsbip and descent, but on the "cash exchange, longdimmœ trade, and 
Wones and other enterprises in which kinship is the basis of neither ernployrnent nor the orgaflzation of 
production". Whde Taliensi are m e m h  of a scg- lincage society where "ail Tale lineages also fit 
into clans", the Serbs, Croats and Muslims are members of "the nuclear h d y  of parents and th& childrenn, 
rengaig h m  "a minimal iincage linking t w ~  or more such miclear families unda a mmmon parentn up to 
maximal lineages of "ten to twelve generations distant common ancestors". Tbug the nationaikt rhetoric of 
Serbian or CroaGan leadas implies that 'live are one nunily", but 'we' is not divided by any Ioyalty to d e r  



inclusively to refer to the whole set of relationships and identities fomed by afnaal and 

consanguinai ties - 'in-laws' and 'blood'" (1997: 13 1, note 10). Ethnicity then, for 

Calhoun, is siîuated between kinship and naîionaiity: it bas "an intermediary position" 

that is "not simply an extension of kinship", because it provides "more general links ... 

than kinship". In other words, ethnic identities historically deveioped "wherever multiple 

groups have dealings with each other in a common terriory" (Calhoun, 1997:40). 

Thus, ethnic identities have emerged due to Wie concentration of population in a 

city, the development of economic links beyond the local Iwel, and/or the creation of a 

state, particularly an empire", where distinct peoples had to deal "with each other or with 

the state itself'. As Calhoun maintains, "Intenially, an 'ethnic group' may be organized 

in terms of kinship and descent or in tenns of its own mix of categories and relations. 

E x i e d y ,  vis-à-vis other ethnic groups or the state, it appears as a category of 

equivalently 'ethnie' members" (1997:40). Calhoun provides an example of the Romans 

who disthguished themselves from non-Romans, that is, the Jews, Greeks, Gads and 

others. As well, the Ottomans dealt with Jews, Armenian Christians, Greek Christians 

and other communities. Calhoun maintains that "central authorities [in Roman and 

Ottoman empires] dealt with intermediary authorities" which were responsible for the 

intemal organization of the population that was "of secondary (if any) wncern to the 

ceater". This "indirect nile" was central to the empires (Calhoun, 1997:41). In this sense, 

Calhoun notes that the root of the word "nation" cornes fiom the Roman tenn "natio*, 

which in its original usage was equivaient to ethnicity as 'lit meant simply people of 

conmon 811- and thereby wmmon character" (1 997: 132, note 13). 

- -~ 

or crosçaitting groups, that is, "there is no singie, fùred unit so primary that a Tallensi would always think 
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On the one hand, Calhoun stresses that "the ethaic identities are Iike nationai 

identities, which also never stand alonen. In other words, "the bomdary of the group 

requires intemal similarity as much as externa1 ciifference" (1997:42). On the other hand, 

he argues that ethnic identities differ as nationality is a modem identity that implies the 

notion of individualism. For him, the modemkation of Europe '9elded ethnic 

groupuigsn as it was based on "both migration and gradual integration of regions d o  

larger States". As Caihoun argues, "While nations may have ideologies of conimon 

descent and shared ISnshïp, they are organized primarily as categories of individual 

members, identifiai on the basis of various cultural attributes - common language, 

religion, customs, names, etc.". He notes that modem Western thought understood 

nations as "being individualsy', thus existing "in and of themselves" (1997:44). In this 

regard, each nation, like individuals, is "indivisible ... and ... the bearer of a distinctive 

identity. &ch nation had a distinct experience and character, something special to offa 

the world and something special to express for itseIf" (Calhoun, 1997:45). 

For Calhoun, ethnicity is only one factor which helps to hansform "a mere 

aggregate of persons" into "self-identified - peopley'. Ethnicity, according to Calhoun., 

does not provide socioculniral groups with the ingrediant to becorne nations. Altbough 

e h c  groups promote "social solidarityn and a "cornmon culture", they do not have "a 

monopoly" over them as "collective identity is not precisely equivalent to or guaranteed 

by cornmon culture". In this regard, Calhoun provides the examples of Switzerland, 

Canada and the United States that have developed "political cultures - and consumer and 

media cultures - that are not reducible to the culaire of any of the many e t h i c  groups 

of it" (Calhoun, 1997:38). 



within them" (1997:48). These countries bave developeci distinct political cultures 

despite their interna1 ethic ciifferences. They show îhat although nationalism draws on 

and reflects previous ethnic identities and traditions' it also "aansforms" them and "gives 

a new signincance to cultural inberitance". Thus, Calhoun argues îhat "ethnic mots and 

cultural distinctiveness are only aspects ... of the creation of modem nations". He asserts 

tbat the United States demonstrates this daim as independence fiom Britain was won by 

"an ethnically heterogeneous" group composed by English, Scottish, Irish, Welsh, Dutch, 

French, descendants of Afiican slaves and Native Arnericacls. The United States aiso 

illustrates one of the distinct meanlligs between chic and ethnic nationalism as it '%as 

retained a national identity even while absorbing a wide range of immigrants and 

allowing them to retain considerable ethnic distinctiveness. Part of tbe key is that the 

United States was concepîuaiized - at least in part - as a willed community, not just 

ethnic or other categorhtion" (Calhoun, 1997:49). 

Therefore, Calhoun argues that ccnati~naiism not oniy wmes in many fomis and 

contexts, but carries many different political and moral values". It can mean 

modemization and unification as opposed to "backward" and ccconfïict-ridden triklism" 

or "communalism", or chawinistic defense of the "%es and interests of one's own 

nation" (Calhoun, 1997:86). Caihoun rejects the division of positive/good and 

negative/bad nationalism and its discourse. He maintains that "the m d e m  idea of nation 

grew up alongside the idea of democracy as part of an effort to base politics in the will of 

'the people'. The nation could be identified with the people of a country against their 

rulers - whether these were foreigners or simply monarchs Who lacked popular support" 

(1997:87). In his analysis of "universalism and parochialisrn", Calhoun points out that 



'backward claims to ethnic localism, ... fiom the 1780s to the 1870s ... flourished as  a 

b'beral, cosmopolitan discourse ernphasizing the W o m  of ail peoples". According to 

"the discourse of nationalism is tw  basic and too wide-spread to 
pigeonhole as either positive or negative ... there is strong inclination 
among some groups of scholars to distinguish patriotism as 'good' love of 
country fiom nationalism as a 'bad' distortion. This is not only rooted in a 
generai desire to maintain sharp distinctions between good and bad, but it 
refiects some of the history of naîionalist discourse itself' (1997246). 

He M e r  asserts that ''early liberal nationaiism" promoted loyalty to the nations, 

not to the kings and emperors, with the a h  of achieving "self-determination, both in the 

sense of democratic seif-nile ... and ... autonomy fiom the domination of other nations" 

(87). Calhoun States that "the liberal theory" labeled Western European experience as 

"patriotism" and the Eastern experience as "bad' nationalism" wtiere the former implies 

people ''with strong and stable national identities" and the latter has problematic or 

unstable identities (Glhoun, 1997:87,88). Although Poles, Magyars and Gemians might 

think of their nationalist projects as similar, or identical to the patriotism of French and 

English, their "emotionally dismptive and populist 'Eastern' nationalismyy was in 

opposition to the "ideal type of relatively stable Western couutries ... [with] benignly 

htegrative 'Western' patriotism" (Calhoun, l997:88). Calhoun explains that 

"This West/East contrast is cognate with the opposition between 
'political' or 'civic' nationalisms and 'culturai' or 'ethnic' nationalisms. 
In the former case, national identity is understood to be something 
establisheà by legitimate membership in a constituted political state; 
members of the nation are understood first and foremost through their 
political identities as citizens. In the latîer case, national identity is 
defineci on the basis of some cultural or ethnic criteria distinct from, and 
arguably prior to, politicai citizenship" (1997:88- 89). 



Central to Calhoun's argument against the division or classification of 'good' and 

'bad' nationalisms is his clah that although ûemians are the example of an ethnic or 

cultural nation and the French of 'Western7 political or civic nationalism, they are not 

such different and "separate phenomena7'. Calhoun argues that there is a chic cornponent 

of eîhnic nationalism, ie., nationalism inchdes both concepts. In bis words, Tnmce and 

Germany, and dl of Western and Eastern Europe, have been shaped by the international 

discourse of nationaiism - hcluding both ethnic claims and civil projects of popular 

politicai participation7' (Calhoun, 1997:89). 

Alexander Motyl (1999) takes a step frirther and completely discredits the 

distinction between civic and ethnic nationdism. He enriches the debate about nation, 

nationalism and ethnicity by providuig an intereshg critique of both schools of 

sociology and anthropology, the primordiaiist and constnrctiviçt. Even though Motyl 

disagrees with both schools and their theories, he is against the recent division of good- 

constructivist and bad-primordiaiist theoretical hmeworks. He criticizes the daim of the 

çocalled constructivist school, advocated by Calhoun (1997) and Rogers Brubaker 

([1996] 1999) among other scholars, that national identity, like the nation, is invented or 

imagined, or a category of practice where national identity and loyaity are shaped by the 

discourse of nationaiism and by nationalist elites. Motyl eloqueatly argues that the 

constnictivists' proposition that nationai ibntity is constnicted by elites is problematic, 

because elites are irrelevant to the emergence of national identity and for the 

bansmission of national myths and national traditions. For MotyZ it is a "set of beliefs" 

and not elites that defme national identity (1999:69-76). 



Mot9 states thaî "maoy establishad etites, the office holden, construct identity 

simpiy by 'doing their job', by 'mindlessly' foliowing the des, paüerns, habits, and 

procedures prescribed by institutions" (1999:76). He fiuther argues that although n a t i d  

identity is "a coherent package of propositions relating to historicity and boundaries" it 

does not "necessarily involve some sense of the past". Motyl points out that even though 

histoncity "provides a nation with a place in the flow of the ,  whereas bouadaries grant 

it present-day distinctiveness ... national historicity can also be defied, and frequently 

has been defined, in tems of the-e". He provides the example of the XIXth centuq 

"Ukrainian socialists-nirned-nationalists" who iastead of emphasizing '%e glorious 

histos, of the Ukrainian nation", rather based themselves "on its glonous fhre". For 

him, "historical place can be projected forward or backward into t he ;  it can also be 

found in the present (1999:77). Therefore, Motyl argues tbat nations are 

"groups of people who believe in two things: that their group, as a group, 
has a place in history, and that their group différs fiom other existing 
groups in ways other than historicity. If a national identity must consist of 
both sets of propositions, it can do so if and only if they fit together in a 
siagle propositional package. ... A nation, then, exists, or cornes into 
king, when people sharing a lifeworld believe in a set of logicaily 
complementary propositions regarding historicity and othemess" 
(1999:77,78). 

Using the example of contemporary Ukrainians, Mo@ strongly supports his claim 

that "the distinction beîween civic and ethnic nationalism, ... or national identity", is at 

least uconfiised". The origias of the Ulwuiuio . . 
nation can be tmced back '?O the state of 

Kievan Rus,' founded about a thousand years ago". As well, the Ukrainians distinguish 

thernselves fiom "'the other', the Russians". Thus, Ulcrainians fulfill both sets of national 

propositions, that is, they "claim historical legitimacy ... by claiming Rus' and K i w  for 



themselves ... [and] by differentiating themselves nom Russians". Motyl argues that 

"Inasmuch as these two complementaxy propositional sets exist in contempofary Ukraine 

and are believed by çome of its inhabitants7 they make of their believea a nation even if. 

as is indeed the case, many 'Ukraïnians' rnight dispute theü nationhood or prefef the 

tenn M70d (people) to mtsiia (nation)". For this reason, Motyl argues that the distinction 

between civic and ethnic natioualism is wnfiising as "al1 mtioas are ethnic nations, 

inasmuch as ethnicity and nationhood are conceptually synonymous". Also, as al1 nations 

claim their "place in history" and to have certain boundaries, "dl national identities are 

e~clusionary'~, even "constitutional patri~tisrn"'~ promoted by Gexman intellectuals 

(Jürgen &mas among thern) as it applies only to '"Gemian-language speakersn 

(1999:78). Motyl stresses that 

'Vie quality of k ing more or less exclusionary or inclusioaary bas nothuig 
to do with whether a putative ethnicity underlies the putative nation, 
because there is ... no meaningfid difference between an etbnic group (or 
ethnie) and a nation Both entities accept propositions about their place in 
history and both draw bundaries. Even if we conclude that nations are 
rnerely ethnic groups writ large or modem-day ethnic groups, we still posit 
a fûndamental continuity that ovemdes whatever differences may emerge 
in the course of tune" (1999:78). 

He asserts that naîionalism is usually dehed "as ideology, as social movement, 

or as group coasciousness ... [or) as ideas, collective action, or culture". For him, 

nationaiism is placed in "ideology, ideas", or in more geaeral sense, "ôelief systerns". 

According to Motyl, "collective actions, Ure social movements, are the coordinated 

activities of group", and therefore, there is no difference between "'a Fascist ... a 

Communist, Catholic or nationalist collective action" (1999:79). On the other band, 

l9 See more details alro in Caihoun (1997) and BNhkcr ([1996] 1999) 



nationdism "as culture, cultural identity' grwp consciousness, or ethnie solidarity'' is 

ewn more problematic, because "eveqrthhg involving culture or nationality'' is not 

netionalism. Motyi argues that the awareness of one's "ethnic markers (language, color, 

religion, customs, etc.)" as well as "love" and "loyalty" to one's nation is not nationalism 

but ''universally held ... communal Kntiment[s]". He states that the reduction of 

nationalism ta any of these forms would mean "the conversion of al1 human beings into 

naîionalists" ( 1999: 80). Therefore, he claims that 

"If nationalism is neither action nor culture, ail we are left with is belief 
system. That is, nationalism must be a specific type of belief, idea, 
doctrine' or idedogy. ... Nationalism is not just any ideal, however, but a 
distinctly political ided: that is, it posits certain political ends and 
highligiats certain optimal political relationships. Nationalism, obviously, 
is about nations, but it is about much more than tbat as weli. Nationalkm 
connects nations with the 'essence' of the political - states - and claims 
that al1 nations should have their own politicai organhtions in control of 
administration and coercion in some geographic space . . . N ~ t i ~ ~ i i ~ m  is a 
political ideal thar views statehood as the oprinial fm of polirical 
existence for each nation" (1999:80, my emph). 

In contrast to the constructivists who argue that nationalism is a modem 

phenornenon, Motyl emphasizes tbat there is nothing modern about a belief system. For 

hirn, nationalism is not necessary modem, beause there can be "nations before 

nationaiism and, . . . even ~ t i o m l i s m  before nationalism" ( 1  999: 82), for example, ancient 

Greeks, Israelites and ~01118115~~. He maintains that even though W e  origias of the self- 

'' It is important to note that the basis of word hm a long histoly. Accordhg to Thomas Spira, "In 
ancient Roman times, mzio meam a backward, exotic tribe, today's natives. During that perioâ, civilized 
people were callui gens. The Roman people, as the bearers of  sovereigaty, callad bmsedves popufu.~, or 
populace. In lat« anci- times, the Latin Vulgate designated mtio and gens to r e f k  to the Gaides, or non- 
Romans, wMe the Romans continueci to be dled poprIus. In the ecclesiastical Society of the Roman 
Catholic Church in the Middle Ages nation meant a specinc territory and its people. The most irnpoxtant 
attn'butcs of the medieval nation wert common diaiect, traditions and customsn (Nasioaalisni and Etbniaty . . 
Terminologies: An Enq&pxüc Dictionarv and Research Guide. Volume 1, 1999, pp. 419420). In this 
sense, like Romans, andent Gr* or ïsraeiites, were riations and nationalists More d e r n  age of 



styled ideal of nationalism" is located in the modem age (XVIIIth and =th century), 

there is nothhg particuiarly modern about "a belief posituig a relatiomhip between 

groups of people sharing certain Lin& of complementary propositions and a certain type 

of politicai organization" (1999:81). Motyl thus argues that while the "self-styled ideal 

nationalinn" is rmdeniably modem, "it is possible to find instances of unself-sty1ed 

nationaiism in prenationalist times as it is possible to find natïonalism among modem- 

day movements that sincerely reject the nationalist label (such as the non-Russian 

popular fronts in 'support of perestroika')" (1999:81, 82). For Mo@, it is unsustainable 

to daim that nationalism must be modern, because "nationalism, like the nation, exists 

whenever and wherever its defining characeristics exist" (1999:82). 

Motyl M e r  discredits both prirnordidist and constructivist theones. He points 

out that while the former claims that "any specific nation has existed imrnemorially" 

(83), thus "outside historyn (85), or pre-historic nations, the latter claims that nation and 

donalism, "like ail other sociai coastnicts", have been "imagined and invented" (83) 

by (nationalist) elites in the age of nationalism, thus having "no place in hisiory" (1999: 

91). In wntrast, Motyl argues that "nations exist wherever and whenever compatible 

propositions regarding historicity and boundaries exist within the belief set of some 

group of people". He rightly.pints out that it is impossible to b o w  what kind of logic 

and dynamic makes these propositions compatible, that is, when 'the facilitahg 

conditions" (will) becorne the %uf&ient conditions" for the emergence of a nation. 

Rather, he asserts hiowing that "national identity can corne about as a result of elites a d  

- 

aationaüsxn. TbcJe groups sbared historicity and a certain type of political orgMzation as weii as 
. S .  

distinctrvencss fiom the 'others'. in this sense, I argue that some of the Yugoslav nations were 'old' nations, 



nonelites, acting and speaLing as nationalists mrd as nonnationatists". Therefore, central 

to Motyl's argument is his daim that the formation of national identity wuld happened 

before the age of nationalism. For Motyl. the ancient Israelites, the Romans and the 

Byzantine Greeks were nations in the same sense as conternporary nations; they al1 had 

"national belief systems [that] provided them with a distinct place in t h e  and space7' as 

well as distinguishing themselves nom '3he other" - "baraariaas7' (1999:99). Motyl also 

argues that the nations flourished in recent centuries and not in the distant past due to 

"severai 'modem' conditions [that] facilitate national identity formation - secularism, 

modemization, the market, the state, democracy, and nationalism (1999:loO). He -tes 

"These six conditions may explain why nations have multiplied with 
modemity; if so, they also suggest that nations are likely to be witb us for 
a long t h e  to corne f 102) ... We can, in surn, expect nationalism to grow 
in intemity as modem states become even more modern and unmodem 
states embark on the r d  to moâemity... modernity can only continue fo 
breed ~ t i o ~ l i s m "  (1 999: 1 1 3, my emph.). 

For MotyI, these two schoois of thought are not "monolithic theories" that stand 

in "binary opposition" to each other, but rather "variegated sets of related theoretical 

approaches". He maintains that primordialism and constnictivism "only as monoliths" 

must involve bipolar opposition, that is, wtule the former implies 'tmlifferentiated 

notions of immutability, objectiveness, timelesmess, and naturalness", the latter must 

involve "similarly undifferentiated notions of mutability, subjectiveness, temporal 

boundedness, and artificiality" (1999:83). Thm7 Motyl argues that their cccommonalities 

thw they were 'nations W r e  nations' as they existeâ before modemity, or the 'age of n a î i d s m .  This 
claim wiü be ftrther elaborated in the next chapter. 



conceal merences that are no less importantn (1999:84). He states that there are three 

dimensions dong wbich both approacbes to the nation Mer  

Tirst, with respect to how nations are caused, ail primordialisms contend 
that they are not purposefùlly coastnicted-or not necessarily 
constructed-by seIf-conscious nation builden. Second, with respect to 
where naîions are located in the, all primordialisms countenance the 
possibility that nations could have emerged before what Eniest Geber  
calls the 'age of nationdiSm'-a period that began sometime between the 
English Remlution of 1688 and the French Revoluîion of 1789 and that 
continues to this &y-and may exist, or even emerge, in the m e .  Third, 
with respect to the properties of nations, ail primordialisms argue tiiat, 
because they are not easily susceptible to elite manipulation, they are 
more or less stable. In contrast, aU constructivisms argue that nations are 
constnicted, invented, or irnagined in the age of natiodism by 
c~nstructors, inventors, or haginers" (1999:83-84). 

Motyl mlyzes both theoretical approaches in their weak, strong and extreme 

variations. M e  the extreme variants make "'the most radical claims", wealc 

primordialism is "the least radical", and the strong variants are "in-between" (1999:84). 

Thus, he argues that for extreme primordialism, "nations are temporally transcendent 

human communities with immutable properties immanent in life itself. Extending fiom 

the distant past, through the present, and into the distant fûtme, nations effêctively are 

outside history". The extreme variants are ofien presented as the '"ancient hatreds thesis' 

(or ... 'Dark Gods theory'), [that] are also entrenched arnong joumalists and policy 

malers". Motyl points out that according to this thesis, the recent war in Bosnia- 

Henegovuia is the sûuggle "between existentiaily hostile nations" (1999:85). Samuel 

Huntington is one of the most popular scholars who, in Motyl's words, *es extrerne 

primordidism to new heights by e f f ive ly  atîrïbuting its charsctenstics to human 

comrnunitia that are even larger and more wmplex than mere nations. For al1 praaical 



piirposes H&gtonYs civiiizations ... stand outside history, appear to have no 

identifiable cause, and do not change" (1999:86). 

For Motyl, strong primordialism makes the less radical and uncornpromising 

claim that "nations are human communities that, as the product of some conjunction of 

historical forces, possess not immutable but merely permanent propertiesn. This is a 

weaker variam of the ancient hatreds thesis that stresses "the importance of a political 

culture ... [ t h ]  involves a deeply ... rooted set of beliefs, attitudes, n o m  and 

significations" (1999:87). Thus, centrai to strong primordialism's definition of the nation 

is thiit each nation has its distinct national political culture, or national character. 

Accordhg to Motyl, weak primordialism is the most persuasive model, because 

in ciifference to al1 other variants of primordialism and al1 variants of coastnictivism, it 

claias that "netions are always and everywhere possible", for exemple, in Serbia, Rome, 

or Sparta (1999:95). In other words, nations may exist in present, past and fùture as well 

as for brief or long periods of t he .  For this reason, Moîyl argues that 'ihe combination 

of theoretical self-restraint and open-endedness enables weak primordialism to propose 

an irenic alternative to primordialism's claim that natioas are virtually timeless and to 

wastnictivism's claim that they are fleetingly contemporaryyy ( lW9:96). On the other 

àand, weak primordialism cannot provide a "grand theory", or a "covering  la^"^ of the 

nation due to "so much variation" in its claim that %e properties of nations are 

detexminad conceptuaily and are always possible historidy" (Motyl, 1999:95). 

Similarly to weak pnmordialism, weak constructivisrn is the least radical among 

constructivisms. According to Mo@, it modestly claims that "nations are substantialist 

human constructs that emerge . .. ody .. . in modem times .. . [in) the age of mtionalism" 



(Motyl, 1999:93). Although Motyl agrees that nations are human wnst~~cts, he a r p s  

that there is no reason to thlliL that nations are cotlStNCted only by natiodist elites in 

natiodist times as is assumed by ail constnictivisrns (1999:94). 

However, in a more unwmpromising stance? strong wnstnictivism claims that 

%e nation is a malleable human comrnunity with properties that were created, invmted, 

or imagined by ~e~stylexi nationalist elites punuhg conscious, goalaientecl action in 

nationalist-that is to say, modern-àmeC As it claims the necessity of nationalist 

elites, strong constructivism is "perfectly compatible with most nationalist ideologies" 

(MotyI, 1999:89). However, Motyl argues that strong constructivism "cannot explain 

when nationalist elites corne fiom" unless it explains them "historically" as strong 

primordialism could easily do by arguing that "a variety of historical forces transfomi 

nonnatiodist elites s ~ e r i n g  fiom ressentiment into natiodists". As Motyl righdy 

points out, historicai explmation may not be confineci to the age of nationalism, and 'Yhe 

M e r  back in history strong wIlSfNCfivism goes-as it must in order to account for 

nationalist elites and thereby salvage itself-the more it cornes to resemble strong 

primordialism" (1999:90). 

And finally, extreme constnictivism, as that of Calhoun (1997) and Bmbaker 

([1996] 1999), even more radically, clairns tbat although 'Cnaii~nalism as a diswurse is 

ontologically real, nations, king contemporary discursive constructs, are only words. As 

suc4 the word nation is an empty signifier, lacking an empirical referent and having no 

real place in history" (Motyl, 1999:91). In contrast to the atüactiveness of strong 

~~nstnictivism, this extrerne variation is not interesting for natio~dists. As Motyl notes, 

Watiodists obviously would reject such a view, whereas postmode~sts generaiiy 



wodd embrace if' (Motyl, 199992). In summâxy, Motyl concludes bis analysis of the 

strengtbs and weaknesses of both ~ h o o l s  by arguing tbat "extreme primordialism is no 

less preposterous than extreme constructivism, and strong primordialism is no less 

flawed than strong coosûuctivism, whereas weak primordialism is only slightly less 

modest than weak wns'tnictivism* (1999:96). 

The above litemture review on theories of nation and nationalism, including some 

definitions of the ternis and concepts used in this study, bas provided a necessary 

theoretical framework and background for better understanding of the next chapter that 

deais with the national question in Yugoslavia in regard to both schools of  thought As 

we have seen in this chapter, Motyl criticizes both schools, primordialist and 

constnictivist, arguing that their claims are theoretically and empirically wisustainab1e. 

As 1 agree with his critique as well I tind it very important and relevant for analyzhg 

Yugoslavia's conte* 1 wiU M e r  demonstrated its applicability in the next chapter. 

Also, Motyl rnaintsiins that primordialisms and constructivism they are not monolithic 

theories that are binary opposites, but rather related theoretical approaches. Aîthough 

primordialism is theoretidy discrediteâ, Motyl disagrees with receut labeling of 

primordialism as "bad" versus "good" constructivism, because its ciifferences with 

constnictivism make it a vaiuable cornpetitive force. In contrast to constnictivisms' 

c l a h ,  Motyl demonstrates that nationalism is not necessarily modem and that 

nationalist elites are "irrelevant" for the emergence of nations and nationalism. He also 



diScredits primordialisms' daim that nations are life itself, involving timelessness, or 

king placeà exclusively in the past As we have seen, weak primordialisms' claim that 

nations are ''human collectivities with stable properties" implies that nations are "dways 

and everywhere possible". Although this is the most persuasive daim, Motyl maintains 

that "'the claim that the properties of nations are determined conceptually and are always 

possible prevents weak primordialkm fiom proffe~g a grand theory of the nation'' 

(1999:95). In conclusion, 1 do agree with Motyl's critique of both schools and particularly 

with his daim that it is impossible to know what kind of logic and dynamic ultïmately 

makes 'the facilitating conditions" become "the sutticient conditions" for the emergence 

of a nation In the next chapter, I d l  apply both theoretical fiameworks in Yugoslavia's 

context. 



CHAPTER TWO: The National Question in Yugodavia with tegards to 

Theories of Nation and N a t ï o d b m  

In this chapter, my interdisciplinary theoretical approach primariiy embraces 

histoncal and comparative anaiysis that in combination with an economic and political 

overview, peseated in the next chapter, provide valuable ïnsight into recent civil war in 

the former Yugoslavia and consequent massive displacement of its population 1 argue 

that the Yugoslav crisis and war are due to both the extemal and intemal forces, that is, 

the international involvement (pariicularly US and Germany) and the ethnic nationalism 

in its aggressivechauvinist f o m  Both, the extemal and internal Balkanization are thus 

directiy responsible for the civil war and its victims, particularly refugees - the survivors. 

For this reason, 1 daim that the theoretical h e w o r k  of both schools of socioiogy and 

anthropology regarding ethnicity and nationalism, namely primordialism and 

constructivism, are insufncient for explaining the complexity of the national question in 

Yugoslavia and its dismemberment. 

This chapter then, in addition to the previous one, provides a necessary multi- 

disciplinas, discussion about nationalism and its discourse, including common 

explanations and definitions of terms m d  concepts that 1 apply or use in my anaiysis of 

the recent civil, fiatemal, war and the refugee crisis. As histonc development of the 

national question in Yugoslavia is too complex and broad an issue, 1 recognize that a 

comprehensible analysis would requk much more work Although this question far 

ex& the scope and the purpose of my aaalysis, nevertheless, it is important to provide 

a theoretical fiamework and a brief overview of the tbeories of nation and nationalism 



that wiU uitimately open a debate about some basic issues regarding the wllapse of 

Yugoslavia, such as: Was YugoslaMa a federation of d o n s  or republics? Are the new 

successor States of Yugoslavia unidational or multi-national? How does the notion of 

ethnic and civic nationalism fit into Yugoslavia's wntext? What are the clifferences 

between the spirit of Yugoslavism and the recent ahnic nationalism? What are the basic 

ditferences between federal models of the former Yugoslavia and Canada? 

In returning now to the question of the former Yugoslavia, 1 argue that the 

theoretical fiameworks of both çchwls of thought, primordialism and constructivism, are 

iosutncient and inaAequate for grasping the complexity of the case, that is its particular 

context. For this reason, I agree with hiLihail0 Cmobmja who maintains that "It is not 

easy to hold together al1 the elements necessaiy to a wmprehensive study of whor went 

wrong. But then nothing about Yugoslavia is really easy. Answers to some very 

important, fundamental questions can be reached only by complex analysis" (1994:9). I f  

such a complex analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter and thesis as a whoie, 

nevertheles, my goal is to explore and present some historiai, economic and politicai 

elements that are important parts of the extemal and i n t e d  environment surroundhg 

the w1lapse of Yugoslavia Even though both schools of thought are not completely nor 

n e c e ~ k l y  wrong in their anaiyses of the Yugoslav drama, 1 argw üiat both approaches 

fail to grasp the wmplexiîies of the dissolution of Yugoslavia 



For the purpose of my analysis, which focuses on the failure of both schools to 

provide a comprehensive anaiysis of Yugoslavia, it is not so important whether they are 

compatible aad reiated theoretical approacbes in Motyl's sense, or if they are a 

presupposed binary opposition of two monolithic theones. 1 concentrate instead on recent 

and historicd empirïcal evidence in order to explore reasom why both schools failed to 

appropriately explain the complexity of the national question and cecent civil war in 

Yugoslavia 1 argue that the Yugoslav crisidwar can simultaneousIy 'fit' into the 

theoretical frameworks and explanations of both and neither of these schools, because 

nationalism was not the only reason and cause for its collap. Even though we cm find 

some histoncal evidence to support both theses (e-g., bistory of genocide, the collapse of 

cornrnunism in Europe/Yugoslavia in the late 1980s, the 'ethnic vote' in the 1990/1991 

and low percentage of declared 'Yugoslavs'), I argue that their arguments are too limited 

to grasp and explain the real caws  of the dismembennent of Yugoslavia. 

Indeed, Yugoslavia was not disrnantled exclusively due to 'the ancient haaeds' 

between its nations and natiodities as primordialists argue, nor because it was an 

artificial 'imagineci community' that as such had to dismember as wnstructivists explain. 

If both, or any of these, claims would be such an imperative, Yugoslavia(s) would not 

have existed for the paq80 years. In prtïcular, it would not have ken  able to enjoy such 

intemationai respect as a socialistio~~llllunist country that, m e m o r e ,  was also one of 

the founders of both the United Nations and the Non-Alignment Movement, the latter 

established as the 'third way' in the antagonistic and hostile Cold War bipolarity of the 

world, or as the anti-bloque internafional policy of the 'peaceful and lcctive coexistence'. 



Thus, 1 agree with Crnobrnja who points out that the end of wmmutism in 

Europe was also marked by the dramatic aad violent couapse of YugodaMa, a country 

"wbich only a few years ago not only seemed to be but was stable, reamnably prosperous 

and certainiy very interesting as a m c k  in the socialist camp, became engulfed in a 

destructive, uitra-nationalistic and nationalchauvhistic humoil which bas lei3 deep scars 

and wouncls and uatold infiicted sunering on the populationn (Crnobmja, 1995: 13 1). The 

historical and political analyses of Cmobmja and other jmsented authors suggests that 

"nationaiism was a necessary but not sutficient condition for the destruction of 

Yugoslavia" (Cmobrnjh 1994:6). As ethnic nationaiism was not a sutncient condition, 

both schools fail to explain the real causes and circumstances under which Yugoslavia 

was dismembered In contrast to both of these schwls, 1 argue that there is neither 

suliicient historical evidence for the 'ancient hatreds7 thesis nor for the coIlStNctivist 

view that the Yugoslav idea was defeated exclusively because it was an artificial 

'imagineci community'. 1 claim instead that Yugoslavia was dismembered due to a 

multitude of external and interd factors, which will be m e r  elabrateci in the next 

chapters that deal with both extemal and intenial Baikanization. For now, my aim is to 

contribute to the debate about nationalism and the dismembennent of Yugoslavia. 

First of all, 1 also agree with Crnobmja who maintains that the end of the 

"Yugoslav Drama" is d l  not close2', nor is "the necessary hzsforicol distume to 

objectively and dispassionately explain, judge and evaiuate the processes and the forces 

which have brought about this nagic outoome" (1995:131, my emph.). 1 maintain that 

Cmobmja's (1994, 1995) historical Md political perspective with regard to the 



aggressive aationalism is anti-primordialist for sure, and to some extent it could be seen 

as wnstnictivist With regards to the ancient haDed thesis advocated by primordialism, 

Cmobmja's anti-primordialism is weil expressed in his daim that "mutuai antagonism 

and aggression" among Yugoslav nations are not so ancient, but raîher ment 

phenornena, Le., within XXth century (1994:6). He argues instead îhat the Yugoslav 

wmmunity f i l &  due to several r e a s o 1 1 s ~ ~ ~  of &ch the foremost is "the question of 

borden'), that is, the non-conespondeuce beiween the ethnic borders with the 

adminisîrative borden of the republics. The fact that they w m  of administrative nature 

and not ethnic or is the principai cause of the violent, and not peaceful, 

dissolution of Yugoslavia (Crnobmja, 1994:lO). Similarly to Robert Hayden (1996), 

Crnobmja (1994) maintains that the aggressive nationalkm and the failure of Yugoslavia 

as an 'imagined community' are the major reasons for dissolution Although Cmobmja 

does not use the same tem 'imaginecl community', he uses concepts that echoe Hayden's 

4~nstnictivist' approacb 

'' neither when he wrote this article, entitfed "InteUigentsia and Nationalisrn in the Yugoslav Draina" (1995), 
nor now, particularly due to the extension o f  the war across the Macedoman border. 
* Althougb 1 find that Cmobmja (1994) underestimates the importance of the forcign dimension in the 
Yugoslav Drama, in both economic and (geo)poütical seuse, nevertheiess, his historiail-potiticai analysis is 
very powertiil and objective. More importantiy, 1 b d  ttre following reniarks very appropriate, pertiaps more 
than ever, because as in 1994 it is ais0 now me that "The fimi curtain bas not yet Men on the Yugoslav 
Drama We are still in the tbick of it.. That is why the most important set of questions concerns wbat the 
firrnre will bring. There is, of course, no crystal bal1 thaî wiü pvidc  a sure and dennite answer. Even if we 
know and understand the unfi>lding of the drama so k, thme is no imowiog with certainty bow wents wüi 
evolve. AU we can say for sure is îbat tk Wee p r i ~ p a l  fwfars - ~OYCQIism. poIitiçal stnrctu~es, a d  th 
foreign drmensim - wiîf qgain kcennitse tht?fid w~tcome~ But w k  the outwme wilf be ami how it WJN be 
4 C h i d  rempurs a marter of ~geculiïn'tm andcl~rumpnon n" (Crnobruja, 1994: 1 1, my emph). 
23 Indeed, except Slovenia, ail othcr republics were ahaicaUy mixe& or rrmhiLIlltional. Morcovcr, we will see 
in the foIIowing chapters that in addition to the fàct that repubiics were composed of more than one nation, 
their various nations and naîionaiitits were increasiagïy intennmgled, particuiariy in Bosnia which had tbe 
highest rate of mixcd mamages and childrcn of mixed origins. These 'mixed people' were, and stüi arc, the 
core of the Yugoslsv national i d e  as they uswily decicrred t h d v e s  as 'Yugoslavs'. Of course, 
'Yugoslavs' werdare not exclusively people of mixed national ori-. 



Cmobmja's valuable analysis of the extemal and intemal factors and "actors7' 

oflin The Ywosiav hama mahtahs that this drama is a "story of a national awakening 

and the victory of aggressive natiooelism ... [that] led to the dismantling of a country d 

a vicious and bloody civil war". Accordhg to Cmobmja, aggressive nationalism is "the 

moMng spirit of the drama, if not its principal actor". For him, "natiodsm is an 

amplifieci expression of a natio~ud awakening and consequent national movement 

towards attainment of certain goals'' (1994:3). He points out that "some Yugoslav 

nationsf4 most notably the Slovenes, Croats and Macedonians, [as weii as Bosnian 

Muslims who were the 1 s t  to become a nation] had not undergone the full histoncal 

trajectory of tmtiod movements before entering into the multinational state of 

Yugoslavia". More importantly, as the leaders of recent nationalist movements were 

"unable or unwiiiing" to offer ''conternporary national prograrns", îhey re-appropriated 

them from "the ideologies and experience of the national movements of the past" 

(Cmobmja, 1994:4). Similady to Nielsen's (1999) concepts and distinction of g d c i v i c  

and badlethnic nationalism, Cmobmja maintains that nationalism is not exclusively 

aggressive, or ethnic-violent in Niefsen's terms. As Nielsen, Crnobmja argues, but in 

different terms, that there are ''benigdromantic" and c'malign/aggressive" forms, that is, 

"~omuntic ~ t i o n d s m  rejects the idea of national aggrandizenient 
through the imperid domination or assimilation of other nations. This 
benign ideology visuaiizes universal peace and harmony when national 
commUDities each &tain their own national state. Although benign 
nationalism is best suited to tenitories that have substantiai national and 
ethaic mixes, the sad truth, one that is also valid for Yugoslavia, is that 
these are precisely the areas where aggressive nationalism has a much 

'* m g h  ofth. Yu~osiav nations, cxocpt Slovenia, were mcdicval stateg ody the Kingdoms of SabU 
and of Monteaegro entered into the Yugoslav state in 1918 as internationaüy recognizad states as they had 
ken, finaUv, given de jure statebood at the &rün Congress in 1878. See more details in Baudson, 1996; 
Cmbmjq 1994 and Djilas, 19%. 
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better base for operation The other, a g p s i v e  version of aationalism is 
the 'integral' kind, insisting on the 'completeness' of the nation in 
question. Depending on specific circumstances it can be and often is 
assimiiaîïonist and therefor~ dmgerous to the integrïty of neighboring 
nations. Integrai mtzonalsm emerged in the second half of the nineteenth 
centmy as part of the process of li'beral decline, adapting itself to the 
positivist spirit of the age" (1994:4, my emph). 

Thus, Crnobmja asserts that "irratiolliil [aggressive] nationalism ... is at the root 

of the Yugoslav drarnan (19945). For him, %e process of national revivd took the 

wrong tuming" and direction towards this aggmsive chawinist, violent form of 

nationalism. This 1s partially due to "the insu&ciency and inadequacy of the political 

system", Yugoslavia baving king ruled by some kind of totaiitarian regime since 191 8 

(Cmobrnja, 1994:6). Althougb Communisrn and Tito's d e  are directly responsible for 

u~esolving the national question by suppressing "democratic7' and "nationai 

expression", the recent events in Yugoslavia 'Ccannot be understood ... as, simply ... 

Communist aggravation of the donalist problem". ûn the con-, wcommunists were 

the main protagonists of the Yugoslav cûama., rnajority king republican nationalist 

leaders Indeed, as Crnobmja points out, after Tito's death in 1980, Wie vacuum at the 

top of society and within the political system was quickly filied by political opportunists 

who saw the possibility of very swiffly Ning careers"? In Crnobmja's words, "With the 

exception of the leader of Bosnian Muslims, al1 other nationalist leaders in Yugoslavia, 

and most of the national ideologues, were previously either high Comrnunist officiais or 

at least card-canying members of the Commrmist Party" (1994:7). In this sense, the new 

nationalist elite was formed by and fiom the former communist elite. This fact 



additiody complicates the coastnictivist claim sibout the importance of the dooaiist  

elites. For this reason, 1 agree with Motyl's critique that nations and natiodsm ~ a a  

emerge with or witbout nationalist elites. 

With regards to this issue about natiodst elites central to w d i v i m ,  

Cmobmja (1995) argues tbat the intelligentsia is a '"segment of the social elite" that is 

usually "'du with iiberaiism, tolerance, open-mindedness and a respect for the civil 

and social values". According to Cmobmja, "none of these values" were dcuiated and 

presented by the major@ of Yugoslavian intellectuals on ail sides (lWS:l3 1). He 

maintains that only "'a minoriîy defended cosmopolitan interests", even though there 

were "notable exceptiom" in inte11eçtuais fiom al1 sides who fought against 

"nationalistic one-sidedoess, close-mindedness and collective paranoia7', risking the label 

of "national traitors" (l9!E:l3 1-132). Even a larger number of intellectuals "chose not to 

get hvolved at dl" and watched the ongoing dnima at home or in the corntries to where 

they had, meanwhile, emigrated (Crnobrnja, 1995132). For Cmobmja, mmy of the 

intellectuals should thus be 

"held directly responsible for generating and nurturing the national 
exclusiveness, intolerance, suspicion and hatred toward members of other 
nationalities through their writingî and speeches. Without infushg the 
social psyche of the Yugoslav nations with this intolemcey no politicians, 
no matter how crafty they were, muid bave started the bloody conflict" 
(1995: 13 1-132). 

In Crnobmja's view, this "preliminary work was necessaq" and many 

intellectuais on al1 sides did it "willingly and enthusiasticd~y" as leading nationalist 

U ~ o r m o ~ d a a i l r ~ u t t h s b i f t f r o m ~ e ~ t o ~ c n a t i ~ a a l ' s m .  prfomvdbythcsamepnons 
who just chmgcd their shirts, sec Zamna Papic et a l  Trom State Socislism to State Nationalisn: the Case 
of Scrb'i in ûeader PerSpcctiven (1995). Also see Hayden, 1996 and Samary, 1995. 



ideologists (1995:132). 1 agree with Cmobmja's assertion that the intellectuals became 

nationaiists for the same reason as the commimist bureaumacies in their republics which 

led nationalist movementsts That is, in an Orwellian sense, it was 'powtr for power's 

sake' . He argues that while the communists "played their last card .. . of natioaalism . .. in 

a desperate attempt to hold on to power", the intellechials saw "an opportunity to rewrite 

history" and to be heard by millions, not ody  by some of their peers (1995:133, 139). 

Those intellectuals who answeed the naîionalistic cal1 suppressed and reduced the 

'individual' into the 'national'. Crnobmja thus argues that it was "an opportunity" and 

not a "revanchism toward co~lllllUIUsm", because ccnati~nalism, like communïsm before 

it, offered an opprtunity to rewrite history" (139). He stresses that 

"It could probably be arguecl that a large segment of the intelligentsia was 
actually conditioned to accept nationalism foiiowing a prolongecl period 
of a totaiïtariaa and essentidly nonhummistic d e  by the communist elite. 
Being a wictim of power under communism, a large segment of the 
intelligentsia became transhed by the concept of power per se. Living for 
decades in a prescribed ideological mould, which accommodated rather 
than actually acceptai them, thereby depriving them of any real influence 
or power, the intelligentsia now saw an oppomaity to approach power, to 
even be part of il. It now felt needed, even if it was for a histaricdIy 
questionable d e "  (1 995: 139). 

For Cmobmja, the most tragic stage of the Yugoslav drama is the ethnic war 

which is (partially) a result and outcorne of the manipulation of the population by 

communists-turncd-nationaiists and intellectual elites. This is due to the fact that "'their 

followers, which is to say the population at large, with little if any dernocdc experience 

and tradition, were easily mislecl in the desùed direction" (Crnobmja, 19947). Although 

in diEerent terms. Cmobmja arguess similarly to Hayden a d  the constructivist school, 



that Yugoslavia failed as an 'imaginecl commu~~ity'~~. In his own words, "The most deep 

seated cause of the Yugoslav drama lies in the fact that even though Yugoslavs have a 

nationaiity, they have ncnr been able to form a nationyy (19945). He is drawing his 

argument nom Ernest 

emphasizes its spuitusl 

sacrifice" embracing a 

Renard, a French histonan, whose definition of the nation 

principle originatiag in a "long past of common struggie and 

willingwss for "present and fhîure solidarity". In this sense, 

Cmobrnja maintains that 

"The spint of Yugoslavism had to coexia with, or in spite of, the spirits of 
the various nations fomllng it. Yugoslavism did not emerge as a kind of 
melting-pot blend of the various natiodities composing i t  That is why 
the revival of centrifùgai nationalist forces within it acted to destroy what 
did corne together in the stete of Yugoslavia. There was an insutncient 
history of comrnon stniggle and sacrifice; the identification with 
Yugoslavia was wt strong enough and daily made weaker by the 
aggressive propaganda of the nationaiist champions ... the length and type 
of union that Yugoslavia represented was iasufficient to cernent -y 
and unequivocally the wiliingness to embrace the present, and especially 
firture solidarity" (1994:6). 

Simiiarly to Cmobmja's argument about the failure of Yugoslavism and victory 

of aggressive nationalism, Robert Hayden (1996) maintains that the poiitics of 

nationalism in the late 1980s and early 1990s was based on the presurnption that "the 

various Yugoslav peoples wdd not live together and that therefore their cornmon state 

had to be divided". For Hayden, ''The electoral success of this message meant the defeat 

of the 'Yugoslav idea' of a common -te of the south Slavic peoples, an ideology that 

had been devised as a counter and rivai to the separate national ideologies of each gmup" 

" 1 stress a@n tbt in Cmobmja's sense, primordirrlist approach is incorrect, because there was mt a long 
Yugodavian history of stniggie aplijnst each other. On contrary, "muhial ~~agonism and aggression is of a 
relatinly r#ma riatwe" (CCLIObmja, 19946). For this reason, 1 find his argumeut beulg closer to 



(1996:788). As support for this claim, Hayden refm to Aieksa Djilas ([1991] 1996) who 

provides an excellent aaalysis of îhe historid and poiiticai development of the origias of 

''the Yugoslav idea" as well as the (unsolved) nationai question in Yugoslavia(s). In order 

to properly understand Hayden's claim about the defat of the Yugoslav idea and thus the 

failure, or artificiality, of the Yugoslav community. it is important to look at some main 

points of Djilas' complex analysis of the Communist revolution and Yugoslav unïty, 

essential for understanding the complexity of the national question in the multinational 

socialist republic of Yugoslavia 

Thus, Djilas argues that the close relationship between Yugoslavism and 

"'progressive' ideas" began with its early association with the XVmth century 

"Enlightenment and its hein, liberal democracy and revolutionary, mostly sacialist, 

radicaiismf' (19%: 15). Accordhg to Djilas, "the choice of Yugoslavism ... [ana the idea 

of Yugoslav unity", that began to develop a "ww Yugoslav identiy', were incorporated 

and advocated by both ''the South Slav Ii'beral demmts and the progressive 

revolutionaries" (socialists, or future communists). For him, "the ideas and values" of 

both social movements and ideologies "were founded on the heritage of the 

Enlightenment and the traditions of European criticai rationdism". qj.ilas explains that, 

There was an important comection between radicalism on social 
questions and radicalism on the national question Most revolutionaty 
South Slav socielists were national revolutionaries stnigg1ing bath for the 
destruction of Austria-Hungary and for the unity of al1 South Slavs and an 
independent South Slav state. This i n t e m g  of 'progressive' and 
national radcaiism stemmed h m  the tendency to seek radical solutions 
in ail spheres of political and social Ue" (1996:36). 

constnictivism cvea though Cmobrnja's overall anaiysis is more wmplex and thus surpasses its theoretical 
fiiamework as we wüi see in the foilowing pages. 



In general, ''the South Slav sociaiists were internationaiists" Who believed in 

"giobal unification of ali nations into one stateless society" and therefore they 

subordinated the nationai question "to the demands of the class stniggie". In theu Mew, 

"the South Siavs spoke a cornmon 1anguage2' ... 

ethnicaily similai'. As Djilas notes, many sociaiists 

common origin and were 

unification saw "the South 

Slav peopies as tri-usually Croats, Serbs, and Slovenes-that ought to be unifieci 

into one modern Yugosicav ~ t i o n "  (1996:44, my emph.). At îhat tirne, Wie Yugoslav idea 

was omnipresent ... because ... its mdicaiism .. . presupposed the destruction of Austria- 

Hungary". For this reason, as Djilas points out, the Croatian socialists proposed the 

creation of a modem Yugoslav nation Moreover, both Croatian and Slovenian socialist 

'Yheoreticians of the national question" argued that "ihe creation of the Yugoslav nation 

... with one language and one culture7' was necessary for "the îriumph of socialism in the 

South Slav lands". Djilas emphasizes that for them, ''the division of South Slavs into 

regions, religions, 'tribes', and etbnic groups obstruaed the modem sociaidem~cfatic 

rnovement" (1996:45). For this reasou, "the dl-Yugoslav socialist conferen~e~'~~ held in 

l7 Whilt Slovenian was cktindve, but also very similsi and closdy rate& the Macedonian language and 
nation were not officially recoguized at that tirne. hdeed, the fust Yugosiavia (1918-1941) was founded as 
the uMtary monarchy, bown as the 'Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Sloveaes, tbus excluding otha peaples- 

This C O ~ C C  was important for s e v d  rtasons. Fm of 4 tbe idea that the wokers and their sociaüst 
party, later r d  into Comnnrnist Party, " c d d  be the aeatots of the Yu&v nationn was a completely 
"new idea" @ j i  1996:46). Before tbe codkence, "when Yugosiavisni had been promoted by the 
intelligentsian, it was asmmed that the spirit of YugoslaMsni, (We literacy) would "permeate the lower 
classes h m  above". According to Djiias, "the Tivoli d u t i o n "  M e c i  at the end of the conkence, among 
otber decisions, addressed the natjonai question stating thiit "Austria-Huagary shouid, through mustitutional 
changes and rdorm of the dectoral hw, becorne a cw#erller~bn, with dcmocdcaiiy etected political 
parties that would repramt rAe rathcr thin the m d g n  statcs" (1996:47, my anph.). Djilas 
explains that socialists argued that as "soverugnty was wiîbin d o n s  ... the unity of the South Slavs should 
first be achieved througb one hcrary languagen. Evai mort importaatly, "the Ljubljana conférence and tbe 
Tivoli remlution showai on the eve of the F i  Worid War h t  sociaiists of the diffemit Yugoslav nations 
had no gregt Wcuity in workhg togetber in the @rit of Yugmhimn (Djihs, 1996:47, my emph.). 



'Zjubljana [Slovenia] m 1909 developed a program for the solution of the 'Yugoslav 

question'". Djilas explains tbaz, 

'This term did not refer to relations among Cruats, Serbs, and Slovenes. 
AU ofthese were considered to be one nufion (or at least suitable matenal 
for a fbtwe naîion), and it was assumed that relations among hem wodd 
pose no real problem. Rather, the Yugoslav question concemed the 
relations of all the South Slavs with the Austro-Hmgaxian monarchy in 
general, and with Austrdiemiaa and Hungarian nationalism. The 
socialists at the Ljubljana conference did not dl for destruction of the 
Austru-Hungarian monarchy, but they demanded political as well as 
linguistic and cultural autonomy. For the fkt  time the idea sppeared that 
çocialism wuld mi@ the South Slavs ... only the w o r k s  and the 
working-class party ... codd be the creators of the Yugoslav nation" 
(1996:46, my emph). 

Similady to Cmobmja (1994, 1995), Djilas (1996) points out ?hat the national 

question was uasolved in both Yugoslavia(s). He argues that even comrninists in the 

interwar period, particularly immediately d e r  the Great War, advocated "unitarism and 

centraiism" as they failed to recognize and acknowledge the importance of the national 

question in the first Yugoslavia ("The Kingdom of Scrbs, Croats and Slovenes"). As 

Djilas notes, -[in] the Apnl [ofJ 1919 [at the] Congress of Unificati~n*~, Yugoslav 

wmmunists beliwed that "Serbs, Croats and Slovenes were one nation ... [and they] 

described Yugoslavia as a one-nation (jehonacionaha) state". Even though the 

Congress neither admited nor recognized the multi-nafionality of Yugoslavia, it ''strongly 

oppsed" and protcstcd a g a k t  the "cenaal goveniment's discriniinatory p~licies'~ and 

the oppression of "'non-Slav national minorities", in particular against the "Albania11~ and 

Hungariaas, but also [the] Gennans" (Djilas, 1996:62). The turning point was the "Third 

Party Conference [in] 1924 ... in Belgrade" when communists "officially acknowledged 

the importance of the nationai question in Yugoslavia", particularly regarding the 



"c~aflict between Croats and Serbs" (D~ilas, l9%:7l). According to Djilas, even then in 

1924, "no one in the Yugoslav [Communisî] par& or in the Cornintern seemed to be 

aware that there rnight be more than ttna nations in Yugoslavia" milas, 1996:72). 

However, Djilas notes that in the 1920s, communists became more aware of 

''national dissatisfacîion" emerged due to "'Serbian hegemony"' in "Macedonia, 

Montenegro ... [and] Bosnia" as they were Uicorporated hîo Serbia and their people were 

considerd Serbs, or a national minorit. (Macedoaians and Bosnian muslims were not 

considerd nations at that t h e )  (1996:63). For this reason, after the bloody NaTi 

occupation, the civil-fraternal war and the parallel socidid revolution ( 194 1 - 1 949, 

Yugoslav peoples led by communists voluntarily and williagly United into "The Federal 

People's Republic of Yugoslavia" (FNRY, later renamed into "Socialist Federal Republic 

of Yugoslavia" - SFRY). As Djilas points out, Article 1 of the constitution of 1946 stated 

that ail nations of Yugoslavia were equal in their 'crights and duties", i-e., there was no 

leading nation (1996:160). Thus, FNRY was deked as a cornmunity of peoples with 

equal rim. In contrast to the first Yugoslavia, there were five of these peoples or 

nations: Croats, Macedonians, Montenegrins, Serbs, and Slovenes. The Yugoslav 

federation was composed of six republics29, which "were proclaimeci to be equal in al1 

aspects of their rights" and responsibilities @jilas, 1996:161). Although the equatity of 

the repubiics was based on their sovereignty, in fact, they were not sovereign. As Djilas 

19 Indœd, sincc the creation of the Yugoslav M d o n  in 1945, Bosnia was a republic without a majoriîy 
d o n ,  that is, it was a homelaad of three nations: Serbs, Cr- aad Muslims (ahhou& then Bosnian 
M&ms were irot r ccqnhd  as a nation, they wac treated as a s p d  group). See Map 2 "Tito's 
Yugoslaia" rnd Map 3 "Ethnie Composition of Repubiics" in Appendix iT, for geographic visuaihtion. 



T h e  repubiics' bordeis were created on @y national and @y 
historical principles. Because of the mixedpopulation, it wodd have been 
impssiible to c-e pure& n a t i o ~ l  republics even if îbat had been the 
primary concem of the CPY [Comrnuuist Party of Yugodavia]. Yet the 
republics were defined as sovereign nations: Croatia of Cmats, Serbia of 
Serbs, msnia of Croats, Serbs and Muslims] and so o n  Minorities in the 
republics, however, had the same rights and duties as the majority. They 
therefore had the right to take part in aIl decisions afEecting the 
sovereignîy of the predominant national group and its republic. At the 
same time minorities were dehed as part of their own nation; thus, the 
Serbian minority in Croatia was a part of the sovereign Serbian nation. 
This meant that Serbs were entitled to sowreign rights withui three 
savereign ~pubiic+Serbia, Basnia and Herzegovïna, and Croatia-two 
of which were the sovereign homelands of other sovereign nations. The 
same was valid for Croats, who lived not only in Croatia but a h  in 
Bosnia and Henegovina and in Serbia Finally, since all citizens of 
Yugoslavia had the same rights everywhere in its temtory and could move 
fieely from one republic to another, a ciîizen of any republic had the right 
to political participation in any other, if he declared to settle in it" 
(1996: 161-162, my emph). 

These basic p ~ c i p l e s  were never changea even îhough the constitutional law of 

1953~' d i d y  modified the constitution of 1946. For this reason, I argue, first of d l ,  

tbet even though republics were homelands of sovereign nations, republics thernselves 

were, Born the birth to the death of socialist Yugoslavia (1 945- 199 1 ), never sovereign. In 

other words, nations were sovereign, but republics were not. Secondly, citizens of 

Yugoslavia always had equal rights and fieedorn to move and live in any of the republics, 

M As Djilas explains, "tbe conStjtutiona1 law of 1953" abaadoned previousiy "sacred Soviet d e l  of 1946 
... [as] Yugosiav Commmists wae cmphapizing their independence fiom the Soviet Union", particulariy 
a f k  the conflict wdh Stalin in 1948. This "new and 'original'" constitutional law was seen as the 
constitution, momover, as ua le@ symboi for the individuality of the Yugoslav revolution". It was mcant to 
serve as "a legal fhmework for tbe devdoprneat . .. of difikat . .. socialist system . .. [than] Soviet StaMsm" 
(Djilas, 1996:178). According to Djilas, it "defiued Yugoslavia primarily as a union of producers and a 
community of people whose 'socialist COC~SC~OUSIL~SS', based on the practicc of self--- superseded 
th& national cansciousness. The so-gnty of the individual repubiics was founded on the working people 
(the producers) and not the people as a whole ... the constjhttjoaal law omittcd the nght of secessioo, 
mentioned in article 1 of the 1946 constitution. Although evcn that article impiied that the creation of 
Yugoslwia wss irreversiilc, its absct~ce fiom the acw coiigtitution was a-clear sign of M e r  devdopIiicnt 
toward Yugosfav unity" (1 996: 1 78, 1 79). 



that is within the whole temitory of Yugwlavia. Thirdy, the borden between republïcs 

. . 
were of an admuustiative nature as they were never congruent with the national 

composition of republics. Exœpt Slovenia, al1 other repvblics were ethnicaUy 

heterogeneous, or multhational, especially I3osnia3' (Baudson, 1996; Cmobrnja, 1994; 

Djilas, 1996; Hayden, 1996; Samary, 1995). In fact, while al1 of the republics had various 

(mainly non-Slavic) national minorities, the four central republics (except Slovenia and 

Macedonia) were a b  multinational in terms that tbey were composed of more that one 

sovereign, or majority, ~ t i o n ~ ~ .  In this sense, both Djilas (19%) and c-aîhoun (1997) 

point out thst the republic of Croatia was a muitinational state as a significant number of 

Serbian people iïved there who were one of the constitutive d o n s  of Yugoslavk In this 

regard, the last constitution of SFRY of 1974, sirnilar to that of 1946, stated in its 

opening sentence that 

"Based on the right of every nard [nation, or people] to self- 
detemination, includhg the right to secession, narodi [nations] of 
Yugoslavia ... together with narodnosfz [natioIlitlities, or national 
minonties] with whom they live, are uuited in f&tal republic of fi.ee and 
equal nurdi and mrodnosti [nations and aationalities] in creation of 
socialist federal community of the working people - Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia . . ." (Constitution of the SFRY 1974: "Introductory 
Part, Basic Principles, my transiation and emphasis). 

For this reason, 1 agree with Hayden's argument that the socialist constitutions of 

republics gro-mded the staie in "the duai sovereignty of ?he working class and al1 

Djilas iIso points out in bis "introductionn thrt ?be fw d repubiics" (Cr- Bosnia, Serbia and 
Monai-O) wcre the am oFYugodav unity- W e  ail of them are ethnicilly heterogctleous, their people0 
speak the same m e  (Serôo-Croatian or Croaîo-Sdian). In contrast, Slovenia and Macedonia are both 
"ahmcluy and hguistially hornogenous (acept for the Al- minority inside Macedonia), and in this 
senst republics] resembfe the ninetecnth-centwy European d e i  of the nation state" @jilas, 19962). 
" 2111 hct, Montenegr0 is simhly to Macedonia, primarily inhabitcd by Montcnegriris. but al00 has a 
si@cant nurnber of etbnic Albanians and Bosnian Mwlims. 



workuig people' anci 'the nations and nationalities' of ~ u ~ o s l a v i a " ~ ~  (1996:790). 1 ais0 

agree with Hayden that accordhg to the constitution of 1974 (and in 1946 as we have 

seen), "the right of every nation to seKde!kmhation, including the right to secession 

refend not to the populatiom or citizens of repubiics, but to the nations, wrodi 

(singular: -04, of YugoslaMa, etbnically defined" (1996:787). Thus, in contrast to the 

Soviet Union which was a fedenition of republics and not a federation of nations as was 

Yugoslavia, Hayden daims that the Yugoslav republics, W i k e  those of the Soviet 

Union, did not have a ri@ to secede" (19%:787). 

Sirnilarly to Cmobmja, Hayden argues that the collapse of socialism in 

Yugoslavia meant "the transition ... fkom state socialisrn to state chauvinism", as ail of 

the successor states or former republics, developed "'similar fornidations of 

constituîional nationalism7'. In other words, with the coilapse of socialism, the working 

class and dl worhg people lost previous sovereignty and thus beaune reduced to their 

nations. The new consiinitions ofsuccessor states thus legithue(d) “bureaucratie ethnic 

cleansing" or "constitutional natiodism", as they exclude those that are not of "the 

ethnonational ~najority"~~ (Hayden, 1996:790-794). Hayden rightly points out that "the 

'-' Pab.ps it should be seen as a triple oovaeignty as the f e d d  and repubiics' constiMions of 1974 aiso 
include term citiznis (grrrrkmi in SeMroatian. or o h i  in Slovmian languuges) (see article 1 and 3 of 
constiRrtioas of SFRY and rcpublic of Sloveaia, or any other repubiics). 
34 It is important to stress that notable exceptions are the constitutions of the new, thifd, Federal Republic of 
Yugodavia (FRY) and its two constitutive republics, Serbia (with Kosovo and Vojvodina provinces) and 
Montenegro. Bo& Meral and repubiics' constitmions provide a legal hmework for 'civic' and not 'ethnic' 
states. Accordhg to the constitutions, they are 'civic srates' (h gra&pm) that promote the rights of 
àtizens (8rcrrkmr) and aot natioxmf or c h i c  groups. For this raison, tbere is no single inentioa about 
nations or nationaüties or ethnic groups. 1 stress that Hayden also notes ülat the new constitution of the 
Republic of Serbia (as a part of the tbird, present day Yugoslavia) looks -ve, aithough incompati'ble 
witb Slobodan Milosevic's antboritariarr rule (1996:798, note 11). As Miloseric is s now in prison in 
Bdguldïhe Hague, it is noteworthy to memion that this oew coastitution of the nunp, tbird, Yugodavia 
is the sixth one sina the crcation of the iÙst Yugoslavia m 19 18. Article 1 ststa  that "Yugoslavia is defined 
with tfaet elemtnts: soVQCignty, a fideral system, and die coastiartive elements typical for f e d d o n  - 
citizms @ra&mr) and fedcral units (repubiics - membas of federation) ... the third elemeat ... in contrast to 



question of citizenship ... is one of utmost importance ... [as] those who do not anain 

citizenship will be denied the rights essential for any Liad of nomai life'". Moreover, for 

many people, "the question of citizenship was new". As Hayden best explains, 

"the constitution of Yugoslavia had provided for a single, uniform 
Yugoslav citizenship and guaranteed the equality of Yugoslav citizens 
throughouî the country. Siidrienly, however, the citizenship of many 
residents in the newly independent states became questionable. New 
citizenship laws, written to privilege the memben of the sovereign 
majority in each case, have worked to discriminate against residents who 
were not members of the majority groups. In essenceI the new citizenship 
regimes have simultaneously extendeci citizenship to nomesident members 
of the majority ethnonatim through easy naturalization whiie denying 
citizenship to many residents who are not of the right group. This last 
process tunis residents who had been equal citizens of feded Yugoslavia 
into foreigners of theü own republics, a process we might cal1 
demturaf kation- ( 1996:793). 

As we can notice by now, alI of the presented authors, except Djilas, 

interchangeably use the tems 'nation and ethnic group', most fiequently in tems of 

ethnonation, or ethnoriational group when r e f d g  to Yugoslav nations. We can also 

notice that neither Djilas nor the constitutions of the socialist, second, Yugoslavia (nor 

the new ones of the successor states) that he analyzes, use the term 'ethnic' to describe 

any of the Yugoslav nations, e.g., the Sehs, the Croats, etc. I argue that this 

'interchangeability' and the usage of the term ethnonation, emerged due to several 

re8SOm. Above dl, I agree with Motyl that both ternis, that is, a nation and an ethnic 

group, are conceptually synonymous. in particular, this distinction is inelevant in the 

Yugoslavian case anQ as we have seen, practicaliy non-existent in official terminology. 

For the convenience of reading in this paper both tems are useâ intercbangeably evm 

the constitution of SFRY of 1974, there is no place for national [mciodne] states, national economies and 
state nationaiism" (The Consa~ io  . . 

n of F e d d  Rewbiic of Yunoslavia - with 10 sDecial Ab-dixeg , 1992, 



though 1 prefer the term national to ethnic g r o u p ~ ~ ~ .  Another important reason is the 

complexity of Yugoslavia Similarly to Cmobmja, Djilas stresses that 

"Yugosiavia is a difncult country to understand ... u au se] its many 
nations, languages, and religiom generate centrifugai tendencies. At the 
same time there exists powerfiil centripetal forces: the commun South 
Slav origin of the majority of the population is the bais  for many ethnic, 
linguistic, and cultural similarities; and there are a h  many sbared 
historicai experiences" ( 1996: 1). 

With regards to the history and cornplexit. of the national question in Yugoslavia, 

I agree with Motyl's argument that both schools, primordialism and coostructivism, 

obscure, or simplifjr, the historical dimension of the nations and nationalism. As we have 

seen, wiiile primordialism situates the nation 'outside' bistory as a 'prehistoric' category, 

for consûuctivisrn there is no place for the nation in hjstory, as it is an 'imagined', or 

inventexi social mnstruct that emerged in the age of natioaalism, that is, modernity. For 

this reason, 1 agree with Motyl that there are nations snd nationalisms that existed even 

before the age of natiodism, as dici, for example the Croats and the Serbs. nierefore, 

my goal in this chapter is to 'mot' the Yugoslav nations back into history, h m  where 

they have been 'uprooted' by both schools, which stripped them of their historical 

achievement of 'nationaliiy'. However, both schmls present al1 Yugoslav nations as 

my translation). 
" Howcver, the Cr- .ad the Ssbs and so on are ethnonatioad groups a thsy are bah tbe eîhnic gmups 
and the nations, or in other w d q  thy are ethnoculturai nation. For example, the Serbian ' na rd ,  people 
or nation, das to alî of the ethnic Serbs regardlcss wtmc they Live, i.e., the Serbs h m  Serbia, the 
Crouian Sabq the Bosnian Serbs, tbe Canadian Serbs, etc. In canaast, S d m  ' I M C I ~ ~ ,  or don, is more 
specifiadiy r c k h g  to the Serbian d o n a l  state, thus prior to the recent war it included all Scrbs lMng 
across the former Yugoslavia Now, as the Serbs became a national mhority in the ncw successor States of 
Yugodavia, S c r b i i  'nztcija' d è r s  to the Scrbs living in present day Yugoslavia and Repubiic of Serbia. Of 
.course, I need to stress that the precarious status of the Bosnian Serbs is the most probfernatic as their 
national state is 'de b o '  and 'de jure' aon-existent. 



ettmic groups in order to emphasize their 'tnbalism' and recent barbansm in the fonn of 

ethnic cleansiing. 

1 stress that in this sense a comprehensive d y s i s  of the nations and nationalism 

in the former Yugoslavia should treat every single nation and nationalism in its particular 

historical developmental contexi as there are simüarities, but also significant 

difFeren~es~~. In particular, a special emphasis should be given to the adysis of Croatian 

and Serbian nationalism as central to both the creation and destruction of Yugoslaviafs). 

For these reasom, 1 agree with Djilas' definition of the Yugoslav nations and his 

argument for the irrelevancy, or concepnuil synonymy in Motyl's terms of the 

distinctiveness between 'nation' and 'ethnic group'. In Djilas's words, "'American media 

use the term narion to demibe the people in the territory of one state, under one 

government. In this book the term ~ t i o n  meaas a community of people with territory, 

culnue, and identity based on histoncal mernories. This is aiso how Serbs, Croats, and so 

on see themselvethey never descnibe themselves as 'ethnic groups'" (1996:189, note 

1). 

Therefore, 1 argue that, for example, the Croats and the serbs3', like Moq17s 

L?,*aa~, were rations before mtions. They, as well as al1 the other Yugoslav nations, 

" A g d  sîarting point cnild k the anaîysis of the fiatend civil war (1941-1945) tht r d t c d  in the 
genocide of Serbs, lews, and Gypsies, which is misinterpreted, or simpMed by primordialisms as 'ancieut 
hatreds'. More irnpoftantiy, Cmobrnja's remarks that in the W.W.ii "the big dicfence between the 
Chetniks [the Serbs] and the Ustashi [the Croats] was that the former were relativety isolated guerrilla imits, 
especdy in temitories wcre they mixed with other ethnic groups, d e  the latter had a state orpanit.ation. 
Tbus the scaie of murder, p l d e r ,  and 'ethnic cltxadq' pedormed by the latter far outstripped the evil 
decâs of the former" (1994:66). Ncediess to say, these mked tem-toncs p r i m a i  include Krajiw in Croa$a 
and the whole of Bosaia were most of the crimes were comMtted in both ad-hanai wars: durhg the 
W. W.II and the recent on@j ji* i-1 YYD j. OII the 0th~ nan% me efnnic nauomusm, or -meaenasrn or the 
Albanian h r i t y  in Kosovo sbould aiso be put into historicd paJpective and anaiyzed in its parti& 
Context. 
3: 1 limit my argument to these two nations for h o  te89oas. Fust, as I have already argueci, every Yugosiav 
nation s W d  be stuâied sepam&, ptipartiailarly duc to ttieir dinereat historical developmerrts, for example, 



perceived them~elves as nmod (people) rather than as mcqa (nation, or mtsiia in 

Russian language). Moreover7 as we have seen, Yugoslavia's constitutions use both tenns 

interchangeably, ~ r o d  and people, as both mean the same thing a nation. Lke 

Ulrrainians who define themselves in con- to their quintessential version of 'the 

othef-the Russians (Motyl, 1999:78), the Croats and the Serbs defm themselves as 

distinct fiom each other, and fiom the other Yugoslav nations. Thus, I agree with Mo31 

that in diis sense there is no radical distinction beiween both an ethnic group (or ethnie) 

and a nation as weil as between civic and ethnic nationalism, because 'al1 nations are 

ethnic nations, inasmuch as ethnicity and nationhood are conceptually synonymous" 

(Motyl, 1999:78). Sunilarly to the ükrainian case, the national identities of Croats and 

Serbs are rooted in the mernories and traditions of their mechevai iongdoms (see Djiias, 

1996 and Cxnobmja, 1994). 

For al1 of the above mentioned reasons, I agree with Djilas' concluding remarks 

which best illustrate how Croatsor Serbs are simultmeously both an ethnie and a nation, 

and moreover, why ttw whole of Yugoslavia could be dehed as a monwrhnic state: 

"The Croats and the Serbs, as separate nations have a history d o s e  
beginnings are lost in the depths of time ... Despite the fmt thar they are 
old &ions, neither their national identities nor the states they created 
were wntinuous ... The instability of the Croatian and Serbian medieval 
states, followed by the Ottoman conquests, intemipted the development of 
either two clearly separate identities or a homogeneous proto-Yugoslav 
one. In the nineteenth century the Croats and the Serbs, found themselves 
lachg the strong state tradition that allowed the 'old, continuous' nations 
to emerge as modem nation states ... EthnicalZy ond linguisticah'j they 
were not separate, so differentiation rested primarily on historical 

Sloveaia was not a medimai state and Bosnian Muslims, the sixth Yugoslav nation, are i d a m i d  S l a ~  due 
to the Ortoman d e  end so on (sec partiailarty Cmbrnja, 1994; D j i i  19%). Secondly, although we shouid 
d y ~ e  men these two groups separately, 1 draw my argument on Djilas who best explained the centrality of 
these two d o n s  for Yugoslav unity as w d  as the concepnial synonymy of the ethmc grwp and the nation 
WithiD Yugoslavia's Context. 



memory, traditions, aad religion3*. One couid even say that Croats and 
Scrbs are e t h n i d y  alniosf homogeneous, but are heterogeneous fiom the 
standpoint of natiod consciousness and loyaities. In fact the whole of 
Yugoslavia wuld be defined as a mono-ethnic stafe with three closely 
related languages (Macehaïan, Slovenian, and Croato-Serbian or Serbe- 
Croatian) and many different national political coasciousnesses. When 
Yugoslavia was created in 1918, the South Slavs were not one nation. 
-They had largely different politid and state loyalties. Between the two 
world wars, national ideologies developed fhther and became widely 
disseminated (1996:181, 182, my emph). 

Mer al1 is said, 1 want to stress that 1 agree with Calhoun (1997) who, Wre Motyl 

(1999), argues that the distinction between ethnic/culturai, and civic/political nationalism 

is an inappropriate approach for analyzing nationalism. Calhoun argues that "al1 of 

Western and Eastern Europen7 particuiarly Germany which is a prototype of ethnic 

~tionalism and France as an example of civic uationalism, "have been shaped by the 

international lscourse of nationalism - includuig both ethnic claims and civil projects of 

popular political participation" (1997:89). I argue that Yugoslavia is a good example in 

supporting this claim, because it was and still is shaped by both nationalisms. As we have 

seen, the historic development, since the Enlightenment, of the Yugoslav idea about the 

3s Similady, Cahoun argues, in contras to the primordialisms' 'ancient ethnic baueds' thesis advocated by 
the USA Secretary Christopher, that aithough the Gras ond rhe Serbs are "now presented as an ancient 
etbnic-natiod distinction, as hte as the eariy nineteenth century this was mainiy a différeace of religion 
between people who s h d  rhe same b g u a g e  and ethnic stucà" (1 997:62, my emph). 



Mity of the South Slavs in one state included both civic and ethnic ~tionalism~~, or 

political and cultural projects. 

In Cmobrnja's and pilas' temis, Yugoslavia was shaped by both centripetal 

(building one modem Yugoslav nation, or Yugoslavism) and centrifiigd (separate 

national projects, or sepmatisrn) forces. Even though 'the Yugoslav nation' is the biggest 

paradox of Yugoslav uni@ due to the fact that it was never formed, or has never corne 

into king as a nation in the 'classic' sense, the spirit of Yugoslavism was, aad still i s  a 

viable ideam. However, the f- that people who deslarad thei natiodity as 'Yugoslavs' 

(6% in the census of 1981 and 3% in 1991 of the total Yugoslavian population) best 

dustrates the paradox that even though "'Yugoslavs' ... might well be considered [as] the 

seventh South Slav nation of Yugoslavia", they were not completely recognizeà, i.e., they 

39 Even mw, in the new successor scates of the former Yugosiavia we can find both fonns ofnationalism in 
their new constitutio~ls. While all of the new states empbasize the etbnonational principie citizenship, in 
contrast, the new, third, Yugoslavh is founded as a civic state with inchisive principle of citizenship for al1 of 
its citizeas. Moreover, state natjOLllljism is constitlltionaliy prohiited (see article t of The Constitution of 
FRY, 1992). However, in both cases we can 6nd dements of both nationalism. Even though the new 
constitutions (of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Macedonia) promote ethnie natiodsm, there is, for example 
in the Slovenian constitution, some elements of civic project of which the most notably is the inclusion and 
protection of the rïghts of two major nationai mhorities: Ehmgariaa and Itaüan (see art. 5 of new 
ÇonsMution 0 

. . 
f Republic of Slovet& 1991)- On the 0 t h  band, atthough the new Yugoslavia is a dassic 

fed«.sl state based on the civic prniaple of political unity of the atizens (not ody members of the major 
national group), it bas a significant problem with the ethnic Albanian rniaority living in the province of 
KOSOVO. Ahbough of secondary importance fôr my argument, 1 aad to stress that this teusion sud bloody 
conflicts between the Serbs and the Albanians is quite an exceptiod case that shouid be studied and 
a n d y d  in its ltistorical perspective (h a brief and acairate historicai adysh see particdady Baudson's 
account of "Albanian Occupation of Kosovo", 1996: 127-133; also on the recent ccmfiict (1 999) see the 
excdlent anatysis of Micbeaf P d  ([1999] 2000). 
40 Fm of a& present day YugoSvia (FRY) is aiU a sute and a country of the South Slavs-Yugosiavs m. 
though it consists of oniy two former reQublics of the former Yugoslavia. A large portion of i ts  people still 
consider themselves king primarüy 'Yugoslavs'. Also, this thud Yugoslavia becamc a 'new homeland' for 
the 'old' Yugoslavs thaî became refiigees or inteniatly displaced persons in their own republics and thus, 
they sou@ a sh&cr in this 'new homdand of the old Yugoslavs', However, as the focus o f  my thesis 
project is on Bosnia, 1 had to omit these Yugoslavs fiom the prescrit day Yugoslavia. 



were "recorded separately in statistics but [were] not recognized as a nation*' (Djilas, 

1996: 1 ). 

We will see in the fourîh chapter that people who declareci themselves as 

'Yugoslavs' were among the nnt civilian Maims in the new suCCessor states of 

Yugoslavia, pariicularly in Croatia and Bosnia, of both foms of the ethnic cleansing, that 

is, of the massive displacement or uprootedness, and of the bureaucratic ethnic cleansing, 

or constitutional nationalism in Hayden's tenns. For th is  reason, 1 argue that the coUapse 

of the former Yugoslavia should be analyzed in the light of the transition from civic- 

nonviolent to ethnic-violent natiooalism, that is, from the new, socialist, 'supranational' 

Yugoslavism that was civic nati~nalisrn~~ built on the idea of political uni@ and 

4 1 This parado$ in my view, is due to the 'supranationality' of the Yugoslav uuity and new Yugoslavism- As 
Djilas (1996) points out, "tbe new Yugoslavismn was particularly promoted by commumst theoreticians in 
the a f t d  of the conflict with Stalin in 1948. They emphasized that "the new Yugosiavism" was neithcr 
the imposition of "one hegemoaic nation ... upon other nations", as promoted by King AlexBndar in previous 
uMtary monarchy, 191 8-1941, nor "an attempt to create a new nation". It was rather a communist "belief in 
the interdependence betweea socialism and Yugoslavismn and the need of modernidon of the country in 
the seme of developing a modem interco~ected community for the peoples of Yugoslavia. Accordhg to 
Djiias, "in 1953, Edvard Kafdeljn d&ed îhis pro-Yugosiav orientation as ciSient than the "'old type' of 
federationn created immediately &er W.WX thaî "had been rendered obsolete by the development of 
socialid. In Djilas words, "On the basis of the c0IMIK)n intetest of the working people, and within the 
fiamework of an already developed and unified sociopoiitical system, a ' W e d  Yugoslav çommunity' was 
coming into being. This new ~dll)rm(ni '  was owcosning rhe ntzfiai~i ctmsci- of h&viriirrrI miions 
w i t h  ar k same time becomiqg a don in the 'old sense'" (1996:180, my emph.). One might even say 
that to some extent Yugoslavia was, to use MoQd's aaalogy, a 'supraOaticnal', or post-nationai, CO- 

before such community was 'uivented'. That is, Yugoslavia was a European Unity and Yugoslavs were 
Eurapeans before European Unity (Eü) was evm 'imrrpined' let alone created. -The new Yugosiavism was 
based on this 'supranational' principle even though its driving force was socialism and not capitalisme We 
d sce in the next chapter tbat in k t ,  Yugoslavia was Europe in min;ntilrc in terms of the variety of d o n s  
aad n a t i d t i e s  that composod it. 
42 I need to stress that pnor to this new Yugoslavism in the 1950s there were two other forms of natioaaIism 
in sociaüst Yugoslavia tbat were more etimic t h  civic fiorms, and for this very reason, the new 
Yugoslavism emerged. Indeed, as Djilas points out, after W.W.II and the victory of the sociaiist revolution, 
"san in the contcxt of the civil war d prewar Wian predo- ièdcraüsm a d  Yugosiavisn were 
grcat steps toward national tolerance and cooperation among the nations of Yugoslavia. There were, 
ho-, ocw fom of nationalism, aationalist prejudice and perseaition, which arose in the euphria that 
envelopcd the CPY a h  its victory" (1996:168). This eupboria produceci the belief that the Yugodav 
people waz  "superior to many other dons  in their courage a d  love ofh'berty". As we& this natiorralisrn, 
inspired by a victorious sociaüst revolution and victory over Nazism, influenceci the negative attitudes and 
mistnist "toward non-Yugoslav minonties, especialiy the Hungmian minority in Vojvodina and the Albanian 



comrnunity of dl of its citizens and workjng people, to the recent ethnic, aggressive and 

chauvinisf nationalism bssed on building homogeaous nation-staîes in ethnically 

beterogeneous territories This transition from 'the individual' to 'the national' is best 

demibed by Slaveuka Drakulic (already quoted in the Introduction) who argues that she 

is no more ''a person", that i s  her personality is reduced to her nationality. For this 

reason, I also agree with Nielsen's (1999) argument that ethnic nationalism is bad as it is 

violent, barbarie, nodiberal and o k n  incluâes, as in Yugodavia's case, some form of 

ethic cleansing. In this seme, 1 have to agree that there is a huge and basic difference 

between civic or non-violent nationalism (as in Quebec) and ethnic or violent 

natioaalism (as in the former Yugoslavia), because the fomer implies, in Nielsen's 

terms, "words and votes" and the latter "guns and tanlcs". However, I disagree with the 

division betweetl good and bad naîionalism as usuaily d o n  building projects involve 

both elements, ethnic claims and political participation. 

In this regard, as I bave already mentioned, the complexity of the Yugoslav dnuna 

exceeds and supersedes claims and arguments of both scbools, primordiaiist and 

constnictivist. First of dl, it is important to note that the war in Yugoslavia (1991-) was 

avoidable on both levels, intemal and e~ternal~~. Moreover, as we will see in the next 

minority in Kosovo, ... bscause of th& wartime support of the occupying forces". Djilas explains that "the 
worst displays of Yugosiav natiorialinm were the expuision of German ... [and] Italian minority" although it 
is W e a r  . .. how many [of them] left h m  fém of retribution ... and how meny were forced to lmen 
(19%: 169). The second form of postwar nationalism was "a peculiar version of supranatioaal natiodsm ..- 
revived .. . Eby] Soviet leaders ... [at] the end of the ~ a i '  that was r e s d h g  the version of "îraciiti013%1 F- 
SlaMsm". However, &er the duel with Stalin in 1948, "pan-Slavism was expunged fiom the official 
idcology" (Djilas, 19%: 170). 1 have to point out that this suprdonaüîy of tbe imperialist pre and post war 
Soviet pan-Shvism has notbing sinular or commoii with my analogy betwecn tbe former Yugoslavia and 
European Union as 1 previousiy argueci. The suptanationality of the new Yugoslavism was based on equality 
of d o n s  d working people of Yugoslavia whereby national identity was superseded with supranationality 
of Yugoslavism and Yugosiav citizenship. 
43 Although the extemai, or foreign, dimension wül k furtba discussed, ai this point 1 nad to point out that 
1 completeiy agree with Gerard Bawlson (1996), and other here prcsertted authors, thst "the Intcrnationai 



chapter, the etbnic divisions a d  stniggle ova borders and territones, or in my terms the 

'intemal' Balkanization, are the wnsequence of previous 'extemai' Bakmhation, that 

is, the division and subjection of the South Slavs due to the geopolitical and strategic 

importance of their territory and economic interests of the great powers. For ww, 1 stress 

tbat prior to the recent ethnic, civil or hte!rnai war(s) in Yugoslavia, there were massive, 

multinational, workers demonstrations across Yugoslavia provoked by deep economic 

and socio-political crisis induced, according to Chossudovsky, by '?he macro-economic 

structural djustment reforms of the XMF and the World Bank" (1996, 1997). As 

Chossudovsicy rightly points out, "in 1990", their new "economic package" additionally 

fueled "the process of political balkanization and secessionism" (1997:246). We will see 

in the next chapter that the externa1 factors, prirnarily the economic and geopolitical 

interests of the Western countries, particuiariy USA and Germany, are crucial figures in 

the Yugoslav drama or tragedy. 

Even more important for the debate on nationalism, that is cenaal in this chapter, 

is the fact tbat the war could have been avoided atm on the i n t e d  level, that is, within 

community ... EU and UN" is directiy respomible for the outbreak of the civil war. Baudson demonstrates 
that "the break up of Yugoslavia" as weU as "the war in Croatia ... could be avoided or refhimzd" if the 
International Community would have established "protection of naîionai minority rightsn in Croatia as weU 
in the other new successor states (1996: 153-155). Baudson argues that Yugoslavia was ''SBCrificedn for the 
European unity due to Wie Germaxt pressuren and its early seif-ùiitiated recognition of "Slovenia and 
Croatia". Moreover, "the Badinter Commissionn, estabiished to hvestigate the poss ib i i  and suitab'ility of 
the Yugoslav repubtics to becorne inôepeadent statcs, iargeiy ignorai the question of 'newiy cregted' 
minorities, that is, the issue of borders between repubiics. Instead, the Badinser Commission completely 
igaored the existing "intemational hW" and fccognized the republican borders, which were exciusivtly 
administrative and not e t b n o ~ o d ,  as the new international borders of the aew states. Thus, the war couid 
have bœa avoided i f  the I a t e d  Community wodd have sccepted Wie French dipiornatic initiativew 
and the recommendation of "Pftsident Mitterand" about ''hezingW the international cecognition of the 
repubtics "untü the intcfaationai community could established the rights of [national] minorities" (Baudson, 
1996:153-157). Similariy, tbe war in Bosnia couid have been avoided fbr the same reasons. Moreover, the 
Lisbon plan for ' C b l i t O ~ o 1 1 '  of Bo* a modd simüar to S w k m h d ,  that was signed pior to the war 
by ail three national groups (the Serbs, the Croats and the Mudims) Med, becawe Alija izerûegovic, a 



Yugoslavie Internally, there was a civil, or politid solution to the ethnic division of the 

country and the civil war. Indeed, prior to the war and dissolution of the w m ~ ,  the 

Slovenian commlmists (backed up only by the Croatian delegation) had proposed a 

mode1 of codederation as the next step of the Yugoslav cornmuaie at the ( l a )  14th 

Congress of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia held in Belgrade in January 1990. As the 

proposal was refused Slovenian and Croatian delegatious h d o n e d  the Congres and 

stepped out of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia This was the beginning of the end for 

the multinational Yugoslav state. Agaia, for this rwwn 1 agree with Calhoun that the 

ethnic claims are intemvined with the civil projects of political participation. 

For al1 of the above mentioned reSLSOm, I agree with Kymlicka that men though 

' a  multination model of federalism" that is advocated by the Québécois and Aboriginal 

people in Canada, might be the "only chance to keep Canada together", there are "no 

guarantees" that, even if the proposeci multinational federalism would be accepted by 

Anglophone Catiadians, "it would not be simply a stepping-stone to the inevitable 

dissolution of Canada" (1998:ll). As socialist Yugoslavia was founded on this 

multinational principle, it is a good example of both a successfid model of multinational 

feddism and the dissolution of its salient federal model. The collapse of Yugoslavia 

was, among other reasons, dso due to the rejection of the codederation that would be the 

next logid step as well as the solution for avoiding civil war. In fat, as we have seen in 

this chapter, Yugoslavia was actually somewhere between a federation and a 

confederation. That is, the republics were the States within the state of Yugoslavia which 

was constitutiodly a -te fouuded on dud sovereignty, that of the nations and 

Muslim leader, backed up (tetreated) his signature &er consuhation with Warren Zimmernuui, the American 
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natiodties and the workmg class people. Moreover, it was a socidist self-governing 

democratic commUIUty of the working people and ci- as well of the equal naîions 

and national minorities (art. 3, The Constitution of SFRY, 1974). 

In coaaast to Canada, the former Yugoslavia was not an immigration country, 

and therefore, there were no immigrant minorities in Kymlicka's terms, evea though al1 

of Yugoslavia's national minoritia, in particular the ~ lbanians~,  could aiso be defined 

as both immigrant and ethnocdtural groups. As 1 have already mentioned, socialist 

Yugoslavia was a federal republic formed as a state community of voluntarily imited 

nations and ua!ionalities, or national minorities (nmodi und ncuoahosti in Serbo- 

Croatian). Thus, neither in Yugoslavia's constitutions nor in the officiai tennin01ogy, nor 

in the public usage, can we find terms that are in Canadian daily usage, namely, 

'immigrants' andor 'ethnic minorities7. As we have seen, in contrast to Canada, socialist 

Yugoslavia was initially cornposeci of five constitutive and sovereign nations (Slovenes, 

Croats, Serbs, Montenegrins and Macedonians) that were joined more recently by the 

Muslims as the sixth nation. According to Cmobrnja, 'Ybe notion of a Muslim 'nation' 

was introduced by the constitution of 1963" (1994:21). Arguably, the 'Yugoslavs7 were 

"the seventh nation", or at least "a well established national rninority" in their own 

country (Cmobrnja, 1994 and Djüas, 1996). As we will see in the following chapters, this 

seventh South Slav nation of Yugoslavia, including 'the Bosnians' and 'the Eskimos' or 

'others', is excluded fiom reports about refugees in ternis of their national identities. 

AmbasSador for Yugoslavia at tbaî the. 
44 The large portion of the etbnic Albanians who live in Scrb ' i  province of Kosovo are recent pst-W.W.11 
immigrants who were m8ssively nianiag away fiom impoverished and totalitarian, Stallliist, nei-ring 
Aibania to Tao's more Ii'baal Yugoslavia, settling iurgeiy in the province of Kosovo. AMough 'Albanian 



Ironically, these people who declared or considered themselves as 'the Yugoslavs' in the 

Latest census -are majority of the displaced or uprooted peoples, refugees- Moreover, 

the new successor states of the former Yugodavia abolished the usage of word 

'Yugoslav'; officially, neither term nor concept exist The Yugosiavs thus disappeared 

tiom the official and public vocabuiary as well as statistical category of their national 

identity, within and outside the former Yugoslavia. Of course, this account excludes 'the 

Yugoslavs living in the present day, third, Yugoslavia (FRY7 fomded in 1992). 

In te- of national minorities, Yugoslavia was and still is (FRY) a treasure of 

various mt iodt ies  (~rodnosti)~' .  Their diverse cultures and traditions in r e w d  to the 

former Yugoslavia were, in Bacadson (1996) words, representing "Europe in miniaturen. 

As Yugoslavia was a repubiic, thus based on group rights, these numerous and various 

natiod minorities had extensive and well protected rights, in particular the two largest 

groups, the Hmgarians in the autonomous province of Vojvoduia and the Albanians in 

the province of Kosovo. Their two distinct languages, besides the tbree major Slavic 

ianguages (Serbo-croatian, Siovenian and Macedonian), were also the official lanmiages 

and in officid use. According to Crnobrnja, "'the other minorities - Italians, Slovaks, 

Rumaniaos, Bulgarians, Turks, Roms (Gypsies), Rushes, and so on" dennitely 

wntnbuted to ''the wmplexity and nchwss of the Yugoslav linguistic cocktail". All of 

them "were entitled to education and cultural communication" in their own languages 

(Cmobrnja, 1994:20). In this sense, similar to Canada, Yugoslavia was a multicultural 

occupation of Kosovo' in B~udson's tenus bas a long 'immigration' history, it is important to mention that 
the Albani- were the largest recent immigration group in socialist Yugoslavia. 
45 As M i c M  Pareati points out in the attcrmath of the NATO's bombing campaign agaht Yugoslavia in 
1999: YIroaically, while the S a b s  were r e p e a d y  charged with ethnic cleansing, Serbia itse!f is now the 



state with a completely open and inclusive multiculturai agenda In coatrast to Canada 

which is fouaded on h i  thus individual rights, Yugoslavia was a republc that as such 

embraced all of the large and the s d l  'ethnocultural' and/or 'ethnonationai' g r o ~ p s ~ ~ .  

Even hugh it was a country of the South Slavs, ail of its 'national minorities' were 

considered equal with the same duties and rights as the Yugoslav nations. 

For this reason, there were no rneaningful disputes or wnErontations between the 

Yugoslav state and the minorities, except in the Albanian case that can k well defined as 

'minority uationalism' in Kymlich tenns, or Albanian 'imdentism' in Yugoslavian 

officia1 and public tenninology. As Cmobmja (1994) explains, the dispute was made by 

Albanian demands to be treated as a 'bnstitutive nation of Yugoslavia", that is, having 

the political independence of Kosovo. They argued that "by their numben ... they are 

larger than three of the nations that had their own republics". The Yugoslavian coumer- 

argument was that ''they cannot be a nation within Yugoslavia since there is an Albanian 

national state adjacent to Yugoslavia, so they must be satisfied with the status of a 

national minority, regardless of their number" (Cmobrnja, 1994:2 1 ). However, according 

to the recent events the ethnic Albanians rnight W l y  get their 'Independent State of 

Kosovo'. 

As we have seen, aîthough Canada and the foxmer Yugoslavia are both federal 

and mdticdtural states, their political and social systems differ, in particuiar with 

regards to group rights, that is, while the former is fowded as liberal dernocracy, the 

only rdti-ethnic Society left in the former Yugoslavia, with some twcnty-six naîiodty groups ùictuding 
thousnnds of Albanians who tive in and around Belgraden (Cl9991 2000:6). 

As wc wül sce in th iast chapter, th is the maion why 'Yugosiws'. simüarly to Saivadorsil~, as a mai! 
ethnic grwp arc not included into Caaada's multiailturaiism agenda Also, it is important to note that 



latter was a socialist republic. However, Yugoslavia's national minonties could be 

dehed as immigrant groups and as ethnocuitural groups, because al1 of them 

'immigrateci' at some point in history. Different fiom Caaadian ethnic and immigrant 

groups and similar to Québecios and Aboriginal national minorities in Cansda, ail of 

Yugoslavia' s national muiorities consider themselves to be 'stamsedeoci7 (aboriginal, 

indigene, autochthoaous), or 'the old settiers' and/or 'colonial settiers' in Kymiicka's 

tenns. However, acwrding to Yugoslav terminology these ethnic minorities were defined 

as 'uarodnosti', or naîiod muiorities. 

And M y ,  1 argue that if socialist Yugoslavia, which was an exceptiodly 

advanced multinational federation, was an artincial conimuity then by the same logic 

every country that is officially, or sociologically speaking, composed of more than one 

nation is under the threat of soon dissolving into smaller unia, new Nites, including 

canada4'. Although 1 present in the fourth chapter Hayden's (1996) remarkable aaalysis 

of the M c  cleansing and nation-building of the homogenous States "over the dead body 

of Yugoslavia" in its heterogeneous territorieq 1 need to stress that his arguments would 

be more attractive and powemil if they would be less c o t l ~ ~ ~ c t i v i s t  and include more 

historical, ecoaornic and political explanatiom, particularly in tems of the extemal and 

internal &tors that contributed to the collapse of Yugoslavia In contrast to the 

constnictivia approach and daim that Yugoslavia was an artincial 'imagined 

commumty', rny argument is based on the fact that, among other things mentioned in my 

Yugosiavs are completeiy excludcd fiom the Westem politicians and media reports, and therefore, they are 
basically 'invisible' war victims and 'non-existent' dùgees. 
" In hq Baudson points out that "the YugosIavim virus offhgmemation has .Ircrdy anived in the West" 
(1996:156). Similarty, Samary (1995) rneahghiiy entiticd her concIusion "Today Yugosiavis, Tomomow 
Europe ...." 



introduction, there was also a strong rnulthtïonai mistance across Yugoslavia aga- 

the dissolution of the Yugoslav state and approaching civil This daim wül be 

elabomted in the fourth chapter that exposes some parts of the popular and political 

resistance, particularly in multinational Bosnia For now, 1 stress that I agree with one of 

the respondents (a Serb) who pointed out that "Yugoslavia needed changes, but in a 

peacefùl way, and in no case by war" (question 68: Are you Yugonostalgic?). 

Also, we have seen that the Yugoslav idea about one commoa state for the South 

Slavs bas a long history. As weil, the Yugoslav nations are the old nations that voluntarily 

united in the first, then in the second, and now in the third Yugoslavia Therefore, the 

questions I am raising are: Was the idea of Yugoslav unity and common state artificial 

since the beginning? What was artificial in the past humlred years of the emergence of 

the Yugoslav state? Was socialist Yugoslavia artificial due to its etbnic and/or national 

composition or due to the artinciality of socialism, or both? And W y ,  if it was an 

ariificid country since the beginning why was the same artificiality, or the same mistale, 

repeated not only once, but twice within the twentieth cenhiry (three Yugoslavias)? 

We will see M e r  in the following pages thai the wmpiexity of the Yugoslav 

drama far exceeds both arguments: the primordialist 'ancient hatreds' thesis and the 

wnstructivist 'artificiality of the imagineci wmmunity'. We will see that the ' Yugoslav 

dilemma' cannot be reduced to the internal factors, or the interna1 Balkanization in my 

own ternis, as both schools have done. The next chapter deals with the extemal 

Balkaaization that is my basic counter argument to both schools. For now, 1 conclude this 

h the 1990, as CbossuQvJry notes "worker resistarm crossod eâhuic b s ,  as Serbs, Croats, BoJnun 
and Slovenians m o b ' i  ... shoulder to shoulder with th& fdow workersn (1997:246, Chossudovsky is 



chapter by answeruig Cmobmja's question as to whether t̂he creation of Yugoslavia was 

a noble experiment in an inherently unstable part of Europe or an impossible task fkom 

the start" (1994:34). As we have seen and will see in the next chapter, Yugoslavia was 

d f i t e l y  a noble expeiment in the unstable Balkan, a successfid socialist country based 

on a not-for-profit oriented economy. For these very reasons it was an obstacle to the 

victorious global dictate of' the 'fkee-market' policy of the new world order that emerged 

fkom the ruins of the Cold Wu division of the world 

rdbing and citing S w n  Gcrvasi's article "Gemiaay, US and the Yugoslav Crisis" in Covert Action 
Ouarterl~. NO. 43, W ~ C T ,  1992-93, p. 44). 



CgAPTER THREE:HÜtory of  the Estemal Balkankation or 'Divide and 

Rule Schemes' of the Old and New World Orden 

The following historical and political retrospective of the extemal Balkanhtion 

will provide new insights about the origins and legacy of 'national and religious 

fmticism' in the former Yugoslavia The historical background of external 

Balkanization, or the foreign dimension, wül enrich our understanding of the intncacy of 

the Yugoslav crisidwar and its impact on the pst and present Life experience of refugees 

fkom the former Yugoslavia/Bosnia 1 will d e r n o m t e  in this chapter that the territories 

of Yugoslavia were historically divided in haif by di major (European) empires and 

religions; that i s  the border line divided the 'Western and Eastern' parts of the country. 

These extenial divisions and border re-making usually, but not exclusively, cut 

Yugoslavia in half, going through or around Bosnia. For this reason, I daim thai the 

geopolitics and military stratesic f8Ct0r in the Balkans combined with economic interests 

of the powerful Empires or countries were, and are again, the main causes and reasons 

for the divisions and consequent bloodshed in the Balkans. In other words, the externa1 

Balkanization produces an intemal one; or at least, the complexity of 'the Balkmhtion' 

fa exceeds the intemal Balkanization that is the aspect most often presented to 

worldwide publics. The interna1 BaLkanization, or religious and nationai f8t18ticism 

expiessed in the fomi of 'barbarie' ethnie wars, is by far 'over-represented' in d y s i s .  

The argument presented in this chapter (and the whole thesis) is neither a denial 

of this internai m o n ,  nor of these fa- atrocities. Rather it is an attempt to 

illustrate the other side of the coin. The history of Yugoslavia reflects the history of the 



'old and new world orders' with the weil-hown 'Divide and Rule' poIiîics in the 

Ba-, or 'Divide et Impera' in original Roman version, perfonned by external 

occupying forces. That is, the division of tenitories and changes of borders withui 

Yugoslavia were and still are primarily due to the extemal Bal-tion, or the foreign 

interests in the Balkans. 1 argue then that the intemal Balkanization, or temitorial 

divisions by the intcrnal forces, is a wnsequence of the p-ous extemal division, or 

B-tion. In amer words, once occupied and divided by hostile and ofien belligerent 

powerfül empires (e-g., Ottoman and Austria-Hungary), the South SlavsrYugoslavs were 

subjected against each other and had to fight on the opposite sides. For example, in both 

world wars they fou@ against each other. In W.W.1 the Slovenes and Croats were 

Austro-Hungarian soldien while the Kingdoms of Serbia and of Montenegro were allies 

with the Entente. Moreover, the Nazi occupation and division of Yugoslavia, pariicularly 

the creation of the Nazi state of Croatia embracing Bosnia, resulted in bloody fraternal 

war and genocide of the Serbs, Jews and Gypsies. Thaefore, 1 argue in this chapter thaî 

the ethnic nationalism is a product, or 'a child', of e x t e d  Bakankation 

3.1. Old Worià OnCern in the Bdkam 

The history of the Balkans, pmticuiarly that of Yugoslavia, is primary a history of 

permanent struggle for liberation from foreign occupation The 'Divide and Rule' politics 

of powenul Empires, particularly the Roman, Ottoman and AUSffo-Hungarian ones, 

implied divisions of Yugoslav tenitories and historical subjection of, fïrst the aboriginal 

Illinans and, subsequently, the South Slavs or Yugoslavs. Thus, the history of'the 



~ a l ~ a n s ~ ~  reflects the history of the 'World Orden', such as the Roman Empire, HoUy 

Christendom, the Ottoman Empire, Napoleon's Rule, Austro-German 'Drang aach Osten 

und Suden' and Hitler-Mussolini's World Order. The fact that the territories of 

Yugoshvia were histoncaily divided between the West and East parts of the country by 

al1 major Empires and World Religions (Roman-Catholic, Greek-Orthodox and Islam) is 

illustratecl by Map 1 a, b, c and dw that shows some of the 'Divide and Rule Schemes in 

the Balkans, Le., the extemal Balkanization" (see Appendix Il). 

As we can see on the Map la, the border division of the Roman Empire on 

Western and Eaaern (Byzantine) Empire cut Yugoslavia in haE the h e  would be 

similar to present day Yugodavia on the Easî (FRY - Serbia and Monîenegro Federation), 

and Bosnia and Croatia on the West side. The second Map, lb, shows west-east division 

of the fùture Yugoslavia by the border-iine of the Byzantine Empire c. 1050. A similar 

border-line was drawn by the Schism of the Christian Church in 1054 on the Roman 

Catholic and Greek Orthodox Churches. The most important border division (see Maps 

Ic and Id) occurred during the Ottoman Empire's invasion of Europe that, in particular, 

demonstrates the importance of the geopolitical and military stnitegic factor inlof the 

Balkans. As Maps lc and Id show, Yugoslav temtories hsd for centuries played a major 

role in the Ewopean Defense System as a "Military B 5 e r  Zone", or " Vojna Krajina" in 

the Serbo-croatian language. Krajina was established '%y the Habsburg Moaarchy in the 

XVth century" on the temtory between today's Croaîia and Bosnia In r e m  for 

"maadatory military service", the settlers of Krajina (mostly Serbs) were granted land 

- - -- 

49 For the purpose ofthis -y, my foars is only the Yugoslav part of the Baîkan peniasula 
so Tbae k i p s  m'fkom Mih.ilo Cmobmja's book The Yu~oJLv hmp . Map 2: "The impact of empires on 
the fiiaire Yugoslavia", Moatrcaî: McGiii-Queen's University press, 1994, p. 18. 



and an autommous, special, statis territory (Historv: EncvcloDedic hxicon, 1970929- 

The resdt of centuries long Oitoman d e  was the islamkation of some parts of 

the B a b  and centuries long subjection of the South Slavs. Tbis division of the 

temtorks between Ottoman and Austro-Hmgarian Empire, under the Habsbrng 

Monarchy, on the West and east parts of the fuhne Yugoslavia is another example of what 

1 cal1 the extemal Baikanbtion. The Map 1 (a, b, c, and d) shows these 'Divide and 

Rule' schemes in the Balkans that, in my opinion, are the 'reai' legacy of continual, 

external and internial, confiict in the BalkandYugoslavia. For the purpose of my analysis 

of the extemal Balkanization it is needed to point out that the South Slavs were nomadic 

tribes and "pgans" when they have settled Balkan peninsuia in and VII century CE" 

(Crnobmja, 1994:17)". Nevertheless, the Islamization of the Balkans and its impact on 

future Yugoslavia is best summarized by Crnobrnja: 

'The Tukish invasion and the domination of most of these territories by 
the Ottoman Empire brought with it the Islamic religion. The original 
Islamic believers were Turks who came and seüled in cmquered 
temtories, but a portion of the indigenous population converted to Islam. 
The converts were relatively few among Orthodox Christians, even fewer 
arnongst Catholics. The largest conversion to Islam occurred among the 
Bogumils, a heretical religious sect that occupied Bosnia, the central part 
of what was later to be Yugoslavia" (1994: 17). 

'' Sce more Qrails about the bistory of Yugosiavis in Samudzic, Radovm (ed.) Kistom. Encyclodic 
Lexicon. Belgrade: Interpres, 1970, and Getshoy, Leo (cd.) A S m ?  of European C . .. ivitization: Part One 
gnd Two. New York: Houghton MMih Company, 1%9. See aiso Baudson 19%; Cniobrnja, 1994; DjW 
19% and Samaxy, 1995. 
5' As dipatssed abon. al1 major wodd reiigions @toman cnhoiic, Greek Orthodox and ïsiam) imcrscci in 
the Yugoslav part of the Bdkuq (ie., Bosnia) due to th& intenial histonwi fight for domination of tbese 
tenitories. See more about geographics of religions, in particular tbeir coa~uest of the Ballrans, in Sccibovic, 
Refik Introduction to the G m d  Geu- of w o n  nT . . . .. 

v d  u o~stu ni Novi Sad: 
bmetej ,  1995. 



As one can see, the extemal Balkanization historically divided and subjected the 

peoples, future nations, of Yugodavia. A Yugoslav pop* saying best illustrates public 

opinion about such history: "We were dying for Emperors Who played war games!". The 

two B a h  wars that occurred in 1912 and 1913 are a moçt powemil example of how 

extemal Bakanization produces intemal division. Indeed, while tbe first Balkan war was 

fought by the 'Balkan Alliance' (Serbia, Montenegro, Bulgaria and Greece) for the 

liberation fiom Ottoman (Turk) Rule, the second Balkan war was initiated by Bulgaria 

against Serbia and Greece over the territories of Macedonia, thet further spreaà and 

involved Moatenegro and Romanïa (History: Encvclowdic Lexicon, 1 WO:6 1). Thus, 

once liberated from foreign domination, the Ballcan corntries ended up in the second 

B a h  war over the disputed temtory of Macedonia claimed by each of them as 

historically their territory, and thus, having the right to occupy and dominate i t  Also, 

Yugoslav nations had to fight aga& each other in the W.W.1 as the temtones of 

Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia were part of the Austro-Hunparian Empire while Serbia and 

Montenegro were allied with the Entente. As well, in W.W.II there was a civil war due to 

Nazi occupation and its Divide and Rule politics in the BalkansTYugoslavia. 

With regards to the extemal Ballcaaization, Gerard F3audsons"ints out that, 

afkr W.W.4 France iduenced the creation of the First Yugoslavia (in 1918) in order to 

surround Germmy with a "secicrity zoneyy, that is, with the "creation of three new States: 

Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslaviay' (1996: 104). Also, Hitler's vision of  the 'New 

World Order', as he wrote in Mein Kam~ft, states th& "ail the corntries that emerged 

53 Baudson was actiwly invoived in the Yugoslav crisis h m  the vcry begimiiag as part of French diplornatic 
team. Besides Le Nouvel Otdfc Mondial et la Y u d a v i q  (19%) he also pubiisbed Europe of Lunatics 
(1993) and Ewom of Amrides (1 994). 



fiom the 'Versailles Agreement' are an i n s u ~ l e  insult Yugoslavia is one of these 

corntries" (Baudson, 1996:lOS). Once again, in W.W.Il, Yugoslavia was a v i c h  of 

Hitler's world order and his 'Divide and Rule' politics in the Balkans. 

And again, the Second, or Tito's, Yugosiavia (SFRY: 1945-1991) was created by 

Churchill, Stalin and Roosevelt at the Yalta Conference in 1945 where they were 

establishg the post-war 'World Order'. This Conférence made some important 

compromising decisions well-known as "fifty-fifty politics that hit the Baikans 

particularly bard especiaily Yugoslavia, the temitory which became a sphere of interest 

divided between the USSR and Western powers". Although Yugoslavia was liberated by 

its own forces (the Yugoslav h y ) ,  the Conference remmmended an agreement 

between Tito's National Cornmittee and the Govemment in exile living in London since 

1941 (Histov: Encyclouedic Lexicon, 1970:357, my tianslation). However, the 

Communist Party led by Tito won the fint fiee pst-war elections in 1946 and the 

socialist Yugoslavia as the federation of five consîitutive nations was born in order to 

avoid over-simplification of these historical events, it is needed to point out that W. W.II 

in Yugoslavia simultaneously included Nazi occupation, civil war and a socialist 

revolution. After the bloody civil war and Nazi occupation which together had caused the 

genocide of Serbs (750.000)~, Jews (50.000) and Gypsies (25.000), Yugoslav nations 

were, again, voluntarily United in a socialist and multinational Yugoslavia with Marshall 

Tito as its life-long PresidentsS. 

" Siaîistics accorciing to Baudson. Le Nouvel ûrdre Mondul et ia Ywslavie. Gii Wern Editioas, 1996, p. 
109, in translsteû Yugoslav Edition: Belgrade, hg-Pro, 19%. AU translations fiom Serbo-Croatian language 
(Cyriiiic script) are mine. 
" As we have seca in the prci4ous chapter, the wry idea of the unification of the South S h  hto one state 
has a long history. Sec more details about historical devdopmont of the idea of Yugoslav Unity and 



Due to al1 these factors, 1 argue that extemal B a h h t i o n ,  or the 'Old and New 

World Orciers' politics in the Bslksns, with the 'Divide and Rule' schemes, has always 

cut and divideâ the temtory of YugosIavia on the West and East parîs. Therefore, it is the 

external Bahnht ion  and itr subjection of the South Slavs/Yugoslavs that produces the 

interna1 ethnic coafiïcts over historicafly disputed tenitories. 1 argue thus tbat the ethnic 

nationalism is a child of the externa1 Bakmkaîion, particularly in the twentieth century 

that includes two Balkan Wars, W.W.1 and W.W.11 and the ment civil war. Besides, and 

in spite of, ethnic nationaiism and civil wars in recent Yugoslavian history, there was an 

even stronger sense of national and religious tolerance and mutual re spec~ess .  In 

particular, once liberated fiom Nazism and its domestic ultra-nationalist collaborators 

(i.e., Croatian 'Uçtashi', Serbian 'Chetniks', Bosnian 'Young Muslims', Kosovar 

Aibanian 'Balists', etc.), the peoples of Yugoslavia had united in a socialist and a 

multinational country which developed a seme and a politics of national tolerance and 

culrural diversity. htemally and externally, Tito's Yugoslavia esîablished a well-known 

policy of 'an active and peacefid coexistence'. 

.. .. -- 

Yugoslavism in Aleksa, D j k .  The Contestcd Country: YygosIav Unit~ & Comrnunist Rwoiution 1919- 
1953, 1996 (1991). As Djilas msintsins, this idea of the unification was on the agenda of Yugosiav 
intelügentsia and sociaüsts, since Eniighteament. H e  exposes the complerùty and development of national 
question in both Yugoslavias, partiailarfy the tension betweai those wtro udvocated Yugosiavisni and the 
etbaic naîionalists, as wetl as the progressive role of the socialist revolution and subsequent mation of the 
muhinational and multicdtud Yugoslavia Aiso. see more details about 'the spirit of Yugosiavism' in 
Cmobmja, 1994. 



3.2 Yugoslovio a d  the Nrw Wodd Order 

In terms of the current 'New World &der9% tbat advocates and imposes the 

global 'dictate of free market', Caaadian economist Michel Chossudovsky (1997) argues 

that the former Yugoslavia is just another country on the long list of victims of the 

"Globalization of Poverty". In other words, he claims tbat the imposed structural 

adjustment refoms of the International Monetary Fund (MF) and World Bank brought 

about the global econornic devastation of over a hundred of the Thud World wutries. 

As these reforms were also applied in al1 former communist countries, and socialist 

Yugoslavia, with the same devastating economic results, Chossudovslq rightly m e s  

this process the 'thirdworIdizution of Yugoslmtio' (1997:225-263). On the question of 

Bosnia, Chossudovsky (1996) argues, in his excellent article "Dismmtiing Yugoslavia, 

Colonizing Bosnia", that the Dayton Pace Accord, in 1995, had ''installecl a full-fledged 

Western colonial administration in Bosnia7'. In his words: 

"With a Bosnian peace setîiement holding under NATO guns, the West 
has unveiled a 'reconstruction' program that strips that bnitalized c o u n t ~ ~  
of sovereignty to a degree not seen in Europe since the end of World War 
II. It consists largely of making Bosnia a divided territory under NATO 
military occupation and Western administration" (1996:32). 

These facts of the division of Bosnia and the NATO occupation are also O ~ ~ ~ O U S  

in the atbched excerpt of ON'S report that i s  ironically, entitled "Mission: Peace, 

Bosnia divided before and after the war" (see the maps and underlined text in Appendix 

" For more detaiied explanstion aboui the disrmatliiig of Yugoslavia due to the 'New Worid ûrder* and/or 
International Intervention, in particular the ieadÏng d e  of Gennany and the USA, see more indeph 
anaiyses in Avramw (1997), Baudson (19%), Chossudovsky (1996, 1997), Crnobrnja (19!34), Hatchen 
k m l d  aiad SU Alfred S h e m  et af. (1 998), Parenti (2000) and Samary (1 995). 



Jl)- This report and maps best iUustrate the cunent extemal Balhkation or 

"neocolonialization of Bosnia" in Chossudovsky's terms. As he states: 

'the neocolonialization of Bosnia is the logical culmination of long 
Western efforts to undo Yugoslavia's experiment in market socialism and 
worker's seifhanagement and to impose the diktat of the fke market. 
Multiethnic, socialist Yugoslavia was once a regional industrial power and 
economic success. In the twa decades before 1980, w u a i  gross domestic 
product (GDP) growth averaged 6.1 percent, medical care was fiee, the 
liîeracy was 91 percent, and M e  expectancy was 72 years. But after a 
decade of Western economîc ministrations and f i e  years of 
disintegration, war, boycott, and embargo, the economies of the former 
Yugoslavia are prostrate, their industrial sectors dismantled" (1996:33, see 
fwtnote 11 for statistical data accordhg to World Bank's report: "World 
Development Report 199 1, Statistical Annex, Tabies 1 and 2"). 

Similarly to Chossudovs~, Micbael Parenti ([1999] 2000), an American scholary 

also points out in his analysis of "'the ratioml destruction of YugoslaviaYy, piirticularly 

with regard to NATO's bombing campaign in 1999, that the United States and other 

Western powers' dtimate goal is privatintion and "Third-Worldization of Yugoslavia". 

Although socialist Yugoslavia '%vas not the kind of country globai capitalism would 

normally tolerate", Parenti maintains that it "was allowed to exist for 45 years because it 

was seen as a nonaligned bufEer to the Warsaw Pact I I ~ ~ ~ O Q S " .  For Parenti, it is clear that 

"'the dismemberment and mutilation of Yugoslavia was part of a concerted policy 

initiated by the United States and the other Western powers in 1989". He rightly claims 

h t  "Yugoslavia was the one comhy in Eartern Europe that wo& net volunfaril'y 

overrhrow whar remained of its socialist sysrern and insîall a fiee-market economic 

order" (2000:2, my emph). Parenti stresses that there is a "public record" of US direct 

involvement in dismembMng Yugoslavia, that is, 



"In November 1990, the Bush administration pressured Congress into 
passing the 1991 Foreign ûperations Appropriations Act, wbich pmvided 
that any part of Yugoslavia faifing to declare independence within six 
months wodd lose US. financiai support. The Law demandeci separate 
elections in each of the six Yugwlav republics, and mandateci U.S. State 
Department approral of both election procedures and results as a 
condition for any future aid Aid wodd go only to the separate republics, 
not to the Yugoslav govemment, and only to those forces whom 
Washington defhed as 'dernomatic', meaning right-wing, fiez-market, 
nationdistic parties" (2000:3). 

As one can see then, the former Yugoslavia, as a rnultinaîional and socialist state, 

with a successfid economy and Western European living standard was somehow a 

corner-stone in the globalisation process and 'New World Order' plan for the Balkans. In 

line with these authors (Baudson, 1996; Chossudovslq, 1996, 1997; Parenti, 2000; 

Samary 1995, et al.), 1 argue that the geopolitical fmor and the Western economic 

interest, in particular that of Germany and the USA, were, once again, primary reasons 

and causes for dismantling of Yugoslavia. In otha words, once Yugoslavs were divided 

by the 'new world order' politics whose ultimate goal is privathdon and the 'dictate of 

fke market', it was easy to trim them against each other and light the fuse of civil war. 

Again, this is not to deny the existence and pdormance of the aggressive, ethnic 

nationalism arnong Serbs, Croats and Muslims (and Albanians who are non-Slavic 

people), but rather a criticism of Westem oversimplification of the Yugoslav crisis that 

excludes any otha reason or cause, in particular Western or Intemational involvement 

and responsibility. In this regard, Catherine Samary points out that 

"'the break up of a multinational country, Yugoslavia, is combined with 
the crisis of a (socioeconornic and political) system, in the context of a 
world where the 'fiee market' is on the offensive ... There will be no 
peacefiil 'new world order' founded on exclusion Anfiliberal ond foscist 
nutiomlism zs the clussical a m e r  to such crisis (1995: 1 1, 14, my.emph.). 



The importance of geopoliticai and strategic location of the Yugoslav territories is 

also ülustmted by the well-koown notion tôat they are histoncally the 'Golden Door 

between the West and the East'. As Baudson notes7 Yugoslavia was called by Winstoo 

Churchill the "'tender belly of Europe" (1996:83). Similady to Baudson, Cmobmja 

(1994) argues that "the intematiouai environmenent - tbat is, the broader political setting ... 

aside k m  aggressive nationalism and an inadequate political system", had influenced 

both the formation and the destruction of ~ugoslavia~~.  In tenns of the e x t d  factors, 

Cmobmja points out that "as with most couutries, and certainiy every European countq, 

the international conte* was and is exîremely important, nie temtories of Yugoslavia, 

central in both geopolitical and strategic terms, have been of interest to large powers for 

cenhines7' (1994:8). Cmobmja also emphasizes that neither "national characteristics" nor 

''the history of mutual aggression" quali& as primary factors for the recent war. He 

stresses that it is true Wiere have k e n  bloody confrontations amongst the Serbs, Croats, 

Muslims and Albanians. But we are not talking about a millennium-old history of hatred 

and fighting, as is sometïmes claimed" (1994:9). According to Cmobrnja, the c'mutual 

antsgonisrn and aggression" arnong Yugoslav nations "is of a relatively recent nature7', 

thw is, within the XXth century. For h m ,  c'nationalism, ... was a necessary but not a 

sd3icient condition for the destruction of Yugoslavia Other uigredients ... are the state of 

" in orda to ch@ Cmobmja's arpmuq 1 sbca tbat he acbiowiedges the importance of the foreign 
dimension, but not as the ody factor in d o n  and destruction of Yugosiavk In his words, while "it 
w d d ,  bowever, be an exaggeration to say Uiat Yugosiavia was imposed on the Yugoslavs by foreign 
powers -.. it w d d  not bc an ac~ggcration ... to say that Yugoslavia was to a considersbie degree d d e d  
by influences fiom without ... [thcrcTora if Yugodavia was wt cresied by extanal forces dom, it certainly 
found one of its important rawm for staying together in the hostile exvironment of the Cold War" 
(19948). 



the politid system, the internationai environment, economic condition, history, 

tradition, and nationai charactenstics" (19946). In 0th- words, Cmobmja argues that if 

it would be an imperative and if the fkt  Yugoslavia (19184941) was a midce, then 

"why was the same minake repeated in 1945?, [andl ... how was it possible for 

Yugoslavia to reach the level of intemational respectability d internai stabiliîy tbat it 

enjoyed for almost thirty years?" (1994: 10). 

In tenns of the Mequate political system(s), Cmobrnja maiatauis that 

Yugoslavia(s) (19 18-1 991) was mostly d e d  by some kind of "totalitarian regime". 

While the First Yugoslavia, or "The Kingdom of Slovenes, Croats aud Serbs" (19% 

1941), was co~urnonly cbaracterized by "an absolutist non-par1imentary monarchy"; the 

Second Yugoslavia, or "Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia" (SFRY, 1945-1 99 1 ) 

was mder 'Yhe quasi-pariimentary d e  of the Cornmunisi Party and Tito personaily7' 

(Crnobmja, l994:6,7). In these regimes, Crnobrnja sees a lack of the democratic politicai 

culture and the suppression of national questions snd tensions as the main unresoived 

issue in Yugoslavia (1 9 18- 199 1) which contributed to the onset of the war. He States that 

"the nationai issues, masterfully guided through the media by the 'patriots', rapidly 

tumed into natiodism and then into its aggressive variety, pushing the problem of the 

democratic deficit to the sidelines" (1994:7-8). More importantly, Crnobrnja daims that 

"'the borders". i.e., the non-correspondence of the ethnic with administrative borders of 

the republics in Yugoslavia, are the "major issue" of the national disputes and conflicts 

( 1994: 10). In other words, Yugoslav Republics were composed by more than one nation, 

in particular multi-ethnic Bosnia 



In this regard, 1 need to stress that the majority of authors presented in this pâpei 

argue that the fonner Yugosiavia was primary dismantted by the extemaVWrestem 

powers. For them, 'de jure' Intemationai reçognition, f2st by the Vatican and Oemiany, 

and then the United States, of the new successor states of the fonner Yugodavia in tbeû 

administrative borders which embraced ethnically heterogeneous regioas, was, in 

Baudson's words (19%), a "death bell or kneII" for minority and human rzghls across 

former Yugoslavia (Hayden, 1996; Sammy 1995, et al.). In consequence, as Baudson 

M e r  explains, al1 involveci parties in the civil war triad to avoid the status of mioority, 

particdarly the Serbs, of whom over 2 million lived outside Serbia (Cmobrnja, 1994; 

Samary, 1995; Hayden, 19%). On the other had, Samary and Hayden additionally point 

out that multi-ethnic Yugoslavia had an ever-increasing rate of mixed marrïages and 

people declared as Yugoslavs, in particular in Bosnia which was the moa mixed 

republic, so-called "'Yugoslavia in miniahue" (Cmobrnja, 1994). Centrai to the argument 

of these authors is the claim that the majority of victims of the ethnic cleanshg were 

mixeci people and 'newly created' nationai minonties, originally constitutive nations, 

including the most bizarre one, that is, the Yugoslavs, as will be demonstrated in the next 

chapter. 

In his excellent historical and political analysis of the dismemberrnent of 

Yugoslavia due to the 'New World Order', Baudson (19%) argues that wvet in history 

were there so many changed borders in such a short period of t h e ,  fiom the Adriatic 

Coast to the borders of China. In tenns of the Y&m dilemmu7 that is, if Yugoslavia 

was dismembered due to the intemal factor, Le., ethnie nationalism, or due to the 

extenial factor, i.e., IntemationaVWestem intervention for the sake of the new 'world 



order, Baudson lucidy depicts the image: "At lm. what is Yugoslovia - 'a suicide of one 

~ t i o n  ' or 'a homicide of one CO-'? Let f say thut the victim was f o d  hanged a$er 

shooring itsevfiom b e h i d  (19%: 157, my emph.). For him, it is clear tbat Yugoslavia 

was definitely a vicîim of the 'New World Order' with an undesirable 'boomerang 

effect'. h Baudson's words: 

''It is madness to destroy a country which has existed for 80 years and has 
24 million people ... It is madness to transform nations [narodi] into 
national minoriîies as the Badinter Commission has done. It is madness to 
wish ta create a Europe collstituted by Merent nations, nationafities and 
religions, different lanpges, cultures and customs; and at the same t h e ,  
to destroy Yugoslavia which was already Europe in miniature constituted 
of multiple mtionalities, reiigions and customs. The dimernberrnent of 
Yugoslavia is a 'death beil' for the European 'homeland' of Nation- 
States" (1996: 135, my translation). 

in this regard, it is noteworthy to mention the following opinions of two 

American generals about avoiding the statu of national minority and American 

involvement in the war in Bosnia, that are cited in Pierre Mane Gallois's 'Foreword' in 

Baudson's book Le Nouvel Ordre Mondial et la Yueoslavie (1996): 

"We, Americans' say that we want peace. but we have encouraged 
spreading of the war ... al1 &es in the former Yugoslavia had same goai: 
to avoid status of minority in Yugoslavia or any of the successor States. 
USA supported dl these ambitions except Serbs in Bosnia (General 
Charles Boyd, p. 11, my tram.) 
There is no good guys on the one side and the bad guys on the other side" 
(General Brickmon, p. 11, my tram.). 

Similady, Baisdson describes the war in Bosnia in t m s  of a Hollywood s c e d o  of the 

'good and bad' guys and sarcasticaily comments on the International Justice System (the 

Hague Tribunai for the former Yugoslavia): 



"In November 1995, there were 52 sentenceci persom, of which 45 were 
Serbs. Wben we encounter the barbariSm of al1 civil wars; wbea we know 
that in Bosnia there are three d i c t i n g  sides which are fiom time to time 
both allies and enemies, as is a case with Cmats and Muslims; it is 
incredible that the other seven are Croats fiom Bosaia seatenced for the 
massacres of MusIim civilirins! There is no sentence for the war crimes 
against Serbs. Thus, there are evil Serbs, good Muslims and maidy 
correct Croats" (19%: 210, my trans.) - 

This is not to duninish the responsibility of the Serbs. Rather, I adboate 

shared/joint responribilzv for the war crimes that d l  parties corrrmittedS8. Ail sides 

involvecl in conflict mnrmitted crimes and the victuns, that is the killed and the displaced 

people, are the civilian population of al1 Yugoslav nations and mtioaalities. The civiiian 

victims were, in general, al1 24 million of the former Yugosiavs, and in particda, the 

designated "undesirables", ie., newly created minorities that were previously constitutive 

nations, mixed people and 'Yugoslavs'. In consequence, there are no winners in this 

war(s) oflusers! In terms of a completely ethiiically mked Bosnia, Hayden notes that the 

result of civil war "as of late 1994 was the more or less complete exchange of 

populations~' among Serbs, Croats and Muslims (1996:795, see particularly Table 1 and 

2). For this reawn, it is logical that al1 parties tried to avoid the statu of minority and 

consequent expulsion. As socialist Yugoslavia (1 945- 1 99 1 ) was a mini-Europe, or 'a 

country of diversity'. with so much cultural variety on a very small temtory, it is both an 

absurdity and a crime to homogenize, by al1 forms of ethnic cleansing, the originally 

heterogeneous territories. In this regard, Cmobmja rerninds us of the famous popular 

saying that provides the best description of the former Yugoslavia, that is, it had "men 

A y.ar ha, The Hague T r i  lsntawd for tk 6nt time (k) Bosaii. MuslimP (ud one Croat) as 
tesponsible for war crimes agaiast BosMan Serbs comniitted in '1992 in the camp Ceiefici in central Bosnia 
("Le Devoir", Montreal, March 23/24 1996). 



neighbors, six republics, five nations, four languages, three religions, two scrim, and one 

goal: to lnre in brotherhood ead dty*  ( 1994: 15). 

The following short description of the seven neighbors of Yugoslavia and their 

historie relations provides a valuable background for b e r  uadeistaoding the national 

minority question, the complexity of the Yugoslav state and its cultural diversity. 

Accordin. to Cmobmja, ItaZy, historically has dways been "an occupying force" in 

Yugoslavia, fkom Venice to fascia Itaiy and thenfore, "bas left a strong cultural 

influence", especially dong the Adriatic sea As Cmobrnja asserts, "'At times it has been 

directly hostile to the very idea of Yugoslavia". Furthemore, he states that Austria and 

Hungary "have separately and as the Dual Monarchy heid Slovenia, Croatia, Vojvodùie, 

and for a brief period, BiH [Bomia] under their nile". They both left a strong cultural 

influence there and these regions are the most developed in Yugoslavia. As Iîaly, they 

both disliked and resisted the creaîion of Yugoslavia. The confrontation between Austria 

and Serbia over Bosnia led to W. W.I. With Rommria, there were no disputes and it stayed 

like this until today. BuIgmia, borders with both Serbia and Macedonia The latter was a 

reaçon for "'strained relations" between Serbia and Bulgaria Accordhg to Cmobmja, 

?he sihiation today has not chaaged dramatically". Greece, on the other haad, 

"traditiodly supported Serbia, and vice versa, against the Bulgariaas, Turks, and 

Albani811~". 1 agree with Crnobmja that "the question of Macedonia" could again, as in 

the pst, "be a reason for new alliances and confrontations among the neighboring 

countries" (199433)- And finally, with Albunia, "except for a brief period afkr the 

Second World War, relations have usually been very tense". This was pactiy due to "the 

penetration of AlbaLLian population into traditionaiiy South Slav temtories, @y 



because of daims for a Greater Albania reminiscent of the one that was formed as a 

puppet state during the latter years of the Ottoman Empire" (Cmobmja, 199434). 

The following brief o v e ~ e w  of relevant staa'stical and socioeconomic data of 

the six republics of Yugoslavia, in alpbabetical order, provides valuable insigbts 

especidy into the national and ethnocultural heterogeneity of the republics. Cmobrnja 

states that Bosnia and Henegovina @iH) ''was ofien called 'little Y~goslavia"~. 

According to the census of 1991, it '%ad around 4 f 65,000 inhabitants" of which alrnost 

"44 per cent declared thernselves Muslims, 3 1.5 per cent Serbs, and just over 17 per cent 

Croats. The rest belonged to other nationalities, including 5.5 per cent declared 

Yugoslavs" (Cmobmja, 1994:22). Even more importanîiy, Bosnia had the highest rate of 

mixed marriages. As Cmobrnja notes, "16 per cent of the children in BM were k m  

. . 
mixed ~ ~ r r i a ~ e s ' " ~ .  Thus, the new current divisions or the Balkanipition of Bosnia "cut 

- 60 not only through territories but also t h u g h  farnilie~~~ (Cmobrnja, 1994:23) . 

Economicaliy, it was one of the less developed republics with %e GNP per capita ... 

between 70 and 80 per cent of the Yugoslav average" (Cmobmja, 1994:24). Croatia in 

the 1991 Census had 4,760,000 inhabitants of which ' 7 8  per cent have declared 

themselves Croats and just over 12 per cent Serbs ... 2.2 per cent declared Yugoslavs and 

just over 1 per cent Muslims". Cmobmja m e r  asserts that there are about 2 10,000 

Cmts  Living in Serbia ( d y  in Vojvodiaa), and 756,000 living in Bosnia (mostly in 

the selfdeclared ''Herzerg-Bosnia" as weli as mùred with others). Its GNP per capita was 

about ' 2 5  to 35 per cent above the Yugoslav average" (Crnobmja, 1994:24-26). 

'' See a h  Hayden 1996. p. 789 



Macedonia had just over 2 million inhabitaats, "of whkh 65 per cent are MaceQnians, 

21 per cent (over 400.000) ethnic Albiimans", and 4.8 per cent T h ,  2.7 per cent Rom 

and 2.2 per cent Serbs. Macedonia was the poorest republic and was a recipient, Wre 

Bosnia and Montenegro, of dwelopment aid fiom the richest republics, that is, from 

Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia (Cmobrnja, 1994:27-28). 

Furthemore, Cmobmja notes that Monienegro had "just over 600,000 people7' of 

which "62 per cent declared themselves Montenegrins, 15 per cent Muslims, 9.5 per cent 

Serbs, 6.6 per cent ethnic Albanians, and 4.5 per cent Yugoslavs". It was also less 

developed republic with GNP per capita "about 80 per cent of the Yugoslav average" 

(Cmobmja, 1994:2829). Siovenia, "the Alpine state", bad population of approximately 2 

million king "ethnicdy the most homogeneous, more than 90 per cent Slovene". 

Slwenia was the most developed and rich republic with "a GNP per capita aimost 60 per 

cent above the Yugoslav average". Cmobmja points out tbat ''the Slovenes, unW;e the 

other South Slavs, never had a medieval national state" and for centuries Slovenia was 

divided mostly between "German and Autrian ders". On its behaif, Yugosiavia was 

"involved in disputes about the ethnic rights of Slovenes in both Austria and Italy" 

(Cmobmja, 1994:29, 30). Fuially, the sixth republic, Serbia was the biggest republic 

30th in size and population". Serbia had, in ceasus of 199 1, about 9,800,000 people, of 

which "65.8 per cent [are] Serbs, 17.2 per cent [are] Albanians, 3.5 per cent [are] 

Hungarians, 3.2 per cent [are] Yugoslavs, 2.4 per cent [are] Muslims, 1.4 per cent [are] 

MontenegrinS. and 1.1 per cent [are] Croats". Aithough Serbia's GNP per capita "was 

60 As Hayden argues thc r a d  victimJ of the "erhnic d ~ g "  d w e r e  m d y  fiom the mixecl territories, 
thus Bosaia and Cr& Resait opeaing ofthe "South Balkan Wai' could be mderstood as proloagatioa of 
the dismantling of thc Yugosiavia and new revisions of south borders. 



somewbat below the Yugoslav average (93-95 per cent)", it was nevertbeles "arnong the 

betterdeveloped republics", and therefore, contn'buîed aid to the less developed 

(Crnobrnja, l994:30-33). Similarly to Baudson (1 9%), Hayden (1 9%) and Samary 

(1995), Cmobrnja also points out that, 

"A crucial issue in both the constrwtion and the destnrction of Yugoslavia 
bas been the fact îhat many Serbs live outside Serbia The total number of 
people declaring themselves Serbs in 1991 was just under 8.5 million. Of 
that number 6.4 million iive in Serbia, 1.4 million in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, 580,000 in Croatia, 57,000 in Montenego, and 44,000 in 
Macedonia" (1 994:3O). 

As 1 have already mentioned, besides Croats, Macedonians, Montenegrins, 

Slovenes and Serbs, the sixth d o n  of Yugoslavia are the Muslims that together with the 

poprdar Communist siogan of 'brotherhood and unity' were both Tito's inventions for the 

purpose of the presewation of d o n a l  tranquiility. The seventh nation are the 

'Yugoslavs' who are, in fact, both a nation and a national minority in their own country. 

Also, Cmobrnja rightly points out that instead of four languages as the above fable states, 

there were three, as Serb0-Croatia.n and Croato-Serbian are the same language. The other 

two are Macedonian and Slovenian which are distinct languages. As we have also seen, 

the three major religions are Roman-Catholic, Greek Orthodox and Islam. The two 

scripts are Cyrïllic and Latin tbat were both in official use. In t e m  of their usage, the 

Yugoslav population was split in half with regards to bath scripts. However, gradually, 

Latin script prevailed as Yugoslavia was oriented towards the West (Cmobmja, 1994: 15- 

19). 

This multinational and cultural variety is well iflustrateci by Samary's maps, in 

particular with Map 2 entitied "Tito's Yugoslavia: The Republics and Autonomous 



Regions of Socialist Yugoslavia" (199516) and Map 3 "Ethnie Composition of 

Republics" (1995:18) that are attachai in Appendix IL These two maps (2 and 3) best 

show the non-correspondence of the ethnic groups with the administrative borders in 

Tito's Yugoslavia In terms of the intemai Bnlkanization, th is  f e  was, as Crnobmja also 

emphasizes, a major issue in curent national disputes and confiicts. As Bosnia was the 

most 'mixeci' republic, the nonsense and crime of ethnic division and homogeenkation 

idof such multinational and multicultural territory is best expplained, as we will see in the 

next chapter, by Hayden's analysis of geographies of the ethnic cieaming and by the 

Nostradamous-Wre two episodes of the popular TV cornedy show 'Top List of 

Surrealists' which predicted and sarcasticaily presented the fuhire division and Eraternal 

war in Sarajevo/Bosnia. 

On the one hami, although ethnic nationalism was defeated in W.W.TL, it was 

never totdly uprooted as recent events show and support. . the other hand, ethnic 

nationalism was a necessary but not a su5cient reason for the recent civil war. 1 agree 

with Cmobmja's argument that the Yugoslav nations vohmtarily united and lived in 

socialist Yugoslavia, Le., if the fmt Yugoslavia (1918-194 1) was a mistake, then why 

was the same rnistake repeated in 1945, and how was it possible for socialist Yugoslavia 

to reach the level of international respeçtability and intemai stability it had maintaineci 

for almost thirty years? SirniplarIy7 Parenti also stresses that "Yugoslavia was built on an 

idea, namely that the Southern Slavs would not remain weak and dividexi peoples, 

squabb1iag among themselves and easy prey to outside imperhl interests. Together they 

wdd fonn a substantial territory capable of its own ewnomic development" (2000:2). 

For these reasons, 1 share the opinion of many authoa who argue that socialist 



Yugoslavia was pnmnrily a multinational and multicultuial country with a p r o n o d  

sense and politics of national and religious tolerance and mutual respect, as weU as king 

an economic success pnor to the IMF and the World Bank's fïrst round of stnichual 

adjustment reforms in the 1980s (Baudson, 1996; Chossudovsky, 1997; Pareati, 2000; 

samary, 1995, et al.). Similarly to these authors, I maintain then that Yugoslavia was 

dismembered due to the e x t e d  Balkanization, or the new world order's dictate of the 

fiee-market with the well hown f o d a  of 'divide and rule' politics in the Balkans that 

besides economic reasoas includes geopoliticai and military strategic factors. 

In Samuel Hu11tington7s (1993) extremely primordialist account of 'Yhe clash of 

civilhtions" and the "Ion-country syndrome" these factors and goals (economic, 

geopolitical and strategic) are not mentioned In a very contradictory manner with respect 

to the war in the former Yugoslavia, prtïcularly Bosnia, Hmtington acknowledges the 

international intervention in the Balkans, but exclusively as the "lkin-co~11try syndrome" 

that apparently justifies the foreign and/or international involvement . In Huntington's 

words, 

"Western publics rnanifested sympathy and support for the Bosnian 
Muslims and the horrors they suffered at the han& of the Serbs. Relatively 
Little conceni was exprrsse<i however, over C d a n  attacks on Muslims 
and participation in the dismembement of Bosnia-Herzegovina. In the 
early stages of the Yugoslav break up, Gennanyy in an musual display of 
diplornatic initiative and muscle, induced the other 11 members of the 
European Community to follow its lead in recogniPng Slovenia and 
Croatia As a result of the pope's detemination to provide strong backing 
to the two Catholic corntries, the Vatican extended recognition even 
before the Community did The United States followed the European lead. 
Thus the lcadiag actors in Western civiiization rallied behind their 
coreligionisîs. Subsequently Croatia was reportai to be receiving 
substantial quantïties of anns fkom Centrai European and other Western 
counmes. Bons Yeltsin's govemment, on the other hand, attempted to 
pursue a middle course that would be sympathetic to the Orthodox Serbs 



but not alienate Russia fiom the West. ... By early 1993 several hmdred 
Russians apparently were serving with the Serbian forces, and ~ l e p o i t s  

circulateci of Russian arms king supplied to Serbia. ISlamic govemmeuts 
and groups, on the otha band, castigated the West for wt c o h g  to the 
defense of the Bosniens. IrPnian leaders urgecl Muslims fkom all countries 
to provide help to Bosnia; in violation of the U.N. amis embargo, Iran 
supplied weapons and men for the Bosniaas; Iranian-supported Lebanese 
groups sent gUerrmas to train and orgaaize the Bosnian forces. In 1993 up 
to 4,000 Muslims nom over two dom Islamic countries were reported to 
be fighting in Bo snia... In the 1990s the Yugoslav codict  is provoking 
intervention h m  countries tbat are Muslim, Ortbodox and Western 
Christian" (1993:37,38). 

Of course, Huntington's notion of the Lin-country syndrome omits why the 

Western 'brotherhood' is supporting Bosnian Muslims, and more recentiy the ethnic 

Albanians who are mostly Muslims, too. In my view, his overall analysis, and particiiiarly 

the part about 'kinship relations', provides justification for the International-Western 

intervention as well as the expansion of the NATO in the Balkans through 'Partnership 

for Peace'. Probably, for this reasoa, Huutuigton is not mentioning the geopolitid, 

geostrategic and economic interests of the Western countries, in particular the energy 

crisis in the USA and its consequent 'fiiendship' with countries, particularly with Muslim 

ones, which possess rich oïl fields (Baudson 1996). Not surprisingly thm that these 

Western economic and political interests are intertwined in the Balkans bue to the oil 

pipeline routes fiorn the rich Caspian sea basin to Europe through the Ballouis. In 

contras? to Huntingon, Ronald Hatchett and Sir ALned Sherman (among others) 

demystified the c m  of the kinship relatious as well as the clash of c~lizations in 

Yugoslavia, especially Bosnia, by analyzing Amerka's Intervention in the Balkans 

(1998). In îhis regard, Ronald Hatchett points out, in the Toreword" of this collection of 



pape= presented at the Lord Byron Foundation's Third Annual Conference dwoted to 

USA policy in Souîheast Europe held in Chicago in March 1997, that 

"many operate with hidden agendas in the international arena ... 
According to M.. Clinton and his administrators, American policy in the 
post-Cold War world is focused on expanding the community of fke 
enteiprw-base-based democracis and ensuring fundamental human rights for 
all poples" (19985). 

Hatchett notes that Amencan foreign policy is "supposedly guided by d e  of law. 

respect for global noms and the sovereign equality of States, not by great power 

hegemonism". With regards to Yugoslavia, paflcularly Bosnia, he argues that Clinton's 

Administration portrays a p i c m  of American aid to "a small independent nation, called 

Bosnia, whose people are struggiing to escape rnilitary conquest by an aggressive 

Yugoslav state dominated by the notoriously warlike Serbs, and led by an anachronistic, 

neocommunist, authontarian regime" (19985, 6). Similarly to Hatchett, Sir Aifred 

Sherman comments on Bosnia and stresses that nobody has taken seriously the meaning 

and intention of the book written by a Muslim Resident Mija Izerbegovic entitled 

"lslornic Decimution7' as %eir predecessors were loath to take Mein Kanpf seriously". 

He emphasizes that prior to the crisis and war, most residents of Bosnia 

"did no? want to becorne 'Bosnians' in any political sense. The Croats, 
concentrated in western Herzegovina, sought secession fiom Yugoslavia 
in order to fiditate their union with an enlarged Croatia The Serbs, for 
their part wanted to remain linked to their brethren of the Drina river 
[Serbs in Serbia, Yugoslavia], having suffered for centuries under alien 
misnile, including the clenco-fascist Ustasa regime, which in 194 1 - 1945 
perpetrated gwocide against the Serbs of Croatia and Bosnia with active 
Muslim participation" (Sir Alfieci Shennan, 1998: 10). 



In this regard, Hatchett maintains that "the media ... seemingly competing with 

each 0th- in raising the level of sensationalism through selective reporting ... provides a 

moral high ground for U.S. governent actions in the BalLans" and simultaneously 

increases the selling rate of n e w s p a p  and TV ratings. At the same tirne, "tbe Clinton 

team bas created Wie myth" about the European inability '30 resolve the Balkan 

problems without American leadership". Hatchett states that anyone who is "fàrniliar 

with ... the problems of the Balkans" hows that U.S. media and politicians reports are 

"pure bu&!" calleci "'pubüc diplomacy' when directed towards the American people, 

and 'political theater' when directed towards govemments of other nationsf7. He rightly 

points out that "if another country was the source of such rhetoric we wodd cal1 it 

simply, and acc~f~tely, 'propaganda"' (1998:6). Hatchett critically questions Amencan 

"If America was committed ?O the concept of a 'multicultural' state in the 
Balkaas, why did it so readily condone the dismembering of Yugosiavia? 
... If it prizes d e  of law, why did America renege on its obligations under 
the U.N. Chapter, and its agreement under a Helsinki Fiaal Act of 1975 to 
'respect the sovereignty and temtonal integrity of al1 member states' - 
including Yugoslavia, a founding member of both institutions? If Amerka 
places the right of self detemination of peoples above the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of states, why does it apply these principles to 
Slovenes, Croats, Bosnian Muslims and Skopje-Macedonians, but not to 
Serbs? ... Why is the desire of Serbs to corne together into a single country 
such a crime against humaniîy and a threat to world peste?" (1 998:6,7). 

In Hatchen's opinion, "the rights and aspirations of smali nationality groups like 

the Serbs" are sacnficed for the more important US. "geopolitical goais, such as: 

strengthening ties with the Billion-plus Muslims of the world; giving new purpose to 

NATO" which hopes that in the post-Cold War period it will be "the vehicle for 



continuhg Americrm 'leadership' in Europe", and tbe prevention of "any 'murgence' of 

Russia" as well as the overseeing of "the flow of oil fiom mwly developing fields in the 

Caspian region" (1998:7, 8). Thus, in contrast to Huntington's pimordialism and the 

media reports7 ail of the above mentioned authors share the opinion that Yugodavia was 

destroyed due to Euro(Gemm>.American interference including the NATO and the U.N. 

Intervention. In addition, Smilja ~vnunov~' points out that one of the main ideas of the 

'New Wodd Order' was expiessed by the US President George Bush in regard to the Gulf 

War w h  he stated that "it is not ody a a for Kuwait, but for the 'New World Order' 

... in *ch the 'Law of the Jungle' will be replaoed by the 'Rule of ~aw"*'  (1997:46). 

Apparently, the same logic and reason were applied in order to justie the USA and 

NATO intervention in YugodaMa. In addition to Hatchett's argument about geopolitics, 

particularfy in tenns of the 'oil route' fiom the Caspian sea, Avramov explains that in 

1991 at the NATO Summit in Rome there were two zones iadicated as a "geostrufegic" 

priority : ''the temtory of former US SR and Meditemean basin" (1 997: 82). 

Avramov argues that with 'Vie disintegration of  the Soviet Union and 

Yugoslavia", the territorial status quo, or the so-called 'gray zone', has been destroyed in 

Europe. Consequently, with the disappearance of the Eastern Bloc, or Warsaw Pact, its 

basic function disappeared, too: '3he comection between West and East" as we can see 

in Map 4 in Appendix II (1997:96). Moreover, '?he NATO Expansion to the East tbrough 

'Partnership for Peace'" including the former republics of the Soviet Union was strongly 

61 Rof. dr. S d j a  Avramov teaches 'Intemationai Rcfations and Law' at University of Law in Belgrade. 
she is a h  the author of Postheroic War ofthe West Y-* Belgrade: Idi, Veternik, 1997, and 
Trilateral Commission. Belgrade: Idi, Veteniik. 1998. 



contested and condenmeci by maay Russiam, among whom is also Gorbacov who argues 

that this "NATO expansion ... leads to a new confkontation between East and West" 

(Avramov, 1997:97). As we can see on the Map 5, NATO, with its 24 new country- 

members of the 'Partnership for Peace', =vers a huge Euro-Asian territory and is much 

closer to Russia. We can see on these two Maps (4 and 5) with the d e d  eye thaî the 

territories of both the former Yugoslavia (SFRY) and the present day Federation of 

Serbia and Montenegro (FRY) are surromdeci by NATO corntries. A b ,  we can see that 

these territories are on the 'oil route' that co~nnects the East with the West, f?om the 

Caspian and Black sea to both the Baitic and the AdriaticMediterranean sea. 

For this reason, the geopolitical and military strategic fmor of the South Slavs 

territories is still a key point of the Balkans' integration, or colonialisation, (by agreement 

or by military force) imo NATO/Westem projects and plans. Also, it shouid be noted that 

by the dismantling of the preseat day Yugoslavia (FRY) both common goals of NATO 

and Gennany would be achieved, that is, the Russians wodd be completely cut off of 

nom access to the al1 three seas and Gemany as the Amencan 'partner in leadership' 

would nnally dominate al1 of 'Middle Europe' by connectiag the Baltic sea through 'the 

Danube river vailey' (SerbiaNojvodina) to the BlackMediterranean sea. ïronically, as 

Avramov points out in her concluding remarks, while Croatia celebrated its 

independence by singing 'Danke De~tchlmd'~ Germany celebrated its unification by 

singing the old hymn 'cDeutchland, Deutchland über alles". Avramov thus concludes her 

political anaiysis of the Postheroic War of the West agaïnst Yugoslavia - with the 

62 Avramov is refêrring to Bush's Speech "Toward a New World Order: Addfess before a joint session of 
Coagrws", Washington, DC, September 1 1, 1990. U.S. of State Dimatch, Sept. 17, 1990, p. 
9 1-92. 



statement that "who had not Iearned fiom bistory becorne inevitabIy iîs victirn" 

As 1 have aiready discussed, the borders in the BalLans, products of the extemal 

Balkanimion, directly produce, or encourage, the intenial ethnic codicts and wars. This 

is pmticularly tme in terms of Bosnia where Westeni/Intemational actors were, and still 

are, very active in (re)drawing maps and borders. This fact is well illustrated by Map 6 

entitled by Samary "The International Community on Trial", and by Map 7 "Dayton 

Peace Accord" (see both Maps in Appendix II). Map 6 shows Lord Owen's plans for 

borderdivisions in Bosnia in 1993 drawn with Vance, and in 1994 with Stoltenberg, dl 

appointai peace negotiators for Bosnïa As Samary's title of the chapter explaining 

International involvement in the Balkans suggests, the Inteniationd Co~nmunity should 

be put on trial for drawing such maps. Similarly, Mkp 7 shows the Dayton Peace Accord 

that was signed in 1995 in the United States and officially ended the civil war in Bosnia 

As Chossudovslry points out, the Dayton peace settlement instailed a full-fledged 

Western colonial administration and NATO occupation tbat completely stripped Bosnia 

of sovereignty. Indeed, the Dayton Peace Accord created a neocolonid Bosnian 

'constitution' with appointed High Representative as its head who has pronounced 

colonial power, that is, 

"The High Representative is the fuial authonty in theater regarding 
interpretation of the agreements. He will work with the multinationai 
military implementation force (IFOR) Miiitary High Comrnand as well as 
creditors and donors ... The new constitution bands the reins of economic 
policy over fo the Bretton Woods institutions and the London-besed 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). The IMF is 
empowered to appoint the first governor of the Bosnian Central Ba& 
who, Iike the High Representative. shall not be a citizen of Bosnia and 
Henegovina or a neighboring State" (Chodovsky, 1996:32). 



These two Maps (6 and 7) explicitly show the current external Bahnhtion as 

both maps were designed by the so-cailed International Community in order to i m p  

new borders within Bosnia. Therefore, these Maps should be perceived as both a direct 

Western/Intemational interference in redrawing interna1 bordas and as the continuation 

of 'Divide and Rule Schemes in the ~alkaus'~~ (see old schemes in Map 1 a, b, c and d). 

Also, if we compare Maps 6 and 7 with Map 3 thet shows the ethnic composition of 

Yugoslav republics, we will see that &nia was the most mixed regioa which, as such, 

could not be homogenhed without ettmic cleansing. If we recall tbat al1 major border- 

divisions went through or moud the territory of Bosnia which is, for this remon, the 

most Islamized republic of Yugoslavia, we can see that M' 3 also illustrates a legacy of 

the extemal Balkanization in both senses as inhented culturai diversity aad as potential 

ethnic codicts over histoncally disputeci territdes. These Maps (3, 6 and 7) explicitly 

show the emergence and/or creation of 'new' minorities that dl conflicting parties tried 

to avoid, i.e., Serbs, Croats and Muslims. As we will see M e r  in the next chapter, the 

changes of the administrative borders into the ethnic borders in compleîely 'mixed' 

regions of Yugoslavia, paxticularly in terms of the ethnie division of Bosnia, illustrate the 

geographies of the violence andlor ethnic cleansing. As Hayden (1996) and Samary 

(1995) point out, the violence and the ethnic cleansing o c c d  mainly in the ethnically 

63 in support of my argument sec the atm&& newspapa article in Appendix Eï, written by Paul Taylor, 
"EtImic crisis revives Bdlraii map dcbaten in The Giobe and Maÿ , March 17, 2001. In padcular, it is 
interestmg to note the d e  of Lord Owen wtio calls fbr redrawing of the Balkan map inciuding an 
indepebdent Kosovo state and redrawing the boundaries of Bosnia dong the lines that bc drafted in 1993 
(sa Map 6 showhg Vaaœ-Owen aod Owen-Stoltenberg Pians). 



mixed regions of the new successor States of Yugoslavia which are building homogenous 

nation-States in the heterogeneous territories of the former Yugaslavia. 

As we have seen in this cbapter, nationalist conflicts and disputes over borders in 

Yugoslavia(s) are products and outcornes of the e x t e d  Balkanization, or in other 

words, the 'Divide and Rule' politics in the Balkans of the 'Old and New World Orders'. 

The destiny of the Balkans was hdeed always sealed by powerfùl extemal (occupying) 

forces which also left behind a strong economic, political and cultural influence, 

particularfy Islam, that became a part of the diverse cultural heritage of the South 

SlavsîYugoslavs. This multiethaic and multicultural legacy of Yugoslavia is primary due 

to the 'Divide and Rule' poiitics of the powerfd empires which historkaily subjected the 

South Slavs. This in tum contriiuted to the legacy of continual codict in the Balkans as 

each nation or national minority may fhd a disputed territory once belonging to them, 

that is, al1 of them might claim their historical rights over disputed regions. Although 

invading hordes, ambitious empires, and the cuitmai divide between East and West left 

the Balkan Peninsula with a legacy of continual conflict and consequent massive 

migrations, socialist Yugoslavia successfully reconciled 'the belligerent spirits of the 

pst' and developed a remarlcable sense of peaceful CO-existence in such a multinational 

and multicultural country. Due to extetmal Ballainiaition, the former Yugoslavia (SFRY) 

was by definition a mixture of different cultural traditions, prirnarïly Western/European, 

EastedSlavic and OrientaVIslam. These various cuitures historicaily intenningled and 



created a rnultiethnic and multicuinual socialist Yugoslavia. This fact is weli illuseated 

in closing by the pop* song 'This is the Balkan' of the fàmous Yugoslav poprock star 

Bajaga: "This is the Balkan - A comtry from a ciream between the powrfd forces of 

good and evil - Here everyone can be a fiedfoe and a brothedfkieud - Each 50 years a 

war b r d  outs - This country was created by waniors, poets and different Gods - This is 
the Balkan - A hgrant flower, wann but incomprehensible for al1 the world". 



CHAPTER FOUR: Multinational and Multiculturrl Yugodavia and 

Geqppbies of the EtLnic Cleriming 

As 1 have argued in the previous chapter, the peoples of Yugoslavia were 

historidly subjected by van'ous imperialistic powers. For this reamn, their history 

embnices permanent mistance and struggle against foreign occupation. As weU, the civil 

wars in the XXth century are primary due to the extemal Ballcanizatioa and its subjection 

of the Yugoslavs. This chapter illustrates that while Yugoslavia, in particular Bosnia, 

were a 'mixture' of various nations and cultures, their inhabitants were additionally 

'mixing' emong themselves. Not surprisingiy, they were partïcularly mWng in the 

twentieth century in spite of the ethnic nationalism and civil wan. This f m  is also 

obvious in the finduigs of my limited survey research which show îhat the majority of the 

respondents (6 out of 7), regardless if their nuclear f e l y  is 'mixed or pure', have 

'mixed' national nunily background for the past several generations, i-e., in the twentieth 

century (question 56). In fact, while only one nuclear f d y  is 'pure' and has a 'pure' 

f d y  background, another family stated that while their nuclear f d l y  is ethnically 

'pure', the kinship is 'mixed'. 

My goal then in this chapter is to demonstrate that the fonner Yugoslavia was 

indeed 'Europe in miniature* in terrns of its richness of natiodities, religions and 

customs. It was probably the most heterogenmus European country with well 

pronounced and protected rights of numerous minorities (Baudson, 19%; Cmobmja, 

1994; -, 1995). As various Yugoslav nations and national minorities were 'mixing' 

among themselves, parbcularly in Bosnia, it is pcacticaliy impossible to 'ethnically 



purifjf such historicaiiy mixed regions. To Qaw ethnïc borderdivisioas, particddy in 

Yugoslavia7s mixed regions, memt to divide families and commit crimes. Besides the 

analysis of geographies of the abnic cleansing and national identities of refugees from 

BosniaNugosiavia, in piirticular with regards to the respondents, 1 also examine the 

multinational popuiar and political mistance to the absurdity of the ethnic divisions and 

civil-fiatenial war. In this chapîer 1 argue and p d d e  empirical support for my claim 

that Yugoslavia was not an artificial imagined community but rather a viable 

multinationai state whose citizens, in the eve of the war, protesad and demonstrateci their 

disagreement and fear of  the future. The popular and political resistance is also examined 

by the analysis of two episodes of the well-known TV wmedy show 'Top List of 

Surrealists' performed by Bosnian artists from Sarajevo. We will finally see who 'the 

Yugoslavs, Bosnians and Eskimos' are and what happeneci to them in tenns of their civil, 

social and human rights, that I M e r  elaboraie in the 1st chapter. While this chapter 

elaborates my clah that ethnic division of the country and consequent civil war were 

imposed on its ciiizem by intemal and extemal forces, the last chapter deals with 

subsequent massive displacement of the Yugoslav population in the historical perspective 

of the phenornenon of statelessness. 

4..  Tne 'Purfjbtikm' of H-enaows Territ;o&s Md the Emergence of 

Yvgoslav 'Eskimos' 

As Samary points out in her introductory Sackground on Yugoslavia, it was a 

multiethnic and multiculturai country with such religiolis and linguistic diversity best 



d e s c n i i  as ''The Mosaic of People" (199517). In addition to Map 3 which shows the 

multicthnic and multicuitural composition of the former Yugoslavia, we can M e r  

visuaiize this national and cultural diversity in Table 1 that shows Census data fkom 1981 

and 1991. 

Table 1. Ethnic Composition of Yugoslavia according to the 198 1 and 199 1 Census 

uPaopksw or nations 
Serbs 36.3 36.2 
Croats 19.7 19.6 
Muslims 8.9 9.8 
Slovenes 7.8 7.3 
Macedonians 5.9 5.6 
MontenegRns 2.5 2.2 

"Miaoritics" 
Albanians 
Hmgafians 
Rorna (Gypsies) 

uUndetermineds~ 
'Yugoslavs' 

9.1 
1.4 
N/q less than 1 

TOTAL POPULATION 100 % 100 % 
INNUMBERS 22.424.000 23.529.000 

Source: Sam= Catherine (1 995: l5,lg); see also Cmobmja (1994) and Hayden (1 996) 

First of dl ,  1 need to point out that Samary's data for 1981 misses the 1 s t  

category in the table -'Others9 (1995:lS). Also, as her s u .  total for 1981 is only 97%, 1 

assume tbat missing 3% belongs to category 'the others', and therefore, 1 added it in my 

Table 1. It is needed to say that Samary's data for 1991 includes 5.9% of 'Others', but 

excludes national minorities with less than 1% of population, thus Rama people are 

excluded (1995:19). As Samary did not specify who beloags to the category "Others", 1 



added that it includes other minorities, undetermineds and unspecined others, for 

example "Eskimos". More importantly, she remdwbly descnis the popular and 

political resistance in Yugoslavia and eloquently defines and conceptuafizes the tenn 

' E s h o '  by dedicating her book to 

"al1 the men and women who resist, to my niends-Serbs, Croats, 
Slovenes, Gypsies, Moatenegrins, Maeedonians, Muslims, Aibaniam, 
Je-Bosnians, Yugoslavs, 'Eskimos' . . . [that is] many former 
Yugoslavs who reject national divisions have taken to calling themselves 
'Eskimos', even on census forms [in 19911, hstead of Serbs, Croat, 
Muslim, etc. The term is meant in an entirely positive sense" (Samary, 
1 995 : dedication page). 

Although Table 1 shows that the highest increase of a single nationality occurred 

among Albanians fiom 7.7% in 198 1 to 9.1 % in 199 1 (due to the highest Natality (birth) 

rate in Yugoslavia), there is another significant change that is even more important for 

the purpose of this paper. hdeed, we can see that while the percentage of the 'Others ' 

increased, fiom 3.0 % in 1981 tu 5.9 % in 1991. in contrast, the percentage of people 

who declared themselves 'YugosIavs ' decreased. fiom 5.7 % in 1981 tu 2.9% in 1991. 

This phenornenon is well explained by Cmobrnja, Hayden and Samary. Although 1 have 

already discussed the issue of the national identity of 'Yugoslavs' in previous chapters 

(Djilas, 1996 and Cmobrnja, 1994), nevertheless, I want to mention again Cmobmja's 

remark that the most bizarre dispute about nationalities in Yugoslavia was whether 

'Yugoslavs' ardor c m  lx a nation. As Cmobrnja points out, the number of declaced 

Yugoslavs has ranged in various pst W.W.EI Census between 3 and 6.2 % of the total 

population which accouuteâ for a weii-established 'national minority' in their own state 

(1994:22). According to the latest Census, in April 199 1, Cmobmja notes that more tban 



haif a million people (2.9% in abwe Table 1) were nationally umdecided", tbat is, 

YugoslavsS As Samary points out, in 198 1 there were 1.2 million of Yugoslavs, or 5.7% 

as shown in Table 1 (1995: 28, 160). According to Samary, 

"for many years, people could not cal1 themselves 'Yugoslav' in the 
census. This word referred to the citizenship (affiliation with the Yugoslav 
state) that everyone shared, but not to a 'nationaiity' (in the etbnic-culturai 
sense) that any one person could choose. Rejection of the 'unitary' 
chanicter of the first (pre-World War II) Yug~slaMa, which attempted to 
impose a Yugoslav nationality on everyone, conhibuted to a suspicion of 
any cultural or 'ethnic' 'Yugoslavism', which was seen as a treat to 
pdcular identities. But people could tell the census-taler that they were 
'undetemiined', which is what more than 1.2 million 'Yugoslavs' did in 
1981: 7.9 percent in Bosnia, 8.2 percent in Croatia, 0.7 percent in 
Macedonia, 5.3 percent in Montenego, 4.7 percent in Serbia-but 8.2 
percent in Vojvodina and O percent in Kosovo-and 1.3 percent in 
Slovenia" (1 995: 1 59-1 60). 

indeed, as we have seen in the second chapter, there were centrifugai and 

centripetal forces and tendencies in Yugoslavia (Cmobmja 1994 and Djilas 1996). As 

Djilas points out, the former tendencies are due to its many nations, languages and 

religions and the latier consists of the cornmon South Slav origin of the majority of the 

popdation as the basis for many ethnic, linguistic similarities (1996:l). A h ,  we have 

seen that the development of the Yugoslav idea and the spirit of Yugoslavism has a long 

history. In order to understand properly Samary's statement about 'Yugoslavism' we 

should ais0 r d  that the Yugoslav idea and the national question embrace different 

types of 'Yugoslavisrn', including the 'new' one that emerged in the 1950s. I argue that 

the relatively small percentage of declared Yugoslavs in 198 1 is also due to the M e r  

development of 'supranatiomiity' of the 'new Yugoslavism' as well as due to the fact 

that multinational Yugoslavia was a republic, thus a political wmmunity of the 



peopldcitizens and of the nations. Thus, people were simdtaneously both: the Yugoslavs 

and the Croa., the Serbs, etc., although the former refened to the ciîizensbip and the 

latter to the ethnicity/nationaiityfy As already mentioneù, Djilas points out that people who 

dectared themselves 'Yugoslavs' might be weli wnsidered the sevenîh Yugoslavian 

nation even though they are parîjally recognized, tbat is, as the statistical category and 

not as a nation (1996: 1). However, we wiil see fùrther that the mixed marriages and the 

number of declared Yugoslavs were Mcely to increase. 

The decrease of Yugoslavs fiom 5.7% in 198 1 to 2.9% in 199 1 was, accordhg to 

Hayden, due to the fact that a lot of people were scared to lose their jobs or property if 

they declared themselves as Yugoslavs "in the chauvinist political clirnate then 

dominanty' (1996789). Similarly to Samary, Hayden also notes that many people who 

declared themselves Yugoslavs in 198 1, due to a chawinist political climate, declared 

themselves Serbs, Croats or Muslims in the 1991 Census. Even more irnportandy for the 

purpose of my d y s i s  of the most significant change between categories 

'undetennineddYugoslavs' and 'others' from 198 1 to 199 1, this decrease of Yugoslavs 

wuld be explained by the inmease in the category 'others'. Indeeà, many people, 

particularly in the ethnically heterogeneous or 'mixed' Bosnia, prefened to declare 

themselves 'othea' rather than Serbs, Croats or Muslims. In this regard, Hayden also 

stresses that "some respondents to the cemus [of 199 11 registered a protest against the 

whole process by listing themselves as Eskimos* Buntw, Americm Indam* Ci&oens, 

lighrbulbs. and refiigerutors among other fanclfil cuteguries7" ( 1  996:797, fwtnote 9, my 

emph). 



This signincant change between 1981 to 1991 of the categories 'Yugoslavs and 

Othen' is thni due to the nonsense, or absurdity, of ethnic I1Slfiondism and/or civil war in 

such a rnuItinati01w.l and multicuitural country. More importantly, if we sum up both 

categories, there is approximately Y? (8.7% in 1981 and 8.8% in 1991) of the total 

Yugoslav population that accoimts for more tiron 2 miIIion people who were natioaally 

'undecidedNugwlaM or the 0thers/Eskimos7! These people combined with the 'mixed 

familykhildren and the old national min~nties~~, Like Jewish and Roma people (Gypsies 

or Cincars), as well as with newty created ones, particularly Serbs, Cr- and Muçlims, 

were civilian victims of al1 forms of the ethnic cleansing. 

As Bosnia is the focus of this research paper, it is important to note again that 

Bosnia was the only republic without a majority ethnic group while al1 of the other 

republics had one rnajority nation. For this reason, the current division of Bosnia that is 

due to the exterd and intemal Balkanization cut not only temtories buî also families, as 

will be later illustrateci with the TV episodes of 'Top List of Surrealists'. As 1 have 

already mentioned, according to Cmobmja (see also Samary's Table ''Eihnic 

Composition of the Repubiics in 1991", 1995:19), Bosnia in the 1991 Census had 

4,365,000 inhabitants of which 44% declared themselves Muslirns, 3 1.5% Serbs and just 

over 1Ph Cr&. The rest belonged to other nationalities, including 5.5% declared 

Yugoslavs. More importantly, Bosnia dso had the highest rate of mixed marriages - 16% 

of the children were h m  mixed marriages (Cmobrnja, 1994:23, see also Hayden, 

1996:789 and Samary 1995). Not surprisingiy the ethnic cleaasing and refugee figures 

were perticularly important in completely 'mixeci' Bosnia 

" Reant cvents in Kosovo regarding aisis and war baweai M c  Albanian minority ad the Sabs, who 



For these reasoas, in line with many authors presented here, 1 argue that the 

former Yugoslavia was not 'an artincial' country tbaf as such, ha4 to disrnember sooner 

or later. As Hayden (1996) and Samary (1995) point out, the geographies of violence 

show the 'purification of the Balkans', i.e., the hidden agenda of building 'pure' Nation- 

States in heterogeneous temtorieshegions. Their argument offers a different picture than 

pesented by Western media and poiiticians about 'good and bad guys'. This contrary 

picture is well depicteci by Samary in her introductory statement about the ethnic 

cleansing in the fonner Yugoslavia: 'Tirst minority wmmunities are expeiled Then 

children of mixeci marriages are attacked, and alI the 'bad Serbs', 'bad Croaîs', and 'bad 

Muslims': Le., eveyow who tries to elude the tightening net that hinders any expression 

of diversity of thought, interest, identity, or political choice" (1995:9). Similarly to 

Samary and Baudson, Hayden stresses in his anaiysis of the demise of Yugoslavia that, 

"The logic of 'national self-detemination' in Yugoslavia not ody 
legitimates homogenization of the population but bas also made that 
process so logical as ta be irresistible. The course of the war has followed 
this logic of establishing the nation-state by eliminating minorities. What 
can be done bureaucraticaily by a majoritarian regime in a state with a 
numericaily overwhelmuig majority, however, must be accomplished in 
other ways if the majority is not secure in its nile - specifically, military 
conquest and subsequent expulsion of the u n d  population" 
(1996:795). 

A b ,  Hayden argues that the geography of violence. in the former Yugoslavia 

since 1991 is a very important issue, because wars have taken place almost entirely 

within "mixed" regions where the various nations of Yugoslavia were most intermingled 

Similarly to the other authors who argue tbat the media representation of ethnic 

became minority, are bqrond the sape of this paper. 



natiodism and the Hollywood-like samario of the 'good and bad guys' in the Ball;aas is 

misleadhg Hayden also claims that 

The extraordinary violence th& has sbattered these places was not the 
fury of nationalist passions long repressed by communism, as many 
joumalists and politicians wouid have it 1 argue instead that the wars have 

- been about tk f o r d  unminng of pemples whose continuing coexistence 
was cornter to the political ideologies that won the fiee elections of 1990. 
Thus extreme nationaikm in the former Yugoslavia has not been only a 
matter of imagining ailegedly 'primordial' communities, but rather of 
malring existing heterogeneous ones unimaginable" (1 996:783). 

Moreover. Hayden's d y s i s  of the Constitutions of the successor states of the 

former Yugoslavia shows that they are legiîimizing ethnic cleansing, i.e., that the ethnic 

cleansiog includes also a constitutional C'ôurea~ccatic ethnic cleansi.ngn. In other words, 

ail of them aim to consrnict homogeneous nation-states in heterogeneous temtories- For 

Hayden, such a policy may be achieved through forced assimilation or expulsion, as weli 

as through border revision In his words: "1 consider 'bureaucratic ethnic cleansing' as 

well as direct violence, recogniang both as consequences of the same logic in different 

social settings" (1996:785). Hayden maintains that the constitutions of the successor 

states are the combination of "easy naturalization of nomesidents" (e-g. emigrants) with 

the "denaturaiization" of residents, Le., 'new' minority groups, for example, Serbs in 

Croatia (1996:793). Not surprisingly then that al1 conflicting Yugoslav nations trieci to 

avoid the status of national mhority. 

Similarly to Crwbmja (1994). who emphasizes the importance of the non- 

correspondence of the administrative borders with ethnic one of Yugoslav republics 

(Baudson 1996 and Smary  1995). Hay&n points out that, 



''the separate nationalist politicai movements were justifiecl on the 
grounds of 'se~determinaîjon' ... A statement in the fkst h e  of the 1974 
Yugoslav Consfiiuîion about the ri@ of evexy nation to self- 
determination, including the right to secessicm referred, not to popuiatiom 
or citizens of republics, but to the nations, nmodz, of Yugoslavia, 
ethnicaiiy denned While these 'nations' were recoghd as haviog their 
several republics, it was the 'nations', not the republics, that were 
described as having united to f o w  the Yugoslav state; the Yugoslav 
repubiics, unlike &ose of the Soviet Union, did not have a right to secede" 
(1 996:787). 

Hayden argues that after the e l d o n s  of 1990, by definition, anyone not of the 

majority ethno-nation could only be a citizen of second class. He states that the separatist 

republics rewrote "their respective repubiican constitutions to justim the state on the 

çovereignty of the ethaicaIly defineci nation in which others rnight be citizens but could 

not expect an equal right to participate in control of the state" ( 1996: 788). Thus, similarly 

to Samary, Hayden also argues that the majoriîy of the victims of ethnic cleansing were 

'mixed' people and 'Yugoslavs' from the most intemllngied and heterogeneous regions 

of the territory of the former Yugoslavia. He daims that 

"in some regions the various Yugoslav peoples were not only coexisting 
but also becoming inmeasingiy intermingled ... they served as living 
disproof of the nationalist ideologies. For this reason, the mixed regions 
could not be permitted to survive as such, and their population, which 
were mixing voluntarily, had to be separated militarilyy' (1996:788). 

Hayden's findings show that between the census in 1981 and 1991, 

"heterogeneity increased in Montenegro, Macedonia, Slovenia, and Serbia, but decreased 

in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina". He points out that "from the early 1950s 

through the 1980s, ' m d  marriages' increased ... throughout most of Yugoslavia, but 

were particularly cornmon between Serbs and Croats, and between Serbs and Muslims in 

Bosrûa and Herzegovina". As Hayden states, 'Wot surpnsingly, the highest rates of 



intermarriage occurred in the places in which the populations were the most 

intenningled: the large cities, the province of Vojvodina, Bosnia and HerzegoMaa, and 

the p t s  of Croatia mjina that had large nurnbers of Serbs and Croats" (19%:788). 

Even more importantly, he stresses that "Yugoslavia was developiag an increasiag sense 

of community and that support for the multinational community was iikely to increase, as 

would self-identification as Yugoslavs" (1 9%:789). 

4.2. Tkc Findings of Swey Reseamh with reg& to the Multietknic &&ance 

and Dirsoppronce of Y u g o s l ~  ami Eskimos 

After this illustration of the complexity of Balkanization and ethnic cleansing, we 

will be able to better understand the findings of survey research, particularly in ternis of 

my crucial research question, which is: Who are the refugees h m  Bosnia? My findings 

strongly support Hayden's and Samary's argument about an anti-nationalist atmosphere 

in the fonner Yugoslavia with an ever-increasing sense for a multinational community 

and self-identification as Yugostavs. My argument is that Yugoslavia was not an artificial 

country, but rather a successfid experhent in both multlliational federation and socialist 

~e~governance bssed on not-for-profit economy. Due to the extemai Balkstoizrrtion, 

Bosnia was the most 'mixed' republic of the fonner Yugoslavia that, as such, developed 

and maintaineci a pronounceci sense for multinational and multicultural coexistence. As 

we have seen, Bosnia had the highest rate of mixed marrïages as well as an ever- 

increasing self-identification of its peoples as Y~oslavs. 



Not ~Urpnsingly~ in terms of my findings, the majority of the respondenîs have 

cthnidly 'mixe& families ami kinship, for the past several generations, i-e., withùi the 

=th century- In tenns of the ethnic composition of the respondents I succeeded in 

inciuding two 'pure' Serbian and two 'pure' Musîim families a d  three mixed families, 

of which two are mixed between Serbs and Croats and one between Serb and Muslim. 1 

was mt able to find a 'pure' Croatian family from Bosnia or one 'mixed' between Croat 

and Muslim. This failure to include ail ethnic combinations is partially due to the 

inaccessibility of data about refbgees and partially due to rare 'mixture' between Croats 

and Muslims in Bosnia as we saw in the above Hayden's portrait of mixed marriages, i-e., 

mixed marriages in Bosnia were particularly m o n  between Serbs and Muslims and 

between Serbs and Croats, but rarely between Croats and Muslirns. The foIlowing Table 

2 iliustfates the ethnic composition of the respondents and their responses regarding 

nationai identity over a period of time. 



Table 2. Ethnic Composition of the Respondents and their National Identity 

nrpondcab 
mircd famrly: Serb 

fàmily 1 of  muslim creed 1 creed [ 1 creed 

a d  Croat I 
punMusiim 1 Y u g ~ B o J a n a  

1990 
Serb and Pugodov 

Bosrtjdc of musli. 

mixai M y :  Serb 
and Muslim 

pure Serbian 1 Serbs 60m  osn nia 
familv 

Censas 1991 
Serb and P ~ g o s b  

Y~gmlovs 

pwrie Serbian 
MY 

m#daEdmily: Serb 
and Croat 
pure Muslim 
MY 

Bomjak 

as Yugoslav is tw 
broad term, we are 
Sds; in BiH one 
had to specifj. its 
nationality 
Y~goslavs 

Yngdav 

Canadian papers 
Serb and Y~gwlov  

Bosanac of m u s h  

! Ekkhws - not 
aiiowed; thus left 
Yu~osloys 
same cesponse 
(Bosnian Serbs or 
Serbs fiom Bosnia) 

Serb and Yugoslm, 

Croat and Serb 

Source: Conducted Interviews in Montreal, 200 1 (see Q 60 in attached questionnaire) 

mixexi manïage of 
Serb and Mu* 
thus Yugoslovs 
sanie response 
(Bosnian Serbs) 

YugosIav 

Serbs fiom Bosnia 

In order to understand this "Bosnian Blend", as Sarnary calls it, of the various 

e M c  identities prior to and after the recent civil war, we need to remember that Bosnia 

was the most mixed republic. As Samary suggests, the essence of this blend is best 

expressed by Xavier Bougarel: "If Bosnia-Henegovina has one distinctive and enduring 

Gmadhs 

same response 
(Bosnian Serbs) 

Croat and Serb 

fature, it consists in belonging tu no one people. in being a permanent site of 

intenningling and assimilation, a crossroads of civilizations and a periphery of empires" 

(1995:87, my emph.). As Table 2 shows, this rnosaic of ethnic/natiod identities varies 

through different periods of time. The majority of the respondents declared their 

nationality as Yugoslavs prior to the war (before 1990). More importantly, we can see 

Croat and Serb 

Muslim fiorn 
Bosnia, 1 had to 
speciSr nationaiity 
Serbs fiom Bosnia 

Bosanac, and no 
more Yugosiav 

Cànodian 



however that those dechring themseives 'Yugosiavs' are graduaiiy disripperiling from 

wIumn to column, Le., while there were 5 of them prior to the war *fore 1990). in 

Census 1991 there were ody 3 Yugoslavs, in Cansdian official documents there were 2, 

and at this moment tbere is ody one of them left. 1 need to point out again that the term 

'Yugoslav' refers exclusively to the fornier Yugoslavia (SFRY: 1945- 199 l), thus none of 

the respondents refm to present, third Yugoslavia (FRY- Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia, a fedemtion of Serbia and Montenegro). 

1 argue that this disappearance of Yugoslavs is due to the dismembennent of 

Yugoslavia and the consequent 'purification' of Bosnia, and Yugoslavia at large. As we 

can see in the Table 2, one of the respondents who usod to identifjr as Yugoslav prior to 

the war and in the 199 1 Census, explicitly points out that aAer 1991 he/she had to specifi 

natiodtyY thus hdshe declared as M u s h  nom Bosnia On the other han& as Table 2 

shows, another respondent emphasizes how also prior to the civil war in Bosnia one 

could not be nationally undetermined, i.e., "as Yugoslav is too broad term, we are rather 

Serbs, because in Bosnia one W to declare mtionality as Serb, Croat or Muslim". In 

other words, dthough people identifid themselves as Yugoslavs or Bosnians, they were 

prirnary Serbs, Croats or Muslims, or belonging to one of numerous national minorities 

living in Bosnia 

Table 2 shows that while the majority of respondents declared their nationality 

prior to 1990 as Yugoslavsy there are also some Serbs from Bosnia (Bosnian Serbs) or 

Bosnians of Muslim creed (Bosnian Muslims). In tenns of 'Bosumc' and 'Bosnjak' 

national identities, the basic dinerence is tbat *le 'Bosanac' is an 'old' Yugoslav tenn 



that refemd to al1 nations and natiodities/minorities living in Bosnia, Bosnjak is a 

'new' tem mat emerged due to the partition of BosDia In Samary's words: 

"The official terminology has changed in Bosnia, and k e n  cocüfied in the 
constitution of the new Croat-Muslim federation. The term MmIim now 
refen only to religion A member of the Muslim etbnic-national 
community is now calleci a Bosnjak - as distinct fiom Bosanac, which 
refers to a citizen of Bosnia in general" (1 995: 162, note 22). 

As is obvious in Table 2, only one respondeat mentioned the new term 

'Bosnjak/Bosniak' while the others rather use the old one: 'Bosanac'. The essence of the 

term 'Boc;anac' is rooted in Bosnian mdthational and multicultural identity that 

embnices all peoples Living in Bosnia, namely, Bosnian, Serbs, Croats, Musiims and 

other national minorities. This fact demonstrates that h t e ~ e w e d  rehgees, in particda. 

Bosnian Muslims, do not necessarily support ment  oationalist ideology and iîs new 

tednology. As majority of respondents declared thernselves 'Yugoslavs' pnor to the 

war, they ratber &are a destiny of this seventh South Slav nation: the uprootedness and 

statelessness. At last, ethnic nationalism destroyed the extraorduiary Bosnian example of 

a multiethnic peacefiil coexistence that was, and still is, inherent to the terni and concept 

'Bosana~'. Therefore, the logical question arises: Why should refugees be in favour of 

ethnic nationalism which dismanled their country and homes? 

As 1 have dready mentioned, t&is muiti-etbnic porîrait of Bosnia represented and 

reflected Yugoslavia as a whoie, or in other words, it was 'Yugoslavia in miniature'. This 

attachent to the multicultural and mdtiaatiod Bosnia and Yugoslavia, is the common 

ground of d respondents that is weii summariztd by one of them (in the last question 69: 

''Do you have anythmg else to add to the info~m8tion that we have collected?") who 



puits out tbat Bosnion peopieBosanci, regardless of their nationality, whether Serb, 

"were tied to the Bosnim soil, temtory, country. Bosnia was a hari of 
Yugoslavia, a tie that kept Yugoslavia together and united. This is well 
expressed in the popular sayiag 'jebes zernlju koja Bosne nema (the hell 
with the country which does not have Bosnia)'. We are al1 'uprooted' 
people that are eradicaîed f b m  our root - multicultural Bosnia. As 
rnuiticdtural Montreal reminds and resembles Sarajevo, we, people fiom 
Sarajevo feel very good in Montreal which additionally has a 
cosmopolitan spirit lacking in Sarajevo". 

As we saw earlier, the peoples of Yugoslavia resisted the ethnic division of the 

country and their families, particularly in the census of 1991 when some of them 

declareci their nationality as Eskimos, Bantus, American Indians, Citroens, lightbulbs, 

renigemtors, etc. (Hayden, 1996 and Samary, 1995). In this regard, we can see in Table 2 

tbat there is one farnily tbat wanted to declare their nationality to be 'Eskimos~ in the 

census of 199 1. As the officials did not allow them to declare temselves 'Eskimos', they 

left 'Yugoslavs' as they were prior to the 1990. This famiiy represents a îypical 'mixed' 

Yugoslav family that mostly declareci themselves 'Yugoslavs' prior to the war. In the eve 

of the war, in the census of Aptil of 1991, this farnily, similarly to other mixeci families, 

considered themselves 'Eskimos', being the only appropriate (sarcastic) answer to the 

nonsense of the whole process and the actual situation of growing ethnic nationaiism and 

danger of the civil war. As we have seen, this change in national identities ftom 

Yugoslavs to Eskimos, or the categcwy of 'Othen', is also weii d y z e d  by Crnobrnja, 

Hayden and Sarnary. Finally, as Table 2 shows, this typical Yugoslav mixed family 

declares their current nationality to be Canrrdian and no more to be Yugoslav. Thus, they 

were Yugoslavs until they became Caaedians. 



Obviously, the dismemberment of the former Yugoslavia meant also the 

dianadhg end disaprsram of the 'Yugoslav' national identity as such In generai, the 

'Yugoslavs' and 'Eskimos' were among the nrst ones to consider or declare themselves 

to be Canadian, or other naîionalities depending of the country of immigration Although 

the next chapter elaboraîes issues pertainhg to the phenornena of statelessness, 

homelessness and rightlessness as well as the respondents' life experiences of 

resettlernem and rebuilding a lost home in Montreal, for now, it is important to note that 

Bosnian refugees due to the multiethnic and multicuitural climate d o f  Bosnia, and 

Yugoslavia at large, highly appreciate the similar atmosphere of multicultural Montreal. 

To sum up, TaMe 2 shows that these Bosnian refugees, regardlas if they are of 

'pure' or 'mixed' families, prîmarily declared their national identity as Yugoslavs, or 

symbolically 'Yugoslav Eskimos' since 1991. With the dismemberment of Yugoslavia, 

these people, particularly fiom mixed families, lost, by definition, not only their state, but 

also their homeland, i.e., they became apatrides, or 'heiniatlosen' (the oldest group of 

stateless people or person who lost h i d e r  homeland). Aiso, Table 2 illustrates that 

Yugoslavs are gradually disappearing fkm column to column In t e m  of the current 

declaration, we c m  see that while there is only one Yugoslav left (out of 9 respondents), 

the remaining of respondenîs dernonstrate 'traditional' varïety in dedaring their national 

identities. There are two Canadians, two Serbs, one Croat, one Bosnian/Bosanac, one 

Bosnian Serbs and one BosnianlBosanac of Muslim creed. Therefore, the desthy of al1 of 

these nationalities, particularl y the ' Yugoslavs ' , should be primarily perceived as a 

destùiy of the first victims of the ahnic clemsing in Bosnia as well as across Yugoslavia 

In this regard, there is obviously bias and inadquate media representation of various 



d o n a l  identities of Yugoslav/Bosniab refiigees. Up to now media reports neither 

include nor ever mention the peoples of Yugoslavia who considered and declareci 

themselves to be Yugoslavs, B o s ~ o s a n c i  or Eskimos. Although these peuples are 

the majority of victllns of thïs war and ethnic cleansing, they are 'invisible' victims who 

are non-existent in the rnaiastteam officiai 'tntth' maintsiinai by media and politiciaas 

imide and outside the former Yugoslavia. However, the ethnic cleansing of Yugosh  is 

nnalized as there are fewer and fewer people declaring themselves 'Yugoslavs', within 

and outside the former ~ugoslavia~~. 

1 hope tbat it is clear by now that the Yugoslav nations, particularly in 

multinational Bosnia, did not historically hate each other. In wntrast to Western media 

and politicians portraya1 of the histoncally rooted ethnic nationalism, and consequent 

'artificiaiity' of the former Yugoslavia, 1 argue that the peoples of Yugoslavia, 

particularly Bosnia, rather developed a muiticulniral and multinational society that they 

loved as such For this reason, the major@ of Bosnian people or 'Bosanci', meaning the 

nations and nationalities of %osnia, resisted the ethnic nationalism and consequent civil 

war. On the one hand, the ovenvbelming presence of the 'Yugoslavs' in my findings 

strongly supports my argument that the majority of victims of the ethnic cleansing were 

Yugoslavs and mixed f a d i e s ,  besides 'the new' miwrities whose status al1 conflicting 

parties tried to avoid On the other hand, the presence of one 'Yugoslav Eskimo' 

additiodly supports my argument about the anti-nationalist political climate and 

multiethnic resistance to the war, in particular, in completely ethnicdly mixed Bosnia 

- - 

" Ahhough tbac is a lot of people who stili d e c h  themselves as 'Yugosiavs' in the proscat, thira 
Yugodavia 0, they are excluded fiom my anaiysis as this 'nimp' Yugoslavia is beyond the scope of this 
research. 



In this regard, it is important to note that throughout 1991 and 1992, the majority 

of people across Yugoslavia were protesting against the emerging danger of civil war. As 

Srnilja Avramov points out, while the federal government of Yugoslavia and the 

governments of the Repubiics were having a series of ullsuccessful meetings in 1991 

throughout Yugoslavia discussing its futirre and searchuig for a peacefbi agreement, the 

Yugoslav people in their humorous way perceived and cailed these actions and actors 

"The Traveling Theater" (1 997: 140). At the same the,  the vast rnajority of Y ugoslav 

nations and nationalities were massivety demonstrathg a@mt natiooalist disputes and 

the civil war in most major cities across Yugoslavia In Belgrade, the A m y  with tanks 

was sent into the streets to end a massive anti-war protest in 1991. The multiethnic 

resistance in  osn nia^^ was particdarly pronounced as it was the most heterogeneous 

republic. The result of massive multieth.uk anti-war demonstration in fiont of the 

Parliament Building in Sarajevo in the eve of war in April of 1992 was that 6 people 

were killed by anonymous 'snapshooters'. Moreover, there were strong multiethnic anti- 

war women's and feminist protests across Yugoslavia that were also unsuccessful. As 

Dubravka Ugresic notes, "'In the autumn of 1991 women in Sarajevo protested against the 

war. ... A few days later hundreds of women fiom Croatia and Bosnia set off for 

Belgrade, where they were to be met by women fiom Serbia (1995: 1 35)"67. 

These are only a few examples of how people h m  al1 across the former 

Yugoslavia were against the war and the break up of Yugoslavia However, republican 

nationdistic govemments and foreiign 'engineerdplanners' thought and acted differently. 

M 

67 
set more d e u s  in Samary, 1996, particularly pp. 103, 104 
UgrcSic, Dubravita. "BecauSc We're Ladsn in What Can W e  Do fo . . r Oursdves: East Euronean Feminist 

~onféren~t. Belgrade 1994. Belgrade: Ccnter fbr Women's Studies, Research and Communication, 1995. 



There is more and more evidence thaï the war in Yugoslavia could have been avoided if 

the world, led by the USA and Germany, wodd not light the fuse that inflamed 

rnultiethnic Bosnia and Yugoslavia as a whole? 

Furthemore, there are two episodes of a popuiar politicai comedy TV show, 'The 

Top List of ~urreaiists"6~, that best illustrate the nonsense of nationalism and the division 

of YugoslavialBosnia/Sarajwo as well as the crucial role of foreign interference and 

intervention, Le. that of the International Community, particularly the European 

Community and United Nations in the Yugoslavia crisis. Also, these twa episodes 

explicitly demonstrate and best summarize my argument that the internai Balkanization 

is a child, or a product, of the external Balkanizanion. The episodes show that ethnic 

natiodism and the consequent division of Bosnia was, above ail, due to the interference 

of the International Community. This 'Top List of Sunealists' is w&ten and pdormed 

by an alternative theater group fiom Sarajevo (the capital of Bosnia) of which many 

performers were fiom the punk-rock band "No Smoking", whose most prominent 

member is intemationally well hown film director Emir ~usturica'~. According to the 

respondents that 1 cailed back (of whom 1 was able to reach 5) tbese two e p i d e s  were 

made and presented in the late 1980s, thus prior to the outbreak of the war. Al1 of the 

" Besides already provided ~gumaits lad evidence, there is a h  an interesthg ongohg d o a m m t a q  
entitled "Yugoslavia: The Avoidable War" on the Historv c h d  (No. 47, April2, 9 and 16 at 10  p-m.) thot 
prcsemt an almost idcmical argument and ewidence about Memational involvement m the disniantIing of 
Yugoslavia SimiMy, Lord Camïngton who wss the first European C o r n e  pegce negotiator for 
Yugoslavüt points out the cruciai role of the West, pwticularly that of Gennany and the USA, in disabling 
any kind of peacetirt soiution in the Baikans. In terms of Bosnia, Lord Carrington, and many other political 
anaiysts, argue that the war d d  have been avoided if US Ambassacior for Yugoslavia, Robert Zimmerman, 
wodd have aot encouraged Bosnian Muslims' Presiden~ Aüja Izerbegovic to back up his signature of the 
Lisbon Plan in 1992 that would pwent the eruption of the war. For an identical argument see particuiariy 
Avramov, 1997 and Baudson, 19%. 
69 1 saw thcm with one of  the mpondents wbo hss vidw tape recorded fiom TV, and t h m e ¶  1 do not 
have a precise refèrence. 



respondents that 1 reached have seen both episodes that were in their view "Msio118cyn. 

Al1 of them stated that "nobody in Bosnia or Sarajevo klieved that something like this 

could happen. It is a comedy with Nostradamus-Like force. As if the war was made 

according to the scenario of the 'Smealists', i.e., these episodes predicted everythuig 

that happened, as 'Surrealists' knew everythùig in advance". 

According to one of the respondents, the f h t  episode is (SarcaSfidy) entitled 

"United Brothers". This episode shows Sarajevo before the war. There are two friends, a 

Muslim and a Serb, who play pool, drink beer and have fun in a bar. On the street, there 

are two already quite drunk foreign observers in white W o r m s  who are complahing 

about the peacefûi atmosphere and coasepuetltly their inability to mite any report about 

national hostiiity and codiicts as was demanded by their supervisors. As their deadline 

for the reports was approachuig, they decided to try to create a contlict between a 

Muslim and a Serb who they akeady knew. So, they bought a case of beer and went to 

the bar. The M u s b  and Serb were laughing at the atternpt of the observers to create a 

seed of national mistrust &or conflict, because they were niends since chùdhood, 

'brothers' who lmew each other well. Nevertheless, afkr  drinkuig a case of beer, the 

observers h a i l y  succeeded in provoking a fight between the now dnmken Muslim and 

Serb. While these two were still fighting in the bar, the obsewers were laughing and 

nmning to write their reports. 

The second episode illutrates the nonsense of intemal Balkanization in 

multiethnic Bosnia, particularly in Sarajevo. It shows a family in Sarajevo shoothg at 

each other with the popular Russian machine-gun 'Kalashnikov' in their own apartment 

-- - - - - 

" Some of the respondents (as well as myoclf) ajoyed k i r  concert in Montreai in the aimmcr of 2000 



*ch is divided 8ccording to each. one's nat idty ,  i.e. as their aimily was 

'multinational mixture' they end up m war. They end up tighting for the batbrooni, 

kitchen, living rmm, corridory cold room/canteen, etc. One of the respondents said ttiat 

there are more similar episodes (which 1 have not seen) with the same scenario. In one of 

them, a skyscraper in which tenants are from various ethnic families (Muslim, Serbs' 

Croats, other natiomd minorities and the mixed ones) s i m i i d y  end up fighting against 

each other for the domination of the Boors in the building (e.g., Muslims wnaol la 

floor, second is Serbian, etc.). In my opinion, these episoda are the best depiction of 

abmdity of the division of Yugoslavia and particularly Bosnia, because the division of 

territories of Yugoslavia/Bosnia divided families, too. 

I have argued that an examination of the historical and socio-political background 

of Yugoslavia offers some different insights into the complexity of the extenial and 

intemal Balkanization We have seen that external Bahnization produced and still 

produces intemal Ballranization. In other words, national disputes and codicts  over the 

borden and temtories in Yugoslavia are the outcome of extemal Bahmation, or the 

'Divide and Rule' politics of the 'old and new world orders'. A h ,  we have seen that this 

external Balkanization contributeci to both the ethnic and cultural diversity of the Balkans 

as weU as to the legacy of ettmic wdicts that resulted in recent ethnic cleansiag. As 

Samary and Hayden argue, pure or homogeneous Nation-States were built in 

when thy officiaMy closed 'The M M  International Film Festival'. 
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heterogeneous regions primanly by the expulsion of the old md new minorities, mixed 

people and Yugoslavs, or simply the undesirable population. As Bosnia was the most 

'mixeci' republic of Yugoslavia and the only one without a single majority ethnic group, 

it is not surprisingiy that the ethnic cleansïng resulted in 2.5 million displaced 

peopldrefugees (Samary, 1995:34). There is an obvios 'under-representation' in 

Western media of the anti-nationalistic climate in the foxmer Yugoslavia and consequent 

multiethnic resistance to the civit war. More importantly, as Yugoslavs and Eskimos are 

completely excludeci f h m  their reports as if they awer existeci, these people are 

disappearing in silence without leaving any traces behind them. 



CHAPTER FIYE: Statebs Peopla and Rebuiiding a Lest Home in Montre81 

The Twentieth Century's e x t e d  Ehhuktion represents for some 

Yugostavians the beginniog of a legacy of 'a hundred years of hornelessness, 

statelesswss and rightlessness'. We will see in this chapter that for Yugoslavians, 

Hannah Arendt's ([1951] 1973) analysis and diagnosis that these phenornena will 

symbolize the Twentieth Centuy* has proved accurate. In order to introduce this chapter, 

1 WU fint briefly demonstrate some relevant main points of Arendt's excellent historical 

and political analysis of the ongins of totalitarianism that is condirion sine qua non for 

understa~ding the origins of the contemporary ever-growing refiigee crisis or the 

phenornenon of statelessness. Accordhg to Arendt, the origins of totalitarianisrn and 

statelessness are traceable to the Post-W-W.1 world order poiitid climate that enabled 

the very morneahun of the emergence of the police state and its management of the 

"undesirables" as a prelude or suscepti'ble ground for the forthcoming totalitarian regimes 

(1973:267-302). 

Arendt argws that the iacapability of the European Nation-State to provide legal 

protection of the stateless people, and consequentiy, the tramfer of its authority of "the 

whole matter to the police, ... [for] the h t  tirne ... in Western Europe", enabled the 

police 30 act on ia own7', that is, ''to runile directly over people". In other words, the 

police '%ad becorne a ruiing authority independent of goverurnent and rninistries" 

(Arendt, 1973:287). This political atmosphere had accommodateci the emergence of the 

police state that consequently in totalitarian regimes enabled the police to rise "to the 

peak of power" (Arendt, 1973:288). This atmosphere also enabled the shamefid 



collaboration of local police with the Naas in conquered cormaies. Arendt points out 

''the Nazis evenhiaity met with so disgracefully little resistauce fiom the 
police in the counîries they occupied, and that they were able to or@= 
terror as much as they did with the assistance of these Local police forces, 
was due at least in part to the powemil position which the police had 
achieved over the years in their unrestricted and arbitrary domination of 
stateless and refugees* ( 1 973 :289). 

Arendt wanis against "the totalitarian solutions" tbat are inherent to the modem 

Nation-States which might reappear whenever there is the problem of over-population, of 

c4economically superfluous and socially rootless human masses". This very @ost)modern 

condition is combined "by loneliness and isolation" as the everyday experiences of the 

XXth century. However, this condition of loneliness is ever-accelerating due to the 

information rwolution Accordhg to Arendt, this legacy and the permanent danger of the 

radical evil and/or totalitarian tendencies is inherent to modem societies ( 1973:437-479). 

For Arendt, the specificity of totalitarianism is that the "demandn of the "unlimited 

power" is in its very "uature", but the very uniqueness of totalitarianism is striving not 

"toward despotic rule over men, but toward a system in which men are superfïuous" and 

reduced to "Pavlov's dogs", that is, 'konditioned reflexes" (1973:456,457). In her words, 

%e ideal subject of totalitarian d e  is not the convincd Nazi or the convinced 

Commuaist, but people for whom the distinction between fact and fiction (i-e., the reality 

of experience) and the distinction between tnie and false (i.e., the standards of thought) 

no longer exist" (1973:474). Nevertheless, as Arendt points out, "the totaiitarian belief 

t h t  everything is possible seems to have proved only k t  everything can be destroyed", 

and that ''there are .. . absolute evil .. . crimes whicb men can neither punish nor forgive". 



In this sense, she wam against the constant danger of "radical evil" of totalitarianism 

where "al1 men ... become equaiiy superflu ou^^^, the manipulaton and the victuns 

(1973:459). As the legacy of radical evil also embraces the nature of isolation and 

loneliness as preconditions for total doxnination, it is a constant attraction and a waming. 

In Arendt's words: 

"The Nazis and the Bolsheviks can be sure that their fàctories of 
annihilation which demonstrate the swikst solution to the problem of 
over-population, of economically superfluous and socially rootiess human 
masses, are as much of an attraction as a warning. Totalitarian solutions 
may well survive the fd of totalitarian regirnes in the fom of strong 
temptations which will come up whenever it seems impossible to alleviate 
politid, social or economic rnisery in a rnanner worthy of man ... What 
prepars men for tatalitarian domination in the non-totaiitarian world is 
the fact that loneliness, once a borderline experience u s d l y  suffered in 
certain marginal social conditions like old age, has become au everyday 
experience of the ever-growiog masses of our century" (1 973:459,478). 

Thus, Arendt's analysis of the origins of totalitarianism includes the prediction of 

the ever-growing loneliness and 'undesirables', or superfluow population, that she sees 

as both a constant attraction and waming against the totalitarian solutions in 

(p0st)modemity- Drawing on Arendt, in'this chapter, I argue that there is an intimate 

relationship between the phenornena of statelessness, homelessness and rightlessness and 

the refiigees fiom Bosnia, or Yugoslavia at large. This element M e r  contributes to my 

historical and comparative d y s i s  of the legacy of Yugoslavian apatrides due to 

extemal, and consequent intemal, Bahnhtion.  As 1 have previously dixusseci, the 

creation of the 'Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes' in 1918 marginalized 

Montenegins, Bosnian M u s h  and Macedonian peoples, the fùture nations of a 

socialist Yugoslavia, as their territories became a part of Serbia and these peoples were 



rrferred to as the Serbs (Djilas, 19%). As well, the national mhority rigbts were directly 

jeopardized. For îhis reason, some Yugoslavian minority groups were among the nrst 

modem European apatrides, or Heimatlosen, who emerged due to the pst-W.W.1 Peace 

and Minority Treaties. 

As we will see in this chipter, this phenornenon of homelessness is 

perhaps more than ever, for some Yugoslav nations and national minorities. 

survey research findings support this clah, as the vast majority of the respondents 

consider(ed) themselves to be the apatrides and refiigees, or more specifically, to be 

homeless, rightless and stateless. They are the 'uprooted' people who, as such, did not 

have 'freedom of choice' in planning their emigration. It is this 'unchosen' emigration 

that brought them to Canada, specincally Montreal, in order to build a new life in a 

peacefûl and prosprous country. Besides sbaring the cornmon trauma of a Iosî home and 

'a good life' in socialist Yugoslavia, they also share a good professional and educational 

background with long term working experience that are their main advantages in their 

integration in Canada. These advantages however were diminished by their age, their 

knowledge of both official Canadian languages as well as the absence of a multiethnic 

Yugoslav community as 1 wiil explain in the following pages. Thus, Bosnian refigees are 

additionally disadvantaged as they lack the city's cominuuity agencies' support in 

general, and in particular, that of their (non-existiag) muiti-etbnic organization. The fact 

tbat these people, that is Bosnian/Yugoslav refûgees, are excluded h m  both the Western 

media reports about the ethnic identities of refugees and the multicultural agenda of 

(hada, ultimately constituîes one of the main obstacles to a better and faster integration 

in Canada, more specificatly, Quebec society and the city of Montreal. 



With regards to the ethnichational identities of refugees, particularly those of 

'rnixed' people who rnainly declared themselves as 'Yugoslavs', or more recently as 

'Eskimos', Samary points out that "mmy individuals and f d l i e s  are of mixed ongin, 

which ethnic maps do not reflect" (1995:87). As weli, sîatistics about internally displaced 

people and refbgees fiom the former Yugosiavia significantly Vary fiom source to source 

and it is rarely spified whether victims are internally displaced persons or refugees. For 

these two reasons, statistical accuracy and validity about the nurnber of refbgees, and 

their ethnic identity should be questioned, particularly with regards to the ethnic, or 

national, identity of the victims of ethnic cleansing. For example, Samary's data which is 

quite simiiar to the official statements inside and outside Yugoslavia fiom 1994-1995 

asserts that there are "2.5 million people displaced in Bosnia - 3.5 million refugees fiom 

the entire Yugoslav area, on top of 750.000 people who have applied for asylum abroad" 

(199534). Aithough the question of statistical (in)accuracy is beyond the scope of 

this research, 1 argue that the majority of civilian victuns of the war belonged to both 

categories: displaced people and refbgees. Uitimately, there is no difference between 

these two categories, as refbgee -tus is a broder tenn which includes i n t e d l y  

displaced people who fled their homes/country for the sarne reasons as refbgees, but 

rernained within the borders of their home country. In other words, intenially displaced 

people were those displaced within their republic, or elsewhere within the former 



Yugodavia As these people were forced to flee their homes, they ususlly moved to 

another safer republic where they were ody able to obtain refbgee status. They were thus 

denationabxi citizens of the former Yugoslavia, les m&érobies of the war and les 

indésrables of Europe, who once banished from Bosnia were dso banished fiom the 

family of al1 nations, and thus welcomed nowhere. Iftheir refùgee status was recognized 

by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refiigees (UNCHR), it ultimately meant 

'de jure' international recognition as refbgees. Tbis in turn, opened the door for the 

successfui emigratiou process. It seems to me that these victims of the war, of the 

physical and bureaucratie (denationaikation of citizens a d o r  constitutional nationalism) 

ahnic cleansing, were simuitaneously internaily displaced persans who automatically 

became refbgees witbin their own repubiic or elsewhere within the former Yugoslavia. 

For example, Bosniam were both displaced peoples and refugees, piuticularly if they 

rnoved to m e r  former Yugoslav republic. Once refiigees in their own state and 

homeland, some of them applied for political asylum abroad, or UNCHR's refbgee 

status. Some of them remahed within former Yugoslavia as refugees, or intemally 

displaced people who, it is hoped were able to becorne citizem of one of the new 

successor states of Yugoslavia. 

This is particularly true in the case of the respondents. Once these refugees nom 

Bosnia left their homes, they sought shelter in the neighboring Yugoslav npublics7'. Al1 

of them were thus intemaliy displaced penons and refugees. None of them had their last 

permanent residency in Bosnia prior ta their arriva1 to Canada. This is due to the fact that 

" Anh0Ug.h I did mt a& the names of the repubtics in wbich they roilght shelter, it is weli known thst 
Serbian f8imlies u d y  fied to the present Yugosiavia - FRY, whiie M w b  and Croats fled to Croatia or 
Slovenia 



al1 of them fled Bosnia, but remained within the borders of the former Yugoslavia Also, 

dl of them obtained only refiigee status regardless of which neighboring republic they 

fled to. Therefore, none ofthe respondents belong to the above mentioned data of 4.963 

refugees (Citizenshi~ and Immigration Statistics 19%, 1999) who bad their last 

permanent residency in Bosnia prior to their resettlement in Canada, although the vast 

majority imded between 1994-1996. Thus, these responàents, probably like the majonty 

of Bosnians, were simultaneously i s t e d l y  displaced pemns and refugees. 

ln spite of these statistical daîa and its (in)accinacy, 1 have provided so far a 

different historical perspective and theoretical background, including empirical data, that 

give a better picture about national identities and ethnic cleansing in Bomia. Ultimately, 

this bas enriched our understanding of the czrcumstances and reasons thar made Bosniun 

refgees decide to resettie in C m &  More particularly, as my findings M e r  show, al1 

of the respondents losî "everything they had" (question: Q 58), that is, they 109 their 

property as well as their personal belonginp. Not surprisingfy, this loss occurreà 

regardless of whether they belonged to the 'new' nationai minority or majority that in 

both cases include Serbs, Croats or Muslims/Bosniaks. Ironicdly, in terms of mixed 

families this means botû, that is, while one spouse belongs to the minority, the other 

belongs to the majority (Q 66). Also, all of the respondents were forced to leave their 

homes and were displaced due to the ongoing war and consequent violence (Q J, JI, 3 

and 57). Al1 of them thus left Bosnia (Q 4) in search of a s&er place within Yugoslavia, 

where they then became refugees , that is, being "without any staîus" as one respondent 

pùited out (Q 4,4 a). As refirgee status was precarious and the dangers of war combineci 

with the ecowmic disaster were spreading acmss the fornier Yugoslavia, none cf the 



respndents could emision any prospcts for their fuhue, particularly for their chiidrra 

Furthemore, mne codd feel welcome or d e  anywhere in the former Yugosiavia (Q 4 

b, 5). Not surprisingly, ail of them a g r d  (6 agreeing completely and one 'just agreeing' 

in Q 53) with Emipides, the last representative of Greek classic tragedy, who stated in 

431 BC tbat "rhere is no greater sorrow on eanh rh<m the loss of one's native l a d "  

(appropriated by UNHCR as logo on theu web site www.unhcr.ch). For the respondenîs, 

the dismembemient of Yugoslavia meant the loss of their homelanâ, and the cousequent 

end of their human, social and civil rights. 

This phenomena of "rightlessness, statelessness and homelessness" is remarkably 

well analyzed by HaMah Arendt ([1951] 1973) in the well known classic The OnPjns of 

~otalitarianisrn'~. I argue that Arendt's analysis of these phenomena is, more then ever, 

actual and appiicable for present &y re€bgees in general, and in particular for 

Bosnian/Yugosiavian refugees. The a d i t y  of Arendt's argument of the ever-increasing 

figures of refirgees worldwide is particuiarly true in temu of the flooding of Eastern 

Europeans into Western Europe after the fdl of the Berlin Wall, which included a huge 

portion of refugees fiom the former Yugoslavia and among them there was also one of 

the respondents. In the beguming of the l99Os, Joirgen Habermas points out that 

"Hanvioh Arenàt S diagnosis - t h f  stateiess pwsom, refugees, and those 
deprived of righîs would come to symbolize this centwy - hm proved 
fiighreningly accurate. The 'displaceci persans' diat the Second World 
War lefi in a devastated Europe have long since k e n  replaced by asylum 
seekers and immigrants flooding into a peacefiû and prosperous Europe 
nom the South and the East. The old refugee camps can no longer 
accommodate the flood of aew immigrants. Statisticians anticipate that in 
coming years twenty to thirty million immigrants will come fiom eastern 
Europe alone" (1996: 508, my emplr). 

-- 

S a  particuiariy chapter 9 " n e  beline of the Nation-Suite and the End of the Rights of Man". 



Due to the e x t d  Balkanïzation, or the pst  W.W.1 world order, various 

nationai minorities fiom Yugodavia were among those Europeans who became, in 

Arendt's tenns, The Nation of Minonties and the Stateiess People". I argue that the 

history of Yugoslavia, for some of its peopies, reflects a centwy long destiny adof 

modern apatrides and refugees, or s~ateless people. This le- of the Yugoslav apatrides 

is clearly due to the exterd Baikanization, or the old and uew world orders, as they had 

intluenced both the formation and the destruction of Yugoslavia(s) as well as failed to 

protect, or solve question of, national minorities. In this regard, Arendt argues that 

W.W-I., and the consequent Peace Treaties, entailed both the appearance of minorities in 

pst-war Europe and a growing number of refùgees emerging due to revolutions and civil 

wars. She States that the pan-war Peace and Minority Treaties failed to solve the problem 

of minorities in multinational states, particularly in Yugosiavia and Czechoslovakia 

where the Western principle of the Nation-State was questioned by the existence of large 

national minorities (1 973 :270-272). 

As we have already seen, the fïrst Yugoslavia (1918-1941) was the 'Xingdom of 

Serbs, Croats and Slovenes", a product of the poa W.W.1 world order enhanced by the 

Peace and Minority Treaties. These Treaties fàiied to protect national minorities 

discriminated against in this first Yugoslav state, for example, the Bosnian Muslims, 

Albanians, Hungarians, Germens, but also Jews and Roma people". In this regard, we 

73 Aithough Roma people, or Gypsies, and Jews were mentioned neither by Aleksa Djilas ([1991] 1996) nor 
by Rogers Brubaiter ([19%] 1999) in their disaission of the national minority question in the ht 
Yugoslavia, and cvcn though tby wcre very srnall ethnic groups, partiailarly at that tirne, it is necessary to 
mention them due to their erdinction 'in W.WB that is fiuther cnhancd, or continueci and tepeated, by their 
ment QLpuIsion or 'vohrntarily' emigration. 



shouid d l  Baudson's argument that Yugoslavia was created on French initiative in 

order to surround Gemiany with "a security belt" (1996: 104). Also, as Baudson stresses, 

"one of the Yugoslav paradoxes is the k t  that in the war nom which YugosIaia was 

hm, the fbture cocitizem were fighting on oppite sides" (1996:lOS). The Serbs, on 

the side of the Mcton had a choice of  creating Serbia withù, borders recognized by the 

allies in 1915, or Yugoslavia As he explains, in contrast to the losers, that is, the 

Siovenes and Croats, the victorious Sehs were able to choose ''between the creation of 

'the Greater Serbia' and creation of one common state on 'the Yugoslav terntory"'. 

According to Baudson, "They [Serbs] chose the latter possibility, induceà by the French 

to whom they could not 'refuse anything', because al1 the Serbian nmod Epeople, nation] 

considered France to be 'the second mother homeland [motherland]'" (1996: 106). 

As Crnobrnja notes, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats aad Sloveaes was "created on 

1 December 19 18 . . . [with] a population of just over 12 million ... according to the first 

census, taken in 192 I'''~ (MW5 1). We can visu& a v ~ o u s  and nch national structure 

of the first Yugoslavia according to the census of 192 1 in the Table 3 below. 



Table 3. The National or Ethnic Composition of the nnt Yugoslavia in 1 92 1 Census 

Natiodity No. % 

Croats 

- Slovenes 

Bosnian Muslims 

Macedonians 

Other SIavs 

Gerrnans 

Hungarians 

Albanians 

Serbs 4,665,85 1 38.83 

2,856,55 1 23.77 

1,024,76 1 8.53 

727,650 6.05 

585,558 4.87 

176,466 1.45 

5 13,472 4.27 

472,409 3 -93 

44 1,740 3.68 

Rumanians, Vlachs, Cincars 229,398 1.91 

Turks 168,404 1.40 

Jews 64,159 0.53 

Itaiians 12,825 0.11 

Others 80,079 0.67 

Total 12,O 17,323 100.00 

Source: Ivo Banac. The National Ouestion in Yugoslavia: Ongin. Histow. Politics. Itaha: 
ComeU University Press. 1984, p. 58. Cited in Mihailo Crnobmja The Yunoslav Drama 
1994, p. 52, Table 1. 

Iri addition to Baudson's remark above mentioned about the French initiative and 

already presented Djilas' analysis of the origuis of the Yugoslav idea and the creation of 

the first Yugoslav state, Crnobmja rightly points out that Whe people that corne together 

knew very little about each other" (19945 1). As Cmobmja rnaintak, while "it is 

tbat Serbia did not want Yugoslavia as strongly as Croatia did", it is also "tnie that the 

" in 1929, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovmes wrc rCDMKd in The Kmgdom of Yugoslavian. 



Yugoslavia that Croatia obtaiued was not exactly the Yugoslavia it was looking for". 

Even more impoitantly, he stresses tbat "the other nations, Montenegrins, Slovenes, and 

Macedonians, played a secondsry role, if at ail, at this stage. .. [thus] the newly created 

cotntny, though not mtijckd, did not have a vev soundstructure7~ (199450, my emph-). 

With regards to the political systern and the question of uational minorities in this first 

South Slav state, Cmobmja points out that 

"'The Serbs brought a tradition of a centralia and Unitarian state. Until the 
Balkan Wars this state [Serbia] had k e n  nationally homogeneous with no 
minorities. The sensitivity of the Serbian polity to questions of national 
minorities was therefore mderstandably, if regrettably, small. But the 
Serbs also brought a tradition of a fiaictioning parliamentary democracy 
with limited sovereip powers, and the sense of a free political spirit, 
@ed through long stniggle against an oppressive foreign power. They 
had attained their fieedom on their own and were proud of it. The way in 
which they attained that fieedom had a direct impact on the political 
structure, favouring strong, central decision-making" (1 994:52). 

Furthemore, in temis of the (unsolved) question of national minorities, we should 

r e d i  Djilasy ([1991] 1996) ranark that in 1919, the Yugoslav CommUtUSt Party was 

strongly opposeci to any fom of nationai oppression, protesting agdinst the central 

government's discriminatory policies toward non-Slav minorities, pluticulariy Albaoian~, 

Hungarians, but also Germans. The second Congress of the Party in 1920 again 

demandeci for persecuted minorities the same civil and political rights as those of the 

South Slav citizens of Yugoslavia (Djilas, 1996:62,63). As we cm see in Table 3, "The 

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes" was indeed a multinational state, composed of 

more than tbree rewgnized nations and a variety of national minorities, mainly consisting 

of people fiom neighboring corntries. All of the authors (Baudson, 1996; Cmobmja, 

1994; Djilas, 1996; Samary, 1995) who provide a historical background to Yugoslavia 



poim out the cmtrality of the massive migrations of peaples in the Balkans. Indeed, the 

history of Yugoslavia reflects these large-de migrations7 or veiike seobe in Serbo- 

Croatian, of both moda and mrodnosti (nations and nationalities/ininorities). 

In this regard, Rogers Brubaker (Cl9961 1999)?* argues that "migration has dways 

ken centrai to the making., unmaking7 and remalong of states" (148). In terms of the 

relatiomhip between the ernergence of the first Yugoslav state and the migrations of 

'newly created' national minorities, Brubaker maintains that the "niling ethnic or 

national group in a multinationai empire was abruptly transfonned into a natiod 

minority in a set of new nation-states" (1999: 15 1-152). These new states, Iike 

Yugoslavia, emerged afkr the dissolution of the multinational Oaoman and Habsburg 

Empires resulting in 'Wte large-scale migrations" and mass "ethnic unmixing" of the 

Baücan peoples. Brubaker explains thai the wllapse of the Ottoman Empire was followed 

by "Balkan migrations of ethnic unmixing ... of Muslim Turks and non-Turkish Muslims 

[or Balkan Turks and Balkan Muslims]" who emigrated fimm the new successor states 

( 1999: 1 52- 1 56). Similady, "ethnic Hungarians and Germans" emigrated f i e r  the 

coflapse of '?he Habsburg empire [Austria-Hungary] ... fiom Balkan successor states" 

(Brubaker. 1999: 1 56-1 66). 

More importantlyy some YugoslaMan national minority groups joined the 

European 'nation of miaority' that was composeâ of similar Euopean national minority 

groups, al1 v i c h s  of the post-W.W.1 Peace and Minonty treaties. As Arendt points out, 

due to the fact that these European national minority groups were perceived in their new 

States as being 'hot-nationals" and lacking International protection from their forced 



assimilation, they soon banded together in a rninority congress which "contradicted the 

very idea behind the League [of Nations] treaties by cailing itseif officially the 'Congress 

of ûrganized National Groups in European States'" (1973:273). As 1 have aiready 

discussed, Baudson (1996) maint- that the p s t  W.W.1 world order had created three 

new states, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia in order to surround Germany with a 

''security zone". Moreover, Arendt notes that these states were also ''the belt of rnixed 

population" as none of hem was "uni-national" (1973:274). Thus, the fact that some 

Yugoslav national minorities were among the nrst European apatrides due to the post 

W.W.1 Peace and Minoriîy Treaties supports my argument of a century-long Yugoslav 

history of apatridism ancilor homelessness as a legacy of the extenial Balkanization 

Furthemore, Arendt argues that these events (the Peace Treaties, revolutions and 

civii wars) undermined the interna1 stability of Europe's Nation-State system between the 

two World Wars. In particular, she points out that civil wars "were followed by 

migrations of groups who", in contrast to previous migrations due to the religious wars, 

"were welcomed nowhere and could be assimilated nowhere". Here, Arendt points out in 

her description of the conceaied destlliy of these new deprived groups that: "Once they 

had lefi their homeland they remained homeless, once they had left their state they 

became stateless; once they had been deprived of their human rights they were righfless, 

the scum of the earth" (1973:267, rny emph.). Io other words, once they were banished 

from their nation, they were banished fiorn al1 the farnily of nations, that is, they were 

welcome nowhere. In Arendt's temis, stateless people (i-e., modem apatrides and 

refbgees) and minorities were "cousins-gennaw" that, once were singled out as 

" See particularly cchper 6 entitled "Aftermaths of Empue a d  the Unmiioag of Peoplesn. 



'Cmdesitables" nom th& coUDtries, they became Wle indésirables of Europe" 

(1 973:268,269). 

She emphasizes that neither the League of Nations nor the Muiority Treaties 

would have protected the national minorities from their destiny of being assimilated or 

discriminated againçt due to the fàct that the Nation-State principle implied that "only 

nationals couid be citians", and therefore, "the law of a country could not be responsible 

for persons insisting on a diEerent natiodity" (1973:275). Arendt daims that with this 

&rise of stateless people ... the traosfonnaîion of the state h m  an instrument of law into 

an instrument of the nation had beea completed; the nation had conquered the state, 

nationai interest had p r i e  over law long before Hitler could pronomce 'right is what is 

good for the Ge- people"' (1973:275). According to Arendt, Wie problem of the 

stateless people" or the phenornenon of statelessness emerged due to "the Peace 

Treaties" that augmented when those who became known as "HeirnatZosen", or the oldest 

"apahde.sY', were joined in "legal stahis by the postwar refugees", rnostly victims of 

mass denationalization (1973:277-278, my empk). As both established policies, 

"repatriation and ~maIizatzion", failed due to "the very undeportability of stateless 

persons", these "indesrablesYs" were lefi completely "at the mercy of the police" (Arendt, 

1973:281-283). In fact, as Arendt points out, the only "practical substituîe for a 

nonexistent homeland was an internent camp. Indeed, as eariy as the thirties this was 

the only 'country' the world had to offer the stateless" (1973:284). 

Aithough I did not ask the respondents if they had lived ia any kind of camps, one 

cm easily recall images from the media of displaced people in overloadod trains and 

buses with uncertain destinations, as well as fiightened fmes b e b d  barbed wire in the 



camps held by ail of three conflicting sides in Bosnia. With regards to the phenomena of 

homelessness, statelessness and rightlessness, or in terms of civil, social and human 

rights, rny findings show that the majority (6 out of 7) of the respondents felt homeless 

and nghtless due to the war (Q 52, 54). As well they considered themselves king 

apaîrides and refugees (Q 54a). Interestingly, only 4 respondents said that they felt 

stateless, i.e., that they feel they have lost theu state- This decrease regarding 

'statelessness' is due to different ethnic/mtionai perceptions and sentiments of belonging 

to the present Bosnia as is best explained by one Serb, Muslim and Croat respondent: 

'Bosnia is still state and homeland of Croats and Muslims, but no more of Serbs who lost 

Bos* Therefore, while al1 Bosnian Serbs will say tbat they are homeless, stateless and 

rightless, Bosnian Muslims and Croats are only rightless and homeless because they lost 

Yugoslavia (SFRY) but not Bosnia which is st i i l  their state" (Q 54, 54a). Nevertheless, 

regardles of a respondents ' nationnliry, al1 of them are 'Yugonostalgic', that is, they 

have nostalgia for socialist Yugoslavia (SFRY), but not for the present Yugoslavia or 

present Bosnia (Q 68). Al1 of the respondents point out that they miss the Adriatic sea, 

friends, family aaà, particuiarly the life-style they enjoyed Two of them, a Muslim and 

Serb, emphasized nostalgia for their grandparents and the hearth as their memory of 

Yugoslavia is very vague and bluny, i-e., they were too young when the war broke out 

and they had to leave the country. 

The fhdings clearly show that Arendt's notion of the phenomena of 

homelessness, statelessness and rîghtïessness is still very actual and applicable in 

ad-g present day refiigees, particularly if they are fiom BosnidYugoslavia. It seems 

to me that the postmodem world has not advanced much since the beginning of the XXIst 



centwy regarding c i 4  human and social rights. While the number of worldwide 

refigees increased and it is ever-increasing (on daily basis), the protection of Human 

Rigbts is decreasing throughout the ~or ld '~ .  Not surprisingly then that "the UMICR" 

statistics put "the figure of worldwide refbgees since 1945 at 60- 100 million" (Donald S. 

Moore, 1997: 106, note 33). On the other hanci, Autar Brah (1996) stresses that "since the 

1980s ... we witness a new phase of mass population movements ... across the globe". 

More importantly, Brah maintains that "in 1990", according to the estimation of 'Wie 

International ûrganhtion for Migration ... there were over 80 million ... 'migrants"' on 

the global scale, of whom "15 million were refugees or asylutn seekers". Moreover, Brah 

M e r  states that '%y 1992, some estimates put the total number of migrants at 100 

million, of whom 20 million were refugees and asyium seekers" (1996: 178). Such ever- 

increasing refugee figures as weU as the usual statisticai inwnsistency and/or inaccuracy 

of the exact number of refigees is best analyzed by Arendt who argues that "the kick of 

any reliable çtatistics" about refiigees and apatrides, or stateIess peoples, is due to Wie 

decision of the statesmen to solve the problem of statelessness by ignoring it" in order to 

enhance "repatriation". For this reason, Arendt argues that "the poshvar term 'displaced 

persom" was invented during the war for the express purpose of liquidating statelessness 

once and for all by ignoring iîs existence" (1973:279). in my opinion, Arendt's statement 

is still the best explanation of statisticai discrepancy for refugees: 

"While there is one million 'recognized' stateless, there are more than ten 
million s d l e d  'de facto' stateless; and whereas the relatively innocuous 
problem of the 'de jure' stateless, occasionally cornes up at international 

" Ironically, the 'new style' of protection of jeopardized inunanhinority rights by the International 
CommttIUty now includes also NATO's Air Strikes and bornbing campaign against entire 
counties/population (e-g., Iraq and present Yugoslavia, the Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia). 



wnfèrences, the wre  of statelessness, which is identical with the refbgee 
quesiion, is simply not mentioned" (19731279) 

In ternis of the curent 'new world order', officially promoted by George Bush in 

1990 as justification for the Gulf War, Baudson (1996) demonstrates statistical evidence 

about its direct respomibility for the ever-increasing number of the rehgees on a world 

"In contrest to the Roman Empire that sustained Pax Romana during two 
centuries ou both coasts of the Mediterranean, the new world order within 
six years bas delivered more armed wnfiicts and UN interventions than 40 
years of the Cold War: 22 UN operations between 1988 and 1994 in 
wntrast to 13 between 1948 and 1988. There has nwer been so many 
displaced people and refugees as since the new world order is on stage: 17 
d i o n  refugees in 1991 and 27 million in 1996" (1996:17, my 
translation). 

For these reasons, 1 am arguing tbat the Yugoslavian legacy of apahidedrefugees 

is due to the extemal Balkanization, in particular within the XXth cenairy. This argument 

is well sustained with Baudson's political analysis of the new world order as well with 

Arendt's analysis of the emergence of the phenornena of statelessness and hornelessness 

due to the post W. W.1 world order. As we have seen, Yugoslavia(s) (19184 99 1) was 

created and destroyed primary, but not exclusively, by powerful Western countries and 

their 'Divide and Rule' politics which jeopardized migori@ nghts and established 

consequent legacy of apatridism/statelessness. It is beyond the scope of this study to 

analyze if refugees are now easier naturalùed or repatriateâ than in Arendt's time, in 

particular due to the enonnous increase in refugees figures. Nevertheless, for the lucky 

ones that succeed in the veq seledive and dematlding immigration process, it is assumeci 

much easier to becorne a naturalized citizeas than it was in Arendt's time. 



The fïndings with refugees fram Bosnia support the well-kuown f a  tbat Canada 

is the number one country, that is, the best ' d e  haven' for refiigees. This is due to 

canada's well organized immigraiion process, the good socio-economic conditions as 

well as it tiaving one of the festest naniralization politics. This fact is made obviws from 

the findings of my survey research. When asked "Why âid you choose to live in Canada" 

(Q 6 a), the vast majoriîy of respondents point out that Canada offkred the best 

conditions, such as well orgsnized papa work and paidkredited joiiniey with imrnediate 

permanent residence and work permif very good social and healthcare services, as well 

as citizenship within 5 yean. Also, some respondents ernpbasized that they chose Canada 

because it is a multiethaic and 'humane' country due to its social policies, fewer criminal 

acts/crimes and thus more safe than the USA or other Western European countries 

(which have very rigorous Unmigration policies). Furthemore, as the majority of the 

respondents landed in Canada between 1994-1996 (Q Ka), they already became 

oan\ralized citizens of Canada (Q 64). Ironicaily, according to rny hdings, it is easier to 

become a Canadian citizen than a citizen of the new successor States of the former 

Yugosiavia (ratio 5:4 in cornparison between Canada and Yugoslavia in Q 64 and Q 63). 

In addition to the findings in Table 2 where we can see that 2 respondents aIready declare 

theV nationality as Candians, the majority of respondents also stated (in Q 65) that 

beside considering themselves as citizens of Canada (5 of them), they aiso see themselves 

as cosmopolitan citizens (4 of them). 

In this regard, 1 argue that the Yugoslav Saga has a 'happy ending' in a 

mdticdniral and cosmopolitan Montreal for refugees from Bosnia, and Yugoslavia at 

large. 1 want to stress that this happy ending does not relate in any sense to the banal 



Hollywood happy endings: usually with American Rambo(s) as winners. Rather, the 

happy ending for Bosnian refiigees, particularly for the majority of respondents who are 

already citizens of Canada, is primary due to several specific reasons that favour their 

staying in Canada as opposed to retuniing to Bosnia These reasons, I main- are as 

follows. Firstly, 1 argue that the ethnically divided and 'purifie& Bosnia is also a 'pure ' 

economic catastropheen, in particuiar due to the second round (the f k t  was in 1980s) of 

the W ' s  and World Bank's siruchiral adjustment reforms in the 1990s (Chossudovsky 

1996, 1997). Furthemore, this 'ethnzc purrfcutzon and economic disaster ' of Bosnia 

produces a socalled 'fear of ihefùtwe' which is particularly enhanced by the history of 

the exteml and intemal Balkanization as a root of the uncertain future that provides 

unpleasant 'lesçons' nom history. This notion is best expressed by Avramov who 

maintains that if "one does not leam a moral lesson &om history one becomes inevitably 

its victim" (1997:448). In addition., there is an emerging 'panic' regarding uncertaioty of 

the contamination by depleted uranium'8 due to NATO's bombing campaign in the 

Balkans (Krajina, Bosnia, Yugoslavia-Kosovo). Besides al1 of these reasons, 

consummating a Canadian citizenship ultimatefy means the end of homelessness, 

rightlessness, statelessaess and safer and brighter future for their children. Ail of these 

reasons combined with the familiar multicultural social setîing in Montreal are the main 

n 1 need to poiin out tbat 'the ethnic purification' is particularly visible in mixed parts of Croatïa and Bosnia 
W e  Slovenia was and still is the most ethmcaiiy bomogenous successor state of the former Yugoslavia 
(with approximately W h  of Slovenes), the present day Yugoslavia (FRY) is the nioss ethnicaiiy aiixed state, 
and as such stiii 'homeland' of various nations and minorities. Although Macedonia is aiso ethriidy h e d ,  
its mixture primariîy includes Macedonians and the ettyu'c Albanians (non-Slavic people who immigrateci 
h m  the neighboring Albania). On the other band, in terms of 'the economic catastrophes', Siovenia is the 
only successor mte  of the former Yugoslavia where this k t  is not as viable and tangible as in the others 
SUCCeSSOfstates. 
Sw "National Pest", The -en, "La Presse", Montreai, lanuary 2001. Also see extensive wriring on 

the subject by Chossudovsky, et al., on hm://emperors-clothes.com 



reasons for choosing Canada or naturalization, instead of repatriation or retum to Bosnia, 

or another successor state of the former Yugoslavia 

The following responses of the respondents provide M e r  hsights into the main 

reasons that rehin them fiom retuniing to ihis 'new' nationally divided and religious 

Bosnia. So to the question "What are the main reasons that prevent you from retuniing to 

your 'home' in the former Yugoslavia? Probe: Under which condirions would you 

mm?'' (Q 67) the respondents said: 

1 - 1 wodd not return because SFRY [1945-19921 is dismembered and Bosnia is 
nationdly/etbnically divided. I have a mixed marriage and I feel as a citizen of the world. 
I would not rehim even if my [multicultural] city would belong to rny ethic group 
[Serbs], because 1 don't wanme  national divisions. For me and my child is 
unacceptable to live in muslim culture with obligatory religious (muslim or catholic) 
programs in the schools. 
2 - As 1 did not grow up in SFRY [a Muslim, under 24 yean] 1 do not know much about 
Yugoslavia, but 1 would never go back into such problems and troubles. 
3 - Where to go? In such unstable political and economic situation and in such 
unemployment crisis? 1 wodd retuni only in the 'old former Yugoslavia' (SFRY), not in 
these new States. Children cannot get used to new education systern/schools [mixed 
marriage, a Serb and MusIim]. 
4 - 1 would never retwn, because there are no more Serbs in my city, some 'new' people 
live there now, there is prirnitivism and no conditions for r e m  There is no future, there 
is nothing there [in Bosnia]; what we [ou. family] need is 'return to future' [a Serb]. 
5 - I would retum if I would find a job in my profession and if it would be resembling 
'life', conditions and economic standard as it was before the war [a Croat]. 
6 - First of dl, I don't have a house or place to return, because everythuig is burmd 
down. Secondly, even if I would get my apartment back, I need a job that is not easy to 
fimi, as it is impossible to get back the former one. FinaUy, my children have dropped out 
of the Yugoslav system, they get used to Canadian Iife-style and education system, they 
don't want to go back to Bosnia [a Muslw. 
7 - 1 would not r e m  because there is nothing left of what used to be my everyday life, 
nothing familiar exists anymore: neitber state m r  city or people [a Serb]". 

In order to better understand these statements, particularly in tems of new 

obligatory religious educational programs or classes in the schools, we must remember 

that socialist Yugoslavia (SFRY), similarly to other communist countries, had separated 



politics/state fkom religion/church and promoted official atheism. In consequence, 

Yugoslavia was primarily an atheist country with pronounced religious diversities and 

protection of religious freedoms. 

Affiliation in Bosnia-Herzegovina 

Samary's Table "Ethnic Composition and Religious 

1990 (by percent)" strongly supports the above claim. 

Prior to the war, while the vast majority of 46% of Bosnians were without religious 

affiliation, the rest was divided as follows: 20% of Orthodox/Serbs out of 31% of 

Bosnian population, 16.5% of Muslims out of 43.7% of Bosnian Muslims and 15% of 

Catholics out of 17.3% of Croat population (Samary 1995239). 

The findings also demonstrate an overall sense of anti-nationalist and 

multiculturalist orientation by the respondents. This is due to the fact that they had 'a 

good life' in the multinational and multicultural socialist Yugoslavia which they loved as 

such. These former 'Yugoslavs' and 'Eskimos' (see Table 2) were and still are anti- 

nationalistdchawinists with a pronounced sense for cultural md ethnic diversity. For this 

reason, they appreciate multicultwalism and/or cultural diversity in Montreal that 

reminds them of Bosnia, in particular of Sarajevo, as previously stated by one respondent 

from Sarajevo who also pointed out the additional advantage of Montreal being a 

cosmopolitan city. 

5.2. Rebuilding Ilh Lost Home in Mdticulturd Montreal 

According to the findings, this multicultural climate in MontreaUCanada is a 

valuable element in contributing to making the respondents to feel more 'at home' than 

they would in an ethnically homogeneous country (Q 50, 5 1). Not surprisingly, while 



only two respondents still do not consider Montreal their new home, but rather 'a 

temporary one', the majority of the respondents (5 out of 7 )  stated that Montreal is their 

new home. This 'adaptation' was quite fast four said they accepted it within the nrst 

year and one afkr 2 or 3 years (Q 50,s 1). 

Furthemore, in order to support the above argument about the anti-nationalist 

and multiculturai orientation of the respondents, 1 stress that the vast major@ of 

respondents made new friendships in Montreal prirnarily with newcomea (i-e., the 

1990s) from the fomer Yugoslavia of various (mu1ti)ethnic origins (6 out of 7 

respondents in Q 3 1 ). Similady, the majority of respondents stated (in Q 34 b) that they 

spend most of their leisure îime with Yugoslav newcomers/refugees of various national 

ongins. Thus, to some extent, the spirit of multiculturai and multinational Yugoslavia 

still lives in Montreal. The peoples fkom the former Yugoslavia, even afkr the bloody 

war, do not hate each other. On the contrary, they still live together and support each 

other. In the words of one of respomleat: "1 am not interesteci in ethnic origins of the 

person 1 meet, but rather if we have a common ground, common interests and problems; 

for this reason 1 am mostly with our people [newcomers/refugees h m  the fomer 

Y ugoslavia of various ethnic origins]" (Q 3 1 ). Besides these various Yugoslav ethnic 

groups, the respondents' new friends inciude an additional variety of the other (world) 

ethnies/cultures, such as: Quebeckers, English Canadians, Efhiopians, Bulgarians, Latin 

Arnericans and huits (Q 3 1 and Q 34 b). 

Also, the vast majority stated tbat Montreal is above al1 a beautifid and 

multicultural ciîy. As well, some stressed the advantages of it king a Bilinguai, 

European, French and cosmopolitan city" (Q 25 and 26). None of these respondents bad 



l i v d  in a city with such a similar size to Montreal (Q 19) as Belgrade is the biggest city 

in the former Yugoslavia with over one million people, les than half the s k  of 

M o n W .  This pattern of the positive opinions about the city of Montreal is similar, but 

also differs h m  the reasons for choosing Montreal. The most important reasons for 

choosing Montreal is having had relatives or niends already living in Montreal (3 

respondents) as well as its multiculturalism and resemblance to a European city (3 

respondents). The advice of a Canadian immigration officer as well as the bilingualism 

of the city were mentioned by two respondaits for each reason. Finally, one mentioned 

choosing Montred due to job opportunities as it has a developed industry in the spouse's 

profession, and another respondent mentioned its wsmopolitanism (Q 20). We can see 

tbat multiculturalism is a key figure for boa choosing Montreal and still living here. As 

one of the participants points out in ternis of first impressions of Montreai: Y t  har 'soul: 

somerhing unique" (Q 2 1). This uniqueness of Montreal (Q 29) is W e r  explained by 

the same person: "It has a soul; it is an academic/u.niversity city with concentration of 

young students that give a special charm to the city. It is also a cosmopolitan and 

immigrant city where English and French cultures meet and dominate the bais of 

[culturaI] 'life' that is not 'intemipted' by immigrants whose cultures simultaneously 

exist". 

For these reasons, multicultunilism, besides the above mentioned immigration 

procedure and social servicedsecurity, plays a major role in accepting Montreal as a new 

home, and CanadalQuebec as a new homeland. As one respondent, who was at first a 

refugee in another republic of the former Yugoslavia and than asylum seeker (reîùgee 

claimant) in Western Europe, singles out Montreal as unique, because "theie is a lot of 



ethnies and cultures, and aîi of them are coexisting in harmony and mutual respectfûhess 

without provocation and intolerance" (Q 29). Despite these positive aspects of this 

multicultural and cosmopolitan attractiveness of Montreal, we will see in the next section 

that Bosnian/Yugodav refùsees also face some 

well as other obstacles that prevent a better and 

citizens in such an attractive city. 

negative impacts of multiculturism as 

fgster integration and king  full-fledge 

Sociologicai research on (irn)migration demonstrates that the immigrants' age, 

knowledge of the language(s), educational and professional slcills as weii as personal 

characteristics and motivation are key figures in the integration process79. As well, the 

immigrants' reception by their new homeland and its people is very important, 

particularly at the fint moments. In terms of the first impressions, the findings show that 

the respondents appreciated the seMces offered at their arrival, in particular those of 

CSAI (Centre Social d'aide aux immigrants). As explained by its director Lorette 

Langlois, CSAI was bom in the aftermath of the W.W.Q and since 1992 is mandated by 

MRCI "pour accueillir et établir les réfugiés publics à Montréal. Depuis 1994, plus de 

2000 personnes ont transité par le centre" (Le Jumelé, ZOO 1 : 8)80. 

According to my findings, such a reception and accommodation of refbgees is 

unique to Quebec where Immigration Québec provides very appreciated services at their 

arrivd, such as: airport reception, accomodaîion in a downtown hotel and welwming 

senrices of the CSAI for the fïrst week, including paper work and assistance in fuiding a 

79 See more details particularly in Marina Ldcsic-Hacin 1995 and Peter KIinar 1985, who besides generai 
theones of migration also daborate issues penaiding to migration flows in the former Yugodavia, with 
special emphasizes on Slovenes as both scholars are fiom Stovenia 



first apartment (Q 10, 11, 12). Besides these positive nrSt Unpressions of, above dl, the 

refeption and immediate hancial security provided by the social service system, there 

are some other favorable elements for their successful integration. Importantly, the 

majority of respondents have good educational skills and long empioyment bistory and 

work experience. With regards to their education," two out of ten have high school, three 

the equivaient of coiiege, two a B-A, and W l y  three MA (Q E). A h ,  al1 of them 

were permanently employed in Bosnia an average of ten to twenty years (Q G, 2,2  a) and 

were vexy satisfied with their job position, salary and social status (Q 2b). This fact is 

also the core of 'Yugonostalgy', or a remorse and memory of lost 'good life' and home. 

As a complete analysis of the integration process is beyond the scope of this 

research, I rather intend to pinpoint some particulanties of the immigration trajectory ihat 

will ultimately enable or disable successful integration. Refiigees in general, and 

specifically these respondents £tom Bosnia, are a particular social group that, by 

definition, is disadvantaged in 'making a new life' as they lost everything they haci, 

including state, property, good jobs, fiends and family, or put simply 'a good life'. 

Furthemore, the circumstances d e r  which a person leaves her or his country play a 

'O See Quebec's newspapm Le Jumelé, Tribune Libre du Réseau Jumdage Imerculturei, Vol 2. no. 1, Mars 
2001 . Le Réseau Jumelage est financé par Governement du Québec, MRCl : Ministére des Relations aves 
les Citoyens et de 1'Immigration. 
'' See mon about Yugoslav immigrants in Quebec, in particuiar about their &cation anci profersion 
profiles in Profils des communautés culturelles du Ouebec (1995) W C C :  Quebec. 



major role in the integration process, because 'forced' migration of refugees implies 

different conditions and opportunities than 'voluntary' eooaomic/business migration 

While refugees pellnarily seek a ' d e  haven' in order to rebuild a lost life, or make a new 

one, the economic immigrants have a prior vision and perspective of their new or betier 

life conditions, particuiarly job opportunities in the country of immigration. 

The main problems andor obstacles of the newwmers, particularly refugees, that 

prevent better integration into Montreal's society and community network are well 

exposed in the above mentioned newspaper Le Jumelé, issue on "Régions du Québec et 

Nouveax Arrivants: Des Actions pour Contrer 1'Exclusion Sociale" (2001). In particular, 

there are two articles h m  Monireal's region that best summarize issues pertaining to 

refugees' problems and obstacles to integration. The first one relates to the Art therapy in 

which the author Hoori Hamboyan summan';.es her interview with an art& h m  Sarajevo 

who declares that she feels "uprooted since her arriva1 in Montreal". Besides this 

Yuprootedness'~ of refiigees, Hiunboyan also exposes the other issues and problems 

pertaining to their integraton process. She states that ''II apparaît que la différence, 

l'isolement, les difficultés avec la langue, le choc culturel. le manque de confiance en 

soi, et le sentiment de culpabilité d'avoir 'abandome' son pays, empêchent ou 

relentissent le processus d'intégration''. With regards to the community support for 

refugees, Hamboyan also notes that "Nous, intemenants auprès des réfugié(e)s, nous nous 

demandons souvent comment améliorer les seMces offerts pour faciliter I'intégration 

dans la société d'accueil et diminuer la soutFrance d'avoir dû fuir loin du pays d'origine" 

(2001:8). The second article is 'Propos" de Lorette Langlais, the director of CSAI, that 

pertains to "L'Accueil des réfugiés", or welcoming senices. Langlais maintains that, 



'Z'Accueil des réfugiés, c'est tout d'abord, la prise de conscience que ces 
personnes ont vécu des situations tragiques : separatiom, ruptures, VioIs, 
tortures, stress, insécurité, exil. D'où, I'exigence d'un suivi aprés leur 
imtallation Pour la première installation, il fm conjuguer le respect des 
clients, le contacts heureux avec les institutions et les entreprises, le suivi 
des rendez-vous et l'efficacité des démarc hes.... Aux organismes d'accueil 
nous recommandons de conjuger la compassion, l'efficacité, h créativité, 
une saine gestion et la patience, espérant que tout va s'améliorer" @ 
Jumelé3 200 1 :8). 

These welcoming services are even more important in the case of refugees who 

are coming as 'uprooted' peoplea2 without the possibility of carefiil chwsing and 

planning of tûeir ernigration, i.e., to plan their resenlement as a desired life project. Even 

though this 'undesireci' emigration means a final rescue and desired opportunïty for 

starting a new Life, the uprootedness of refûgees is undemiining 'successful' integration, 

in particular due to the important difference between age groups. In this regard, the 

majority of respondents are in their late 40s (Q A) and this disadvantage is expressed by 

one responàent's concluding comments: 

"We, people who made and had a 'full and good' life and came to Canada 
in our late 40s, will never be wmpletely integrated as will young people 
who previously have not created neither home nor life. Bosnians are 
traditional people tied to Bosnian soi1 and if the war wodd not have 
happened 1 wodd never leave the former Yugoslavia (SFRY). The 
problem number one is that after 40s integration is harder, particularly due 
to different life-styles and culturd gap between Canada and Yugoslavia. It 
is harder to change yourself and adapt to new life-styles when you are in 
the late 40s. As the Bosnian saying States 'A plant/tree is best transplanted 
while youngm (Q 69). 

see more about issues penUaing to refiigees' identities and their 'uprwtedness7 particuiariy in Liisa H 
Malkki chapter 3 "National Geographic: The Rooting of Peoples and the Territoridkation of National 
Identity among Scholars and Refiigees" in Culture. Power. Place: Exdorations in Criticai An 
(1 997). Akhil Gupta & James Ferguson (eds.), Durtiam & London: Duke University Press. 



Furthemore, al1 the respondents were spomored by the Canadiau govemment, 

which dtimately means coming without money, and consequently, living immediately on 

social assistance. This financial aid is welwmed and appreciated when senling, in 

contrast to the subsequent feehg toward it (Q 14 a). In terms of the 'cultural shock' it is 

noteworthy to mention the impact of the so-calleci 'clhate shock', that is, al1 of the 

respondents who came in winter were quite discouraged and disappointed by the cold and 

snow, and therefore, were less impressed by the beauty of Montreal (Q 2 1). Also, one 

respondent was shocked by the 'tvashing machine", Le., by the existence of the 

laundromats and the fact that people wash their laundry together, because in the former 

Yugoslavia almost everyone had a wasbïng machine in their apartrnent This same 

respondent was M e r  shocked by the "politique santé", in particular, haviog to wait for 

4 or 5 hours in the emergency room before seeing a doctor. 

Although the major* consider themselves weil integrated (Q 49), nevertheless. 

they identifL barriers and obstacles of faster and better integration. The main ones are 

first lack of money (5 out of 7), then linguistic bamien (4) followed by their unemployed 

status. Other obstacles Uiçlude the lack of social connections and interactions, isolation, 

insuficient access to information, lack of leisure M i e ,  social stigma of immigrants as 

poor people as well stigmatization of weIfare recipients (Q 49 a). According to the 

responses in the questionnaire pertaining to participation in urban culture, lack of money 

(particularly for unemployed respondents) is the main reason for their overall decrease in 

life standard and participation in the cultural and social life. This decreese in cultural and 

social life is augmented by a lack of leisure tirne, @cularly for those worlang. In tetms 

of the awareness and participation in various cultural events, the majority of respondents 



are aware and participate in the multitude of 'Eree' cultural wents in Montreal, such as 

the Jazz Fesiival, Montréal Film Festival, St-Jean Baptiste and Canada Day (see List in 

436). As well, they show awareness of the different seMces offered by h a n  cornmuni@ 

organiations, such as YMCA, Access Montreai and Maison de la Culture, some of them 

use these seMces (Q 35). The biggest disadvantage in their new life in Montreal is the 

lack of multieîhnic community inclusive to ail the peoples (nations and natiod 

minorities) from the former Yugoslavia, where they would be able to meet, discuss 

issues, exchange i n f i a t i o n  about events in the former Yugoslavia and job 

opporhinities in Montreal, or elsewhere in the North America. The fïndings point out that 

this negative impact of multicduralism's politics resuIts in the 'non-existence' of a 

multiethnic or multinational Yugoslav community as well as insufficient inclusion in the 

urban community support agencies network for newcomers and refugees. 

In spite of the respondents' awareness of some community agencies for 

newcomers, they insufficiently used their services (Q 22-23). In 1994, the Quebec 

Goverment (MAIICC: Ministère des Maires Internationales, de 1'Tmmigration et des 

Communatés Culturelles) published the Directow of Comrnunity Agencies at the 

SeMce of Newcomen designed as a reference tool to help newcomers integrate into 

Quebec society. This directory includes over 30 wmmunity organizations fiom the city 

of Montred, other towns and cities of the island of Montreal and its south shore. As 

stated in the "Introductory Note", these organizations received hancial assistance in 

1993-1994 h m  the MAIICC "for the reception and settiement of immigrants, 

employment assistance and assistance for the iktncization of immigrants77. Except CSAI 

wbch was the only organization that al1 of the respondents knew and had used its 



-ces, there is insufncient awareness of these d e r  community organimtious for 

aewwmers as the respondents awareness ranges only fkom 2 to 8 organizatom. Even 

more insufncient is the usage of their services, in particular employrnent assistance, as a 

major problem of the respondents is unemployment and unfatlulliarity with the job market 

When asked for comments and suggestions for improving the offered services of 

wmmunity organizations, particuiarly those for newmmen (Q 241, only one (out 

of 7) respondent who recently arrive4 that is in 1999-2000, and is aware of only two 

organizations, CSAl and Centre des femmes de Montreal, sîated that "they are excellent, 

they are helpful as you can address theru for your problems, particuiarly in terms of 

settlement/accommodation" (Q 24). The other respondents who landed between 1994- 

1996, point out that: 

"1- I don? kuow what kind of seMces they offer as 1 am not aware of them, except CSAI 
which gave me what was designed for me; 
2- We need fastet information in our matemal language [Serbo-Croatiaa] provided by the 
center(s) and people in our language in order to avoid 'wandering' and wasting tirne; 
3- Although al1 of them have humanitarian ground, it is coatrary to the mentaiity of the 
fomer Yugosiavs [we are proud people] to accept help in clothing and food supplies, we 
need primary moral support; 
4- 1 would close al1 these organization, except CSAI's seMces to be used for the first 
week, because it is a waste of money. 1 would abolish Welfare and these organktions as 
needless and uselas, instead I am in favor of Immigration's support for settlement and 
jobs search, Le., for support in adaptation of professional skiils through 'stage' programs 
in our professions, and not through 'stupid propms' that they are offering to us; 
5- If Quebec has so many organizations it should give money also to our wmunity 
[Serbian church] to employ our person who would direct us in the fmt moments to avoid 
' wandering' ; 
6- It is very important in the first contact with Canada to be received by someone in our 
lmguage, with our mentality and our taste, i.e., to explain which alimentation resembling 
om,  e.g., the real mayonnaise and not sweet pickled cucumben. Due to the cultural 
differences this is possible ody if provided by a person fiom our cultural milieu, and in 
no case by Canadiaas". 



As 1 have already mentioned, besides the positive aspects of multiculhrralism, 

there is aiso the negative impact of it resuiting in the lack of a 'Yugoslav' multi-ethnic 

community orgmization in Montreal. This lack is parîially due to the non-existence of 

Yugoslavs, multiethnic Bosniaos and resisting Eskhos, and mally due to the 

inadequate multicultural policy. In consequence, the Yugoslav people who are primarily 

anti-aationalist, parciculariy mixed families and the Yugoslavs, lack their own 

community support and network. In addition to the iwufficient support by the above 

maitioned community orgmkmtions for newcomers, the respondents are also excluded 

nom the ethnic communin/ network in their language(s) due to the nationdethnic 

divisions and religious affiliation of al1 of the existiog ethnic communities that are 

concentrated in and around churches (e-g., Serbian, Croat, Muslim, etcJg3. The only 

respondent who participates in various activities of the Serbian church emphasizes that 

the church is not helping them at all, on the contrary the people belp the church (Q 34). 

The other respondents stated that they did not receive any heip or support fkom their 

'ethnic' communities. Moreover, the majority did not even contact these organizations as 

al1 of them are 'nationalistic', and as such inappropriate for them. For this reason, the 

vast majority of respondents addressed the need of having "multinational organization in 

order to be together, and not these divisive ones where we do not belong and cannot find 

ourselves" (Q 34 a). 

Besides the simplistic black-and-white Hollywood scenario about 'good and bai  

guys' in the Balkans* and subsequent rnisinterpretation mdor  biased representaîion of 

- 

As aiready rnentioned, the majority of people in Bo- md Yugoda* wae *ut r&gious e t i o n ,  
Le., they were atheist or did wt practice retigioa See more about existïng e t h n i e  divided communhies 



various and numerous etbnic identities of refiigees fiom the former Yugoslavia, the 

coasequent lack of the des& and needed mdtiethnic Yugoslav comrnunity 

organiation in Montreal is also due to the limits of multiculhrralism, or its negative 

impacts for refügees fkom civil or ethnic conflicts. I share the opinion of Beryl Langer 

(1998) who argues that "the settlement experience of Salvadoran refbgees" demonstrates 

"the limits of multiculturalism" which, thus, should be rethought and rewrittem 1 find his 

critique of multiculhinalism very appropriate for Yugoslavians. Even though Salvadorans 

and Yugoslavs have Werent histories, and consequently diff'erent needs in their new 

homelaod(s), both groups are refbgees fiom ciMl conflicts. In this sense, both challenge 

the ''concept of 'ethnic comm~ty ' "  in multicultural states (Langer refers to Canada and 

Australia) which is based on the exchange of history for ethnicity that, in turn, erases 

their wntested national histories and personai identities. According to Langer, the 

Salvadoran case challenges the foundational concept of 'ethnic community', "for 

refùgees fiom civil conflicts CO- the boundaries of an 'imagined cornrnunity' in 

tems of social and political divisions not easily papered over by 'ethnicity"' (1998:163). 

Langer m e r  explains that "the history-ethnicity exchange implicit in rnulticulturalism 

rests on a fictive separation of culture fiom politics which is in pracbce unsustainable" 

(1998: 166). In other words, the mdticulturai concept of 'ethnic cornmutities' constructs 

the 'Salvadoran ethnicity' in diaspora regardless of the fact that 'k ing Salvadoran is not 

a matter of ethnicity but of citizenship, and within Salvadom citizenship 'difference' is 

marked in tenns of class, politics, region, and whether or not one's forebean were hdian 

or IIispanic*' (Langer, 1998: 167). 

fiom the former Yugoslavia in Pfofiles des communautés ailweiies du Ouebec (1995) MAIlCC: Quebec, 



Centrai to Langer's criticism of the concept of 'ethnic community' is that 

"rnulticuituralism proceeds on the dubious assumption that these divisions [of class, 

religion, race/ethnicity and region] are rendered irrelevant by the experience of 

migration" (1998: 164). In his words, 

"Contested histories which produce different subject-positions have no 
place wittiin the discourse of multiculturalism, which constNcts 
immigrants not as bearers of history but as bearers of something called 
'ethnic culture' - or culture divorceci fiom history. For Wvadorans, the 
journey to 'countries of immigration' like Australia and Canada is a 
journey frws history to ethnicity, stepping out of the continuhg drarna of 
civil war and negotiated peace in Central Amerka into the cast of an 
'ethnic group' in which divisions of class and politics are glossed by 
unities of culture and language" (1 998: 165). 

Langer M e r  notes that, for this reason, multiculturalism ''gives immigrants the 

right to retain theîr language, music, food, religion and folkloric praçtices, but not the 

racial, religious or class conflicts". He argues that "Migrants are expected to leave their 

history at the door, ... and embrace the convenient fiction of 'ethnicity"'. Accordkg to 

Langer, this exchange of history for ethnicity is due to the k t  that multiculturalism, "as 

ideology and state policy, ... was negotiated in the context of pst-war migration from 

nations which had been on different sides, and whose intemal divisions were a m e r  

source of potential waflict" ( 1 998: 165). 

Furthmore, due to the fact that Salvadoran refùgees are '900 small and too 

divided" a group for successN bbalternative fûnding claims within the h e w o r k  of 

multiculturalism", theu destiny is to belong to "Spanish-speaking, ... or Latin American, 

community" that is unified ody by "languagey7 regardless of "the cornplex histories of 



conquest and postcolonial struggle" in the Merent Spanish-speaking corntries (Langer, 

1998:168-169). Thus, Langer argues that muIticuIturaiism7s reconsüucîion of the 

political as culturai is a fom of "misrecognition" ops ing  Salvadorans' "existential 

need for 'recognition' and 'dignity '" (1 998: 169, 1 75). For this reason, he suggests that we 

must d e f d  not "'multicu.lturalism'" ... mut] 'divenity', which is demonstrably not 

always 'recognized' either within 'ethnie communities' or between them". Langer daims 

that, in the Salvadoran case, we must acknowledged the historical conditions which 

created this diversity as "we are deaiing not just with 'cultural difZermce7 but with the 

contestai histories through which that difference has been inscribeci" (1998: 175). 

In this regard, Langer's argument about this 'misrecognition' of Saivadomn 

refugees is similar to mine about the complexity of the Yugoslavian history and the 

current civil war(s) including various ethnic identities of war victirns, and theu 

subsequent 'misrecognition' in Canada, wbich promotes multiculturalism. As the civil 

war in Salvador did not include ethnic war as is the case with Yugoslavs, these two 

groups have different needs regarding comrnunity organïzation in their new homeland(s). 

While Salvadorans need a hgmented community network that would embrace ail 

intemal (not-ethnic) divisions, Yugoslavs/Bosnians need a united multi-ethnic 

orgmiattion that would embrace dl nations and uationaiitiedminorities fkom the former 

Yugoslavia. However, both groups lack the adequate understanding of their coatested 

histones and cultural identities as well as the appropriate community or&anizations. Aiso. 

both groups are disadvantaged in terms of hding claims within the hmework of 

rnulticulturalism as they are t w  s m d  and without stable leadership. For these reasons, 1 



argue tbat both groups challenge the limits of dticdturalism and strongly support 

Langer's daim that, 

"In the wntext of m u l t i c u i ~  politics, 'ethnic wmmunity' best be 
und- as a rhetaricd device for legitimating clairns to 'leadership' 
and infiastructural support, on the one hami, and as a bureaucratie fiction 
dictated by the need to rationalize the diminishing resources available for 
migrant welfare services' on the other. It is, however, a rhetorid device 
that recoguizes neither the heterogeneity of contested history uor the 
complex and contmdictory conditions of identity-formation with the 
global cultural economy. Narratives of 'ethnic community' must therefore 
be rewrîtten in terms which guarantee citizenship without suppressing 
difference" (1 998: 1 76). 

Besides the historicai and political background regarding the emergence of the 

phenornena of statelessness, homelessness and rightlessness wbich, for some social and 

national groups oVin Yugoslavia(s), rdected a century long destuiy of king  

apatride/stateless7 this chapter bas provided some valuable answers to my research 

questions. ui particular What are the main probiems or obstacles of Bosnian refbgees in 

creating a new home in Montreal, or rebuilding a lost one? How are they supporteci by 

the various urban community organhtions, particularly by their etbnic one@) ? What 

kind of help do they have and to what extent are their needs king fûlfilled? 

As I have argueû, the lack of a multiethnic Yugoslav comunity organization is 

the foremost disaàvantage in the integration process for the refbgees from 

BosnialYugoslavia If thqr had such a multietbnic commwiity network and support, they 

would be less isolated, as well as would have better circulation and access to the 



information regarding job opportunities. Consequently, with good jobs and more money 

they would be able to enrich their participation in diverse cultural events offereâ by 

mdticdturai and cosmopolitan Montreal. Also, such multietlmic commwity would help 

them to preseme the 'mdtinationai and muhicultural' Yugoslav tradition. As weli, it 

wouid enable refiigees to discuss their 1 . e  problems and exchaage opinions and 

memones with people who wouid understand them as they sbare the same destiny. 

Ultimately, it wouid help them to fed 'more at home' in Montreal and better appreciate 

Canadian muiticuituralism, pmticulariy the assistance of various community agencies for 

newwmers. 



As 1 have argue4 the collapse of socialist Yugoslavia is a cornplex issue that 

exceeds the iimited theoretical fhmeworks of both theories of nation and nationalism, 

primordiaiism and constructivism. The modest amount of Iiterature on the "nation" and 

on "nationalism" that 1 read and presented in this shidy suggests that both schools of 

thought focus their analysis exclusively on ethnic oatiooalism, or for the purpose of this 

paper, internal Bakmktion Because of this, they fail to embrace and explain the 

broder international ecoaomic and geopolitical perspectives. The answer to or the 

anaiysis of the question "What went m n g  or Why did Yugoslavia collapse?" cannot be 

reduced to internal factors. Rather, it should include both a foreign dimension as well as 

ùiternol nationalist forces. In my view, the history of Yugoslavia reflects neither 

primordialist daims about ancieut hatreds among Yugoslav nations nor constructivist 

arguments about the artificiality of its imagineci community. Instead, the povided 

historical retrospective of the Bahnization illustrates a centuries-long stniggle of the 

South Slavs for the liberation fiom various colonial powers. 

Both theones ascnbe 'divine' characteristics to the nation by claiming that its 

birth and the icieal type of a stable national identity can be found only in the West For 

both schools, Eastern Europeans on the contrzuy have unstable identities, basing 

themselves on 'collectivity or solidarity' instead of Western individulisni and/or 

liberdism. For this reason, even though the literature on nation and nationalism is 

divided between primordialism and coostnictivism, both scbools, in discussing the 

Yugoslav civil war due to ethnic nationalism, refer to the seven Yugoslav nations as 



'ethaic or ethnomtiod' groups. In the Yugoslav conte* both theoretical approaches 

-h a dead-1-k by claiming the 'irreso1vabilityY of natiodist d i c t s ,  in Bnibaker's 

view, for example, or 'the clash of civiiizations' and 'Ion-coutry syndrome' in the 

Balkans, as  advocated by Huntington. 

I have demonstrateci in this study that on the interna1 level, Yugoslavia was 

created and shaped by both 'Ccentripeîai and centrifugsl forcesyy (Djilas, 1996; Crnobmja 

1994). While it is true that within the twentieth century there have ken, every 50 years, 

bloody donta t ions  or 'etbnic' conflicts among Yugoslav nations, it is also true tbat 

there were strong centripetal tendencies resulting in the unity of the South Slavs and 

creatioa of a common state(s). While the origins of ethnic donalism and conflicts are 

rather recenk the Yugoslav idea about the unity of al1 South Slavs into one state and the 

creation of one modern nation is traceable to the Enlightenment We have seen that 

Yugoslav nations (alphabeticaliy: Croats, Macedonians, Montene-, Musiims, Serbs, 

Sloveniaus, and Yugoslavs) never described themselves as 'ethnic groups'. Similady to 

Ukrainians, they perceived themselves as ' m d  or peoplehtion, rather tban as 'nacijd 

or nation. Also, the whole of the former Yugoslavia could be defined as a mono-ethnic 

state (Djilas 1996; Calhoun, 1997). Moreover, the Yugoslav idea was shaped by both 

civic and ethnic mtionalisrn, includuig political and cultural projezts. 

My theoretical and empirical findiogs suggest that Yugoslavism was, and still is, 

a viable and noble idea in spite of a small percentage of statistically registrated 

'Yugoslavs'. This paradoxical seventh nation of Yugoslavia instead of proving the 

'weakness' or 'anificiality' of the Yugoslav idea and state, rather shows 

'supranationality' of Yugoslavism built on sociaiist internationalism and the idea of 



political d î y  and wmrnunity of its cibiznis and working people. Yugoslavism was and 

is a fonn of civic nationalism, embracing 'declared' and 'undeclared' Yugoslavs In 

contrast to ethnic nationalism, it referred to citizemhip and not ethnicity. In fact, peoples 

were simuifaneously both Yugoslavs and Croats, Serbs, Muslims, etc. Mi l e  

Yugoslavism, or Yugoslav national identity, was based on citirenship and individuality 

(or personality), the ethnic projects have reduced 'individuais' into 'nationals'. The 

history of Yugoslavia then illustrates recent hatreds as well as 'viability' instead of 

'artificidïty' of the state. 

nie Yugoslav nations, particularly in multinational Bosnia, did not histoncally 

hate each other. On contrary, 1 have argued that the peoples of Yugoshvia, particularly 

Bosnians, rather developed a muiticultural and multinational society based on peaceful 

and respectful CO-existence, which they loved as such. For this reason, the majority of 

Bosnian people or 'Bosanci', meaning the nations and nationalities of Bosnia, resisted 

ethnic nationalism and consequent civil war. The overwhelming presence of the 

'Yugoslavs' in my survey fïndings supports the above argument. As we have also seen, 

the majority of victims of the ethnic cleansiag were Yugoslavs and mixed families, 

besides 'the new' rninorities whose status al1 confiicting parties tried to avoid. The 

presence of one 'Yugoslav Eskimo' in my fidings symbolically supports my argument 

about the anti-~tionalist politicai climate and multiethnic resistance to the war, in 

particdar, in compleîely ethnically mkeû Bosnia - a mini Yugoslavia hdeed, Yugoslavs 

became Eskimos or Gypsies, refugees in their homeland and abroad 

The Yugoslav dilemma ernbraces both extemal and internal forces. Socialist 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was apparently a noble and successful experiment of 



both a not-for-profit orientecl economy based on socid ownership and an e-ple of self- 

govanance by workers and ci- uaited in an advanced mode1 of multinational 

federation composed of nations and national rninorities - nationalities. While nations, and 

not republics, as in the case of the former Soviet Union, were sovereim nationai 

minorities enjoyed the sarne rights and duties as national majorities. Also, they perceived 

themseives as the Abonguials ('starosedeoci') of the BallrsosPIugoslavia I have argued 

that the violent collapse of Yugoslavia is due to the non-correspondence of the borders 

between etbnic pups/nations and administrative borders of the republics. Above al], it 

is due to early and unrasonable international recognition of the new successor states in 

their republicaq thus not natiodethnic, borders without any guaranteed protection of 

national minority rights. Indeed, the historical retrospective of my thesis about the 

primacy of extemal Balkanization in the Yugoslav context reveals that the foreign 

dimension, or the (neo)colonialization of the Balkans, bas a long history. 

The ethnic divisions and stniggie over borders and temtories, or 'intemal' 

Balkanization, are rather the consequence of previous 'external' Balkanization, that is, 

the division and subjectioo of the South Slavs due to the geopolitical and strategic 

importance of their territow and economic interests of the great powers. Prior to the 

recent ethnic, or htenial war(s) in Yugoslavia, there were massive, multinationa~ 

workers demonstrations across Yugoslavia provoked by deep emnomic and socio- 

political crises induced, according to Chossudovsky, by "the macro-economic structural 

adjustment reforms of the MF and the World Bank" (19%, 1997). In 1990, the second 

round of a new "economic package" atiditiodly fueled 't6e process of political 

ballcanization and secessionism" (ChossudovsQ, 1 997:246). 



The Yugoslav Drama and consequent refbgee cnsis can be historically perceived 

as one hrmdred years of statelessness, homelessness and rightlessness due to imperialisrn 

and toealitsuianism, or in my words, extemai Baikanization, which historicafly has 

produced or enabled the intemal Balkanization, including the expulsion of 

'undesirables'. The history of "Divide and Rule" politics in the Balkan shows that 

Yugoslavia(s) was created and desiroyed by the e>demal imperidkt powers as well as by 

extemal and interna1 totalitarian forces. In consequence, some of Yugoslav national 

minorities were in the Grst lines in the twentieth century of emerging modern European 

apatrides, the oldest group of HeimutIosen. These first Yugoslav apatrides in post-W. W.1 

Europe were superseded in W.W.II nrst by the victims of Nazism and then with political 

emigration of Nazi collaborators"; and now, in this recent war, by an estimated 4 million 

refugees caused by the displacement &or upmtedness of the designateci 'undesirable' 

population. This legacy of apatrides is primarily due to the extemal Balkanizsttion, or the 

'old and new' world orders, which are inherent to the XXth century's history of 

Y ugoslavia. 

As we have seen, the recent national movements (re)appropriated the national 

symbols and flags from the 'dark' Nazi past As the ideology and practice of these 

movements and their new states reflect national (racial, or etbnic) intolerance fkom 

W.W.II, any fuwe analyses of the recent aggressivechau~nist-ethnic nationalism in 

Yugoslavia with its destructive &ects shouid incorporate an analysis of the origins of 

totalitarianism, particularly totaiitarian state terrorism, remarkably d y z e d  by Hannah 

84 whicb included both the Yugoslavian nations (Croatilui Ustashi, Serbian Chetniks, etc.) and the 
Yugoslavian national Wnorities (Gennan FoIkdDjcers, Italiam, Hungarians, Amanians, etc.) 



Arendt (1973). As well, Zygmunt Bauman's (1989) analYsisa5 of the intimate relationship 

between modemity and the Holocaust can be very useful for understanding both the 

homors of state t m r  in the Nazi spoasored state of Croatia (the so calleci "Independent 

State of Croatia" which also included Bosnia, 1941-1945), and the ment events and 

practice of ethnic cleansing in the new successor states of the fomer Yugoslavia. As 

Cmobmja (1994) and Djilas (19%) note, the genocide of the Se*, Jews and Roma 

people (Gypsies) in W.W.I.1 was downplayed by Tito's col~~nunist regime in order to 

maintain the socialia policy of 'brotherhood and unity', a war time slogan. Tito believed 

that 'the dark spirits' (of the not-so-ancient past) codd be overcome by tuming toward a 

'bright socialist future' as well as by recognizhg five constitutive nations of Yugoslavia 

(since 1963 six with Bosnian Muslims) and by giving extensive rights to national 

niitiorities, including political and cultural autonomy for two provinces, Vojvodina and 

Kosovo, where the two largest minorities, Hmgarians and Albanians, live. 

Indeed, the recent refugee crisis emerged .due to the 'ethnic cleansing' or 

expulsion of an unwanted population (Hayden, 1996 and Samary, 1995). The current 

Yugoslav Saga of massively displaced people emerged due to such 'purification' and 

entaileci uprootedness of 'undesirables'. Although, on the one hand, present day 

naturalhtioo policies are more appropriate and accessible for refugeedapatrides than 

they were in pst-war Europe (W.W.1 and W.W.II), on the other han& there is ever- 

growing nurnber of refugees worldwide. The hdings, albeit limiteci, of my exploraîory 

research suggest thst Bosnian/Yugoslav refiigees have additional burdens and obstacles 

in rebuilding a lost home in Montreal, or in any other new homeland This is primarily 

Set more daaiis in Zygmunt Buimsn. Modem@ and the Hoiouun., 1989, in particulsr, ch. 4 'nie 



due to the insufficient and simpiistic explanation of the civil war by Western media and 

politicians, particularly regarding the etbnic or national identities of these refbgees, with 

the consequena that the Yugoslavs, Bosniaas and Eskimos practically do not exist in 

such schema Similady, their muihnational 

Yugoslavia is ornitteà in media reports. 

We have dso seen that Montreal 

resistance to the division and hternal war in 

as a multicuitural and cosnopolitan city is 

highly appreciated by Bosniam and Yugoslavs as it reminds them of their multinational 

and multicultural country that they lost forever. As such, multicultural Montreal offers 

Bosnians, d e r  their expexiencing the horroa and suffiering of this %est of al1 possible 

worlds' in Voltaire's sense (Candide or Mmism, 1947), an appropriate and fertile soi1 

for 'cultivating their new garden'. Simifarly to Voltaire's Candide who reaiized that the 

world in his time was fa- from king 'the best of al1 possible ones' and that consequently 

life is a permanent stniggle and suffering, today's refbgees from BosnidYugoslavia corne 

to the same conclusion, that is, io Candide's words 'it is a time to go and work in the 

garden' in order to survive. 

Besides the positive implications of multiculturalism, there are also negative 

effects of it that are additionai obstacles for Bosnian rehigees in their 'cultivating of a 

new garden' or rebuilding a lost life. First and foremost is the lack of a nuftiethnic 

Yugoslav comunity that would ultimately enable them to faster and better integrate into 

Quebec's society and feel more 'at home' in multicultural Montreal. For this reason, 

muiticulturaiism policy should be rewritten and inclusive for smdl ethnic or netional 

groups. My findings show that lack of money (due to unemployment or 'badly' pgid 

Uniqueness and Normaiity of the Holocaust" and ch. 6 "The Ethics of Obedience (Reading Milgram)". 
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immigrant jobs), linguistic barriers and a lack of leisure time are the main causes and 

reasons for the overall decrease in participation in culturai and social Me, or in 

Montreai's rich d a n  culture. As one respondent States "every beginning is hard and 

t h e  consumingn7 particulady if people are 'uprwted' and displaced in their mature age 

after losing everytbing they had in their lives. 

As pointai out in this study, th is  loss primanly meaas the 'loss of a good Me' and 

the 'freedom of choice' as multinational socialist Yugoslavia was an economic success 

with a mostiy publicly owned not-for-profit economy that offered affordable public 

transportation, housing' and utilities. As Parenti points out, "Between 1960 and 1980 it 

had one of the most vigorous growth rates: a decent standard of living, fiee medical care 

and education, a guaranteed right to a job, one-month vacation with pay, a literacy rate of 

over 90 percent, and a Life expectancy of 72 y-'' (2000:2). This thesis has hopeNly 

enlarged our horizon of understanding of the issues pertaining to the past and present life 

experinice of refbgees, in particular, why the majority of the respondents are still 

' ~u~onos ta l~ ic '~~ .  This loss of 'fieedom of choice' that is central to the refrigee 

problematic is remarkably expressed (in a postcard showing two women on a wirady &y 

watching the ocean on the Mozambique coast) by the well-established Canadian artist 

Laiwan: "try to give reason for having lefi - there is no reason in 1e-g - there could 

have been a choice - one leaves when home is made a foreign place - this is never for you 

to choose - there is no good reasan to choose precariousness ..." (Laiwan, Bumaby Art 

Gallery: May 2000). 

- 

86 While Caihoun points out that in S e r b i  by 1996 nationalism was replaced by 'Yugo-nostalgia' ( 1997: 135, 
note 7), 1 saw a meaningfùi Graphite ''KU di Yugonodgics (Llbiti me Yugo)i~sfal~cure) in the sumxner of 



1 want now to conclude with m e  important fïndings of my eqlorstory s w e y  

research The foremost one is to rewrite rnulticdturism in order to include and establish a 

multiethnic Yugosiav community. Regardiess of whether such a wmmunity will ever 

corne imo existence, one should keep in mind that some of the refugees (piuticularly 

Yugoslavs and Bosoians) 'chose' resettlernent or precariousness of their new life in 

Canaàa, because they did not want to auswer the question: "What is your natiodity? Are 

you Serb, Croat or Muslim, etc.?". As weii, one shouid not believe the worldwide 

media's established myth of ethnic natiodism and ancient hatreds that is inhereut to the 

histov of Yugoslavia, because still today the refùgees of d l  Yugoslav nations and 

nationalities do not hate each other. On the contrary, when they h d  money and the, 

together they will enjoy Montreal's multiculhiral night Life by dancing and singing 'as in 

the old good times' in the bars where they can listen to 'their' music perfonned, for 

example, by a (refugee) band with the meaninghil name "Gypsies fiom Sarajevo". 

1997 rd the bus station in Croatia (Krafina) on the Eghway called 'Brotherhood and Unity". 1 am not 
suggestïng and 1 do not bdicve that this graphite represents the opinion of aü Croatian people. 
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW GUIDE pp.I-xxxvIII 

(Onginal version in Serbo-CrOatian, legal paper 8.5 x 14) 



INTERVIEW GUIDE 

LNrnRmErnR NOTE.. 
PLEASE, Rl3W REQDREFULLY A U  RESPONDENT'S NOTES, QUESmONS AND 
PROBES. IF I2ZE ANSWEXS ARE AMBIGUOU' VAGUE OR IIVCOWLETE USE 
 ROBES AMl ALWAYS ASK FOR SPECImC EXXMPLES: "ANY OT&ER 
RERTONS?", UCOULD YOU PLEASE BE MORE PRECISE?". YCOC.  POU 
EXPLAIN FURTRER?". AL WA YS CHECK ZïYE APPROPW îE BRACdCETS FOR 
AUCH OF ZME PROmED CAIEWRCES T&ATAPPLY. IF RESPONDEm DO 
NOT RECOGNZE ïZEMSELK€?S IN ANY OF TaIE PROVIDED CIARTGO'S, 
PROBE FOR OIZIER DlBCRIPZ1ONS AND PERCEPïXONS OF ZHE 
SITUATION. ZN OTaER WORDS, CONSDER SUCS QUESIZONS AS OPEN- 
E-. NO= T&14T RWERKEPKER'S NOTES ARE m N  lN ITALICS 
ORDER TO BE CLEARLY DIFEERENTLATED FROM ZHE RESFONI)ENT9S 
NOifESAND~STRUCTIONS. ïYZY TO INCLLUDE A U  F M Y M E m E R T  M O  
LJW MlW RESPONDENT AND ARE W I N G  TO RESPOND, EoGm, 
mm, ~ S B ' M ~ ,  FLQNCEE@), COMMON LAW ??AR= 
SIBUWGS, COUSWV(S,A IF KfZEY ARE m G  TO PARlKW!!TE IN ZWE 
RWER W W ,  CHECK Z1ZE APPROPRL4TE ANSmRT SEPARQ TEL Y FOR EACH 
PERSON T&4T APPLP. AFTER ASgZNG FOR PERMISSION TO TAPE ZZE 
m R C Z E W ,  START MZE? ïîîE FZRTT SET OF QUESIXONS AND FOLLOW 

RWTRUCTIONS AND ECOWOF TBE QWESïXONNAIRE 

RESPONDENT NOTE: 

STUDY ABOUT RECENT NEWCOMERS FROM THE FORMER 
WGOSLAVIA, THE MAIN PURPOSE OF MY RESEARCH IS TO EXPLORE 
THE CONDITIONS UNDER WEICE YOU HAVE ARRIVED AND RESETTLED 
IN QUEBEC AS WELL AS YOUR EXPERIENCE OF URBAN CULTURE IN 
MONTREAL. IN ORDER TO EXPLORE SOME OF TEESE IMPORTANT 
MOMENTS OF YOUR LIFE ELISTORY, TEE QUESTIONNAIRE IS DIVIDED 
INTO TaREE SECTIONS OF QUESTIONS. THE WI'ERVIEW WILL TAKE 
APPROXLMATELY 45 MINUTES. YOUR PARTICIPATION IS EIIGHLY 
APPRECIATED AND INVALUABLE TO THE ACCURACY AND SUCCESS OF 
THE3 STUDY. PLEASE NOTE THAT YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL REMAIN 
CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE ABOUT ANSINERING 
ANY OR ALL OF TEE QUESTIONS, YOU MAY DECLINE FROM 
ANSWERING ANY OR AT ANY TIME DO YOU HAVE ANY 
OBJECTIONS IF 1 TAPE TEE INTERVIEW? 



THIS FIRST SECTION OF TEE INTERVIEW EMBRACES SOME GENERAL 
INFORMATION AND DEMOGRAPHICI DATA. IT ALSO INCLUDES 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CONDITIONS THAT SURROUNDED YOUR 
RESETTLEMENT IN CANADA. PLEASE TRY TO BE PRECEE IN YOUR 
DESCRIPTIONS AND EXPLGNATIONS. 

aVTERnErnR NOTE= 
PLEASE &4 WT ZüB DEMOGRAPnC SECTION (Q A-K, pp. Il-kJ aY FRONT OF 
YOU DUIWVG îï¶E INTERmW 22V ORDER TO BE TO ASK îïî!E 
CORRECT QUESîTMS OR CITEGORIEWOPTIONS, 

QA)  AGE: 

[ ] 65 and over 

Q B )  GErnER: 

[ ] femaie 

[ ] other, please SPECIFY: 

Q c) CURRENT MARITAL STATUS: 

[ ] married 



[ ] wmmon law 

[ ] other, please SPECIFY: 

Q D) Do you bave children? 

[ ] Yes ->GO TO QUESTION 1 

[ ] NO -> GO TO QUESTION E 

Q E) What is the highest level of education you have completed in the former 
Yugoslavia? 

[ ] elementary schwl 

[ ] secondary schml 

[ ] university degree, please SPECIFY: [ ] B.A [ ] M.A [ ]  Ph.D. 

[ ] other 

Q F.) What was your primary occupation before leaving tbe fomer Yugoslavia? 

[ ] unskilled worker 

[ ] skilied worker 

[ ] specialized worker 

[ J civil servant 

[ J adminis~tor/m831âger/boo~eeper 

[ 1 engineer in any field 

[ ] technicianlrnechanic in any field 

[ ] social scientist, e.g., lawyer, social worker, joumalist, teacher/Prof , etc. 

[ ] medical personal, e.g., doctor, nurse, technician, etc. 



[ ] other 

Q G-)  Were you employed in the former Yugoslavia? 

[ ] Yes -> GO TO QUESTION 2 

[ ] No, s p i @  reasons: 

NOW GO TO QUESTION H 

Q H) In which republic of the former Yugoslavia were you born? 

[ ] Slovenia [ ] Montenegro 

[ ] Croatia [ 1 Macedonia 

[ ] Bosnia and Hercegovina [ ] Serbia, please SPECFY: 

a) Republic Serbia 
b) Province Vojvodina 
c) Province Kosovo and Metohia 

Q 1.) In which republic d i s  your 'home' meaning the place were you lived prior to 
the civil war in Yugoslavia? 

[ ] Slovenia [ 1 Montenego 

[ 1 Croatia [ ] Macedonia 

[ ] Bosnia and HercegoWia [ ] Serbia, please SPECIFY: 

a) Repubiic Serbia 
b) Proven Vojvodina 
c) Province Kosovo and Metohia 

QI.) Was your last permanent residency in the fornier Yugoslavia, meaning the 
country where you bas resided on a permanent basis for one year or more 
regardless of having legai status of a permanent residence, the same as the 
above memtioned republic of your 'home'? 



Q JI  .) Did you change your permanent residency due to the onset of the civil \var in 
1991? 

Il yes GO TO QUESIION 3 

11 No GO TO QUESTION K 

Q Ki) YEAR AND PLACE OF W I N G  IN CANADA? 

a) Year: b) Place: 

[ ]  < 1985 [ J Montreal 

[ ]  1986 - 1990 [ ] Toronto 

[ ]  1991 - 1993 []Ottawa 

[ ]  1994 - 1996 [ ]  Vancouver 

[ ]  1997 - 1999 [ ] other 

[ ]  2000 + 

Q KI .) Since living in Canada, did you live only in Montreal or you lived in another 
Canadian city(ies)? 

[ ] o d y  in Monîreal 

[ 3 elsewhere in Quebec 

[ ) elsewhere in Canada 

INTERVIEWER NOTE: 
T E E  DEMOGRAPEIIC SECTLON IS NOW COMPLETED. PLEASE CO TO 
QUESTION 5 AND FOLLOW THE USUAL NUMERICAL SEQUENCE, LE., Q 
5,6,7, ETC. 



Q 1 .) Were any of your children born in Montreal? 

[ ] Y ~ s  -> (GO TO QUESTION IL) 

[ ] NO ---> (CO TO QUESTION E) 

Q la) Could you compare your children born in Montreal with your children bom in the 
former Yugoslavia? 

(Robe: Any d f f e r q  p4rticrrlIVIy in te- of t k ' r  &ng, mir, social beArQYtOr 
ond interadioas? CouCdyw CO- C W m e  wUcr, such as fm ollowance, rpx 
benefrfs, &ycare and education, between Quebed7lulod4 and the fonner Yugosl~~ià?) 

NOW GO TO QUESTION E 

Q 2.) Were you employed: 

PLEASE, ASK ALL QUESTIONS I2VSEQUENCE FROM Q 2 - 2e 
[ ] fiill-tirne: 

a) pement/on salary 
b) on contract 

[ ] other, please SPECIFY: 

Q 2a) How long have you been employed in this position? 

[ ] 10 - 20 years 

[ ] 6 months - 1 year [ ] 20 - 30 years 



Q 2 b.) On a scale of O - 5, how would you grade satisfaction with your job 
position, salary and social status prior îo 199 1, where 

O is not at al1 satisfied 
1 is minimal satisfktion 
2 is somewhat satisfied 
3 is satisfied 
4 is very satisfied 
5 is extremely satisfied 

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER: 

a) job wsition: > O 

c) social status: > O 

Q 2c.) Why do you grade like this the satisfaction with your job position, salary and 
social staîus? 

Q 2d) Are you entitled or receiving a pensioi fiom the former Yugoslavia? 

[ J  Yes, 1 am: 
a) entitîed 
b) receiving 

I lNo 

Q 2e.) Could you specie reasons why you an or are not entitled to a pension or other 
employment benefits? 

NOW GO TO QUESTION H 



Q 3.) For *ch specifk reasom and under wbich circumstances have you changed your 
permanent residency? 

(Probe: Did you inove wCunturiry,flce or were you eqdled?) 

GO TO NEXT QUESTION 4 

Q 4 .) Since 1991, in how many countrieslrepublics did you live prior to your arriva1 to 
Canada? 

PLEASE CIRCLE TEE APPROPRIATE NIRUBER. 

Q 4a.) What was your official status in thidthese countries/republics? 

[ ] a refbgee 

[ 1 a citizen 

[ ] a permanent resident 

[ ] an economic immigrant 

[ ] politicai immigrant/asyium claimant 

[ ] tourist 

Q 4b.) Why you did not stay there? 

GO TO QUESTION K 

Q 5. )  What were your exisîential resources, i-e., how did you survive and provide 
necessities for Living for yourself7fiiIILily between 1991 and your arriva1 to 
Canada? 



(Prabe: Wwe yovr aiways enattled 10 work La, Wng a work permit? Dld yov ahuoys 
hme a job? Wkrrt Rind of job@) Clydyou kadi&?) 

Q 6.) How many time did you apply for permanent residency in Canada? 

PLEASE CIRCLE TEE APPROPRIATE NUMBER: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 10+ 

Q 6a) Why did you choose to live in Canada? 
(Probe: Since youjrrst opplid h m  long it took to g& an invnàegrafron &a?) 

Q 6b.) How would you summarize the immigration process for Canada, for 
example, was it 

C 1 cheap or [ ] expensive 

C 1 f '  or [ ] slow 

[ ] other, piease SPECIFY: 

AWTERKKERER NOTE: 
FROM NOW ON, UWEREKE" IS NOT SPECIFIED MIETBER TLlE QUESnON 
RELATES TO C4NADA OR MONTREAL ASK FOR BOTH 110 RESPOmENT HAS 
U h l l E D  OR U K E D  ELSEUBZIRE T&AN MONTREAL IN CONTRQST, ASK 
FOR MONTREAL IF RESPONDENTLANPED OR L ï W D  ONLYRV MONT- 
(REFER TO Q K-Au)* 

Q 7.) What was your intended or desired destination in Canada? 

[ ] Montreal > CO TO QUESTION 8 

[ ] Toronto 



[ ] Vancouver 

[ 3 Mer, please SPECIFY: 

Go TO QUESTION 7 a. 

Q 7 a.) Why would you prefer this city to Montreai? 

NOW GO TO QUESTION 8 

Q 8.) Prior to resettlement, did you have any niends or relatives aiready living in 
Canada or Montreal? 

[ ] Yes: > GO TO QUESTION 9 
a) in Montreal 
b) in Toronto 
c) in Ottawa 
d) Vancouver 
e)  other, specify: 

IN0 > GO TO QUESTION 10 

Q 9.) What kind of help or support îhey offer to you regarding your resettlement in 
Canada? 

[ ] sponsorship for immigration visa 

[ ] financial support 

[ ] mord support 

[ ] hospitaiity for the first moments in CanadaMontreal 

[ ] fïnding the fûst apartmeat 

[ ] paper work and translations 



[ ] none 

[ ] other, specw: 

Q 10) Did you have any help or support in managiog the hi moments in 
MonWCauada? 

[ ] Yes: > GO TO QUESTION 11 
a) fiom fnenddrelatives 
b) fiom community organhtions, specim NAME: 
c) other, specifjc 

[ ] No, I manageci al1 alone > CO TO QUESTION 12 

Q 1 1 .) What kind of hetp and support did they give or offer to you? 

[ ] financial support 

[ J moral support 

[ ] hospitality for the first moments in CanadaMontreal 

[ ] finding the first apartment 

[ ] paper work translations 

[ ] accueilVwelcoming services 

[ ] other, specie 

Q 12.) Where âid you sleep the fïrst week in Canada/Montreal? 

[ ] Hotel Mantirne arranged by Quebec Immigration 

[ ] at frienddrelatives 

[ 1 WVKA 

[ 3 Hotel 



[ ] Othe, spec*: 

Q 13.) On a sale of 0-5, bow would you eaimate your laiowiedge of French and English 
languages when you first arrived in Canada/Montreal, where 

O = no knowledge at al1 
1 = minunal knowledge 
2 = somewhat knowledge 
3 = gooâ knowledge 
4 = very good Laowledge 
5 = exceilent/£iuent knowledge 

a) French Irineuaee 

not at al1 
a) read: -> O 1 2 3 

b) speak > O 1 2 3 

c) write: 3 O 1 & 7 3 

b) Enelish laneuage 

not at al1 
a) read: > O 1 2 3 

b) speak > O 1 - 7 3 

c) write: > O 1 2 3 

fluent 
4 5 

fluent 
4 5 

Q 13a.) Did you l e m  French or English languages in the school in Yugoslavia? 

[ ] Yes: 
a) French 
b) English 

ClNo 

Q 14.) What was your intendeci or desired occupation in CanadaMontreal? 

[ ] the same as previous in the fonner Yugoslavia 



Q 14a) How did you provide for living for yourseWWy in the first year? 

[ ] I received Welfare 

Q 14b.) Are you or were you employed since living in MontreaVCaristia? 

[ ] 1 was employed 

[ ] 1 am empioyed 

[ ] 1 am unemployed and 1 receive Welfare since arriva1 

[ ] Other, sp i@:  

Q 14 c.) How are you providing for living at this moment? 

[ 1 1 worWemployed 

[ ] 1 receive U. 1. 

f 1 1 receive Welfare 

] 1 receive a student financial assistance (loan or bursary) 

IF 14 a, b, c = WELFARE GO TO QUESTION 15, 
OTHERWSE GO TO THE NEXT QUESTION 

Q 14 d) Are or were you worbg in your profession, or close to it? 

[ 1 yes 

[IN0 



Q 14e.) How long did you need to get a nrst job in MontreaVCanada? 

[ ] c 6 months 

- [ ]  6 - 12 months 

[ 3  1 -2years 

[ 1 3 - 4 ~ -  

115-6years 

I I = - ~ Y = S  

Q l4f) in totai, how long have you been employed in MontreaVCanada? 

6months 

[ ] 6 -  12ni0~1t.h~ 

r l l - 2 ~ -  

[ 1 3 - 4 ~ -  

115-6y- 

Q 14 g.) Are or were you employed: 

[ ] Ml-time: 
a) pennanent/on saiary 
b) on contract 

I 1 part-time 

[ ] other, please SPECIFY: 



Q 14h) On a scale of 0-5, how would you grade satisf%ctïon with your job 
position, salary and social suitus in MontreaVCanada, where 

O is no? at al1 satisfied 
1 is minimal satisfaction 
2 is somewhat satisfied 
3 is satisfied 
4 is very sabsfied 
5 is extremely satisfied 

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER: 

a) job mition: > O 1 2 3 

b) saiarv: > O 1 2 3 

c) social status: -> O 1 2 3 

Q 14i.) Why do you grade like this the satisfaction with your job position, salary and 
social status ? 

Q 1 S.) What is your experience with positionhg yourself into the job market, Le., finding 
a job in Montreal? 

(Probe: Do you /ind it easy or di@Jf.cult, fumiiiar or corqpleteiy new? Whac are your 
4xpectrztiO11~ and preoccrrpotr'oli~ regurding your present and f i e  employltient 
opportum'n'es in Montreai?) 

Q 15 a.) What are your main resources and channels for receiving information regarding 
available job positions in Montreal? 

[ ] Intemet 

[ ] working place/co-workers 



[ ] TV - Radio, specify stations: 

[ ] Job banks, spi@: 

[ ] Other, spec*: 

Q 16.) What is your expience with the Welfjire system in QuebeclCanada? 
(Probe: Codd you bdefly smmarrTze tkposinrVe rrnd nepotive sides qf Wewe?) 

Q 17.) Since living in Canada/Montreai, were you enrolled in any course or school 
related to your professional, occupationai or linguistic skills, such as: 

[ ] computer skills: 
a) operaiional skills/know how to use different programs 
b) programming/engineering 
c )  other: 

[ ] occupational skills, specie: 

[ ] linguistic skilis: 
a) French, specie: 

I 1 COFI 
[ ] Ml-time 
[ 1 Part h e  
[ ] other 

b) English, specifjc 
[ ] fidl time 
I 1 part tirne 

Q 18.) On a sale of 0-5, how would you now estimate your hiowledge of French and 
Engiish, where 

O = no knowledge at al1 
1 = minimal knowledge 
2 = somewhat knowledge 
3 = good knowledge 



4 = very good knowledge 
5 = excelientMuent knowledge 

a) French l.nnriiee 

not at ail 

a) read: > O 1 2 3 4 

b) speak: > O 1 2 3 4 

c) write: > O 1 2 3 4 

b) Enelïsh laneiiaee 

not at ail 

a) rad:  > O 1 2 3 4 

b) speak > O 1 Ii 3 3 4 

c) write: > O 1 2 3 4 

fluent 

5 

5 

5 

fiuent 

5 

5 

5 

Q 18a) What you think would help you to improve current knowledge of French and 
English Ianguages? 

[ ] language courses 

[ ] daily conversation 

] contact with Native speakers 

[ ] other, s p i @ :  

THE FOLUlWLNG SET OF QUESTIONS PERTAPlS TO YOUR LIFE 
EXPERIENCE OF MONTREAL, IN PARTICULAR REGARDING YOUR 
ADAPTAION TO A 'NEW LIFE' AND APPROPRIATION OF NEW HABITS 
AND CUSTOMS. ALSO, SOME QUESTIONS RELATES TO YOUR 
AWARENESS OF THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS AND 
PARTICIPATION IN THE URBAN CULTURE. 



Q 19.) Have you ever lived in a City with similar size of population to Montreal? 

Q 20.) Why did you choose to five in Montreai? 

[ ] no specific reasons 

[ ) 1 had some fdy/relativeslfnends in Montreal 

[ ] it is a dticulhiral city 

[ ] it is bilingual city 

[ ] it is cosmopolitan city 

[ ] it is an European city 

[ j other, please SPECIFY: 

Q 2 1 .) If you recall your fist moments in Montreal, how wouid you describe your first 
impressions? 

(Probe: Wee you skocked facinuîed or dilsoppoittted?) 

PLEASE &4Na TO TBE RESPOniDENT TRE DmCTORY OF COMMNITY 
AGENCIESAT THE SERIirCE O F N E W C O ~ R S  (3UK'C; 1993). 
IF RESPONDENT U l W E D  OR UKED EtSEH?BERE T&AN MONTREAL AS1 
TBE FOLLOIFWG QUESïTONS FOR I ï W T  P L A C m O S E  PLACES TM. 

RESPONDENT NOTE: 
THIS IS TEE DIRECTORY OF COlWbWMTY AGENCIES AT THE SERVICE 
OF NEWCOMERS, PUBLISEED BY TBE QUEBEC GOVERNMENT (MAIICC) 
IN 1993 LN ORDER TO ASSIST NEWCOMERS TO INTEGRATE RUT0 
QUEBEC SOCIETY, LE., MONTREAL, 





[ ] CaneFour latino1améncah (CWM) 

[ ] Centre d'accueil et référence pour immigrants de Saint-Laurent (CARI) 

[ ] Centre d'appui aux cornmuaautés immigrantes (CACI) 

[ ] Centre d'orientation plualégale et sociale pour imrnigraats (COPSI) 

Q 22 b.) Have you ever use any of the offered seNices of these organizations, such as: 

[ ] refend, information and cowliog, 

[ J interpretations and translation (serbo-croat, macedonian), 

[ ] general information on housing 

[ ] search for accommodations 

[ ] offering employment assistance with job research programs 

[ ] helping in finding food and clothuig 

[ ] part-time French courses 

[ ] nonelnever used any services 

[ ] other, specifjc 

Q 22 c.) When did you becorne aware or start using their services? 

[ ] 1 have never heard of them 

[ ] 1 have never used their services 

[ ] 1 am aware now 

[ ] 1 was aware about their services within 
a) first month 
b) 3 months 



c) 6 montfis 
dl firçt Year 
e) other 

[ ] 1 used their seMces within 
a) first month 
b) 3 months 
c) 6 months 
4 first Year 
e)  other 

Q 23 .) Up to now. did you use any other seMces oEered by various community or 
govenunent or&anizations, such as: 

[ ] food/cloth banks (Welwme Hdi, Sun Youth, Churches) 

[ ] job banks or job research programs 

[ ] professional trainings or schools 

[ 1 financial assistance for students (loan or bursary) 

other, 

Q 24.) Do you have any comments or suggestions for improviag the above mentioned 
seMces offered by govemment institutions and cornmunity organkations for 
newcomers in Montreal? 

Q 25.) How would you define the city of Montreal, for example, is it: 

[ 1 a big city or [ ] a smdl city 

[ ] a beautifid city or [ 1 an U@Y ci@ 

[ ] a rich city or 1 a ~ r c i t ~  

[ ] other, please, specifjc 



Q 26.) How would you descnbe Montreal in terms of culture, for example, is it: 

[ ] an American city 

[ ] a French city 

[ ] an European city 

[ ] an English city 

[ ] a multicuitural city 

1: ] other, speciQ: 

Q 27.) Have you been (visit or lived) in some other cities in Quebec, Canada or USA? 

(: ] Yes: GO TO QUESTION 28 
a) 1 visited 

b) 1 iived 
[ I N 0  GO TO QUESTION 29 

Q 28.) Could you compare these cities to Montreal? 
(Probe: mat are the similm-ties a d  cUferemes beîween fkem in temts of public 
safety, culfrcre anâ mccal life? 

Q 29.) Do you find anythmg unique or specific to Montreal? 

Q 30.) Wbat are advantages and disadvantages for you (and your children) of the required 
bilinguaiism in Montreal? 



Q 3 1 .) Who are yorn new close (house) fiends in terms of their ethnidnatiod onguis: 

[ ] newcomers (1990s) fiom the former Yugoslavia of 

a) various ethnic onguis 
b) same ethnic origins, specify group(s): 

[ ] Yugoslavs immigrants @rior to 1990) that still declare themselves as 
Yugosiavs 

[ ] Serbian immigrants (prior to 1990) 

[ ] Croatian immigrants @rior to 1990) 

[ ] Muslims immigrants (prior to 1990) 

[ ] Slovenians immigrants (prior to 1990) 

[ ] Macedonians immigrants @rior to 1990) 

[ j Montewgcins immigrants (prior to 1990) 

[ ] French Canadians or [ ] Quebecois 

[ ] Englisb Canadiaus 

[ ] Quebecois 

[ ] Other ethnic groups, please specify: 

Q 32.) How do you usually meet people, for example, 

[ ] in bars 

[ ] through family/relatives 

[ ] through fiends 

[ ] in the community organkitions 

[ ] at cultural manifestations 

[ ] other, s p i @ :  



Q 33.) Are you and your family members more involved in Fnnch or English culture? 
(?%vbr: In wMch 1-e do par uauUj, wllVllYniCafe at konw ami in pub& lifet 
Wücn Newqqpeors do y w  read d whkh R& ami TVs&&n you wutch, French or 
E@W 

Q 34.) Are you involved in any kind of activities within the Yugoslav or Serbian, 
C r d a n ,  Bosnian/Muslim, Slovenian, Macedonian ethnic wmunities ? 
(Probe: vyou &d contact &m, w h t  fimi ofhdp or supw they offer to you? Do you 
p&$pore in rAceir VQR'OUS octivlft.es?) 

Q 34 a) In your opinion, what would improve or enrich the relatiomhip between these 
immigrant communities and newcomers fiom the former Yugodavia? 

Q 34 b.) With whom do you spend most of your leisure time, e.g., with Quebecken, 
Yugoslavs or another ethnie wmmunities? 

Q 35.) Are you aware or do you use any of the following or sirnilar 
community/city organjzations? 

[ ] Maison de la Culture 



Q 36.) Are you aware of any of the following or similar cultural events: 

[ ]  Jazzfestival 

Festival des films du monde de MontreaVMontreal World Film Festival 

Festival Juste pour rire/Just for Laughs Festival 

Les Francofolies 

St-Jean Baptiste Day 

Canada Day 

Fireworks Exhiiition 

Divers-Cité/Gay Pride Parade 

Nuits d ' W q u e  

S t.-Patrick ' s Parade 

Caribbean parade 

Q 37.) Do you know if any of the above events offer free shows? 
@robe: Did you sec any of them? Are you mare or parfr'cipate in amfher cu&ufal 

events?) 

Q 38.) What are your main resources and channels of the information about various 
cultural events in Montreal? 



[ ] TV - Radio, specify stations: 

[ ] Other, specifjc 

Q 39.) In tenns of cultural life in Montreal, how often do you go to: 

[ ] W n i g h t  life/restautants: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
c) once a month 
d) once per year 
e)  other: 

[ ] cinema: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
C) once a month 
d) once pet year 
e) other: 

[ ] city library: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
C) once a month 
d) once per year 
e)  other: 

[ ] theater: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
C) once a month 
d) once per year 
e) other: 

[ ] concerts: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
C) once a rnonth 
d) once per year 
e) other: 



Q 39a) In terms of cultural life that you had in the fonner Yugoslavia, d d  you recall 
how often you went to: 

[ ] bdnight life/restaurants: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
c) once a month 
d) once per year 
e) other: 

[ ] cinema: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
c) once a month 
d) once per year 
e)  other: 

[ ] city library: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
C) once a month 
d) once per year 
e) oîher: 

[ ] theater: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
c) once a month 
d) once per year 
e) other: 

[ ] concerts: 
a) once a week 
b) once in two weeks 
c) once a month 
d) once per year 
e) other: 

Q 40.) Did you accept and do you participate in Quebec's customs, e.g., Halloween, 
Thanks Giving Day, Càristmas gifts or any other? 



Q 41.) In average, how often do you have a coffee with your neighbors in Montreal? 

[Ionceaday 

[ ] once a week 

[ ] once a month 

[ ] once a year 

[ ] never 

[ ] other, specify: 

Q 41a) In average, how often did you have a coffee with your neighbors in the former 
Yugoslavia? 

[ ] once a day 

[ ] once a week 

[ ] once a month 

[ ] once a year 

[ ] never 

[ ] other, specifjc 

Q 4 1 b.) How do you usually spend your leisure time in Montreal? 

[ ] visiting fnends/relatives 

[ ] in cinema, theater, concerts 

[ ] in library 

[ ] at cultural manifestations/festivals 

[ ] shopping/visithg Shop Halls 

[ ] promenades 



[ ] at home, specifj.: 
a) reading 
b) watching TV 
c) houseworldcieaning 
d) other, spece: 

( ] other: 

Q 4 lc.) How do you usuaily spend your week-ends in Montreal? 

[ ] in cinerna, theater, concerts 

[ ] at cultural manifestations/festivals 

[ ] shopping/visiting Shop Halls 

[ ] promenades 

[ ] at home, specify: 
a) reading 
b) watching TV 
c) houseworWcleaning 
d) d e r ,  specifl: 

[ ] other: 

Q 42.) Did your buying power increase or decrese since Living in Canada? 

[ ] other 

Q 42a.) In cornparison with the former Yugoslavia, are you now spending more or less 
t h e  in shopping? 



[ ] other 

Q 42b.) in terms of your cment buying habits, are you buying: 

[ ] on Garage sale 

[ ] in Village ValeudSatvation Army/spcond band stores 

[ ] Shopping Halls: 
a) Wal-Uart 
b) Plaza %Hubert 
c) Place Versailles 
d) oîher: 

[ ] other, specify: 

Q 43.) Do you consider that your current eveqday4ife is significautly changed in 
cornparison with the former Yugoslavia in terms of 

[ ] cultural life: 

a) Yes, 

b) No, speciQ: 

[ ] social life: 

b) No, speci@: 

[ ] buying habits: 

Yes, 



Q 44.) Have you changed your life habits in terms of 

[ ] physid activities: 

b) No, specifjc 

[ ] politicai activities: 

a)Yes, speciQ: 

b) No, specify: 

[ ] social activities: 

a)Yes, specie: 

b) No, specifjc 

[ ] cultural activities: 

b) No, specifj.: 

Q 45.) Ifyou compare your current quality of life in Canada with your former one in 
Yugoslavia, do you consider it as: 

Q 46.) Do you perceive your current life standard as decreased or increased in 
comprison with the fornier Yugoslavia? 

[ ] decreased 



[ ] other: 

Q 47.) On a d e  of O - 5, how wodd you grade the setisfdon with your life-style and 
socio-ewnomic status in Montreal, where 

O is not at al1 satisfïed 
1 is minimal satisfaction 
2 is somewhat satisfied 
3 is satisfied 
4 is very satisfied 
5 is extrernely satisfied 

PLEASE CIRCLE TEE APPROPRIATE ANSWER: 

a) life-style: > O 1 2 3 4 5 

b) soc-econ. status: > O 1 2 3 4 5 

Q 48.) What was yow vision of 'good job' and good life' in Canada ? 
@?mûe : U%a# obstades didyou enuwnter in tkeir rerrliza&m ?) 

Q 49.) At tbis moment, do you consider yourseff as well integrated into 
Que bec/Montreal' s society ? 

Q 49%) If anything, what do you perceive as the main obstacles for your faster and better 
integration into Montreal community? 

[ ] No obstacles, 1 am well integrated 

[ ] financial situation- lack of financial resources 



[ ] lanpuage barriers 

C 1 ~em~loument 

[ J lack of social contacts and interactions 

[ ] isolation - loneliness 

[ ] insuffrcient access to information 

l 1 

Q 50.) Do you consider Montreal as your new 'home'? 
( P r o k  iiip tk wqf8r cl@uMm in b a n g  Q 'new home' and w h î  wOUId M p  
you tu fwl mute at home in Montreal? 

Q 5 1 .) How long did you need to embrace Montreal as your 'new home'? 

[ ]  c6months 
C 1 6 - 1 Year 
C 1 1 Year 
C12y- 
1 1 3 ~ -  
WY- 
I I ~ Y ~ =  
[I'~Y= 
[ ] 1 still do not consider Montreal as my home 
[ ] other, please specify: 

Q 52.) Have you ever felt as 'homeless/loss of home' since or due to the 
dismemberment of the former Yugoslavia ? 

[ ] other: 



RESPONDENT NOTE: 
THIS LAST COUPLE OF QUESTIONS RELATES TO YOUR NATIONAL 
IDENTITY AND CIVIL RIGBTS, IN PARTICULAR TO THE CFI2ZENSHIP 
ISSUE. 

Q 53.) What is your opinion about the following statement written by Euripides in 43 1 
B.C., who was the 1 s t  represenîative of Greek classic tragedy, and now posted on 
the UMICR's (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) web site 
(www. unhcr. ch): 

There is no greater sorrow on earth than the l o ~ s  of one's native Iand" 

[ ] strongly/completely agree 

f 1 

[ ] somewhat agree 

[ ] somewtiat disagree 

C 1 disagr= 

[ ] strongly/wmp1etely disagree 

[ 1 don? know/~~~u.re/do no? have an opinion 

Q 54.) Since the onset of the civil war in 199 1 up to now, have you ever considered 
yourself being: 

[ ] homeless/ioss of homeland/heimatlosen 

[ ] rightiess 

[ ] stateless 

Q 54aJ Have you ever considered youfseif behg: 

[ ] apatride/person without homeland, state 

[ ] displaced person 

[ ] refigee 



[ ] person in Diaspora 

[ ] economic immigrant 

[ ] political immigrant 

[ ] other, please s p i @ :  

Q 55.) For which specific reasons you feel that you belong(ed) to any of the above 
mentioned categories? 

Q 56.) 1s your family nationally 'muted' or 'pure' for the several past generation, ie., in 
the twentieth century? 

[ ] mixed 

[ ] other 

Q 57.) Have you or any of your family members expenenced any acts of violence or 
discrimination due to your nationaliîy or religion since 199û/9 1 until arriva1 in 
Canada? 

[ ] other 

Q 58.) Did you lose any proprïety or personal things due to the civil war ? 

[ ] 1 did not loose any propriety, e.g., a house, an apartment, a car, a boat, etc. 
a) because 1 did not bave aaything 
b) because 1 still have everytbing 

[ ] 1 lost my house, countqdsummer house, apartment 

[ ] 1 lost rny car' boat 



[ ] 1 lost my personal things, photo-albums, books, cloths, shoes, fùmiture, 
technical equipment (wash-machine, TV, music box. CDS, etc.) 

[ ] Other, please SPECIFY: 

r n T E R r n r n E  NOTE.. 
IF RESPONDENT LOSTANKKWNG ASK Q 59, IF NOT W TO Q 60. 

Q 59.) In tenns of your propriety rights and reparations, do you believe that you will be 
able to get back what you have lost? 

Q 60.) How &&do you and your farnily members declare your nationality/national 
idenîity: 

a) prior to 1990: 

c)  in officia1 Canadian documents: 

d) at this moment: 

IF T&ERE ARE MDIFEERENCES A S .  Q 61, OTBERWrsE W TO Q 62 

Q 6 1 ) Could you explain why these clifferences in your national identity occurred? 

Q 62.) In 1992 the former Yugoslavia was dismembered Since then, bave you always 
been entitled to a citizenship and passport ? 

(Pm&: Were you alwuys ab& to nsove and travel freely?) 



Q 63.) Are yoq at this moment, citizen of any of the suCCessor States of the former 
Yugoslavia? 

[ ] Yes: 
a) citizen by birth 
b) naturalized citizen 

ClNo 

Q 64.) Are you citizen of (=anada? 

Q 65.) Do you feel to belong to any of the following categories: 

[ ] citizen of Quebec 

[ ] citizen of Montreal 

[ ] citizen of Europe 

[ ] cirizen of the world/cosmopolitan citizen 

[ ] homeless c i k n  of the world/cosmopoütan apatride 

[ ] second class citizen 

1 a -ger 

[ ] other 

Q 66.) Do you belong to the ethmc minority or majority in your former 'home' in the 
former Yugoslavia? 

[ ] other 



Q 67.) Wbat are the main reasons that prevent you fiom returning to your 'home' ia the 
former Yugoslavia? 

(Pm&: Unrl;er w&k C O ~ I Z O I I S  w o d  you rckrm?) 

Q 68.) Are ~ O U  Yugonostalgic? 
mbe: WkPI àb yov miss the mmst h MO-, ag., Buco chese, GovrUavr~c salami; 
c~v~lpcici, pira, se& IrYe-stukf-famUy, -0 

Q 69.) Do you have anything else to add to the idormation that we have collecteci? 
(Plo&: Anylbng that was fforgotîen' io d or any 0 t h  informatibn that y w  ftnl 
relèvant to fhis strrdy). 

RESPONDENT NOTE: 
TEE ]INTERVIEW IS NOW COMPLETED. THANK YOIJ FOR YOUR TllME 
AND PARTICIPATION. 1 WOULIB WKE TO REMIND YOU AGAlN THAT ALL 
THE INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. IF YOU WOULD 
LlKE TO HAVE A COPIr OF THIS STUDY, PLEASE G M  ME YOUR 
ADDRESS, AND I WILL SEND IT TO YOU AS SOON AS IT WILL BE 
COMPLETED. 



APPENDIX II= MAPS 1 - 7 

Liït of Illustrations 

Map 1: "Divide and Rule Schemes in the Ballcans, i.e., Extemal Balkanination" 

CNN Report: "Mission: Peace, Bosnia Divided Before and M e r  the War" 

Map 2: 'Tito's Yugodavia: The Republics and Autonomous Regions of 
Socialist Yugoslavia (1 945- 199 1 ) 

Map 3: "Ethnic Composition of the Republics" 

Map 4: "The Military Alliences and Countries of the Northen Hemisphere" 

Map 5: "The Expansion of the NATO to the East through the 
'Partnership for Peace" 

Uap 6: 'The Internationai Community on Triai" 

Map 7: "Dayton Peace Accord" 





Mission: Racc-Maps 

Bosnia divided before and after the war 

Before  fighting broke out in 1991, Yugoslovia was a unified nation of 
republics. 

h e r  nearly four years of fighting, a p e r t e  &II preserves Bosnia as a single state 
but still divided into two separate republics - the Bosnian-Croat Federation and the 
Bosnian Serb Republic. 

NATO lias since divided Bosnia into rhrze m i n  sctors, each dominated by one of the major allies. 
There's also an area of northwestern Bosnia controlled by NATO's Rapid Reaction Force. 

Miiitary areas o f  control 

The British sector, headquartered in Gorn,i Vakuf, is in northwestem Bosnia. Troops from Canada, 
Belgium and the Netherlands will also patrol here. 

The French sector covers the southem part of the country. NATO contingents from Spain and ltaiy also 
will be part of this sector. The headquarters for this sector will be the capital, Sarajevo. 

Under the DIziton agreement, Sarajevo's Serb and Muslim neighborhoods are to be reunified under 
Bosnian government conîrol. Bosnian Serbs, who object to being governed by their war enemies, would 
prefer Sarajevo remain a divided city. 

Troops from the United States and Russia are responsible for the U.S. sector in 
northeastem Bosnia This area includes the disputed PW~M coriidcr, a narrow 
saip of land that Serbs now control. They want to hold on to it to Iink their 
temtory to the east and West. 

But the Bosnian govemment also needs the Posavina comdor for vital access to 
the Sava River. The issue was unresolved in the Dayton agreement and is due to be resolved by 
arbitration within one year. Headquarten for the U.S. sector is Tuzla 





Map 3: "Ethnic Composition of the Republics" 

Soumc: S.iiiray, Catherine. Yup:os1avia Disrnernbercd 1995, p. 18 
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Sauce: Avramov, Smilja Postheroic War of the West anainst Yu~oslavia. 1997, p. 110 
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APPENDIX III= NEWPAPER ARTiCLE 

'Zthnic Crisis Revives Ballran Map Debaten (The Globe and Mail. March 17,200 1. A20) 



. . working in area say ndrawing 
unrealistic move 

spectre of fresh ethnic confüct 
Macedonia has revived debate in 

gueniilas has raised fears that the 
. . ; most southedy former Yugoslav re- 
; public, *ch stayeiï calm through- 
: out. the 1990s despite king 
, lregarded as a potentiai powder keg, 

muid be the next Balkan state to 
explode. 
.I; While officiais of the North At- 
lantic Treaty Organization have 
p h y d  down the seriousness of the 
5gh&g, United Nations Balkans 
envoy Cari Bildt says this week's 
clashes around Tetovo. Macedo- 

: -da 's  main ethnic-Albanian city, 
minoreci events that plunged Bos- 
nia wd then Kosovo into W. 

- -7Nhat is happening in Tetovo is 
one of the most alarming events in 

. the Balkans during the 1 s t  10 
yeamw Mt. BLIdt said 

a former British for- 

: t who was the Euro- 
. - Union's .peace envoy on 
.- I in the early 1990s. d e d  

Brwking every West- tabgo, 
LmrdOwenwrotetaTheWaûStteet 
lournal: What is needed today is a 
Ballrabs-wide solution, through a 
present-day cquivalent of the 1878 
Congresa of Bulin, wïth p r e a p d  
boundary changes e n d o d  by the 
qajorpowuaw - 

He said NATO's peacekeephg 
mission in Kosovo b beComing im- 
possible. U.S. nesident George W. 
Bush should demand a reappraisal 
of whether NATO couId hold the 
province within YugoslavCa against 
the wÜi of 90 per cent of its inhabit- 
ants. who are ethnic Albanians. 

Some Western analysts predia 

ihat ethnic-Albanian hard-Unen 
WU eventuaily nira th& guns on 
the. NATO forces Who dmve out Yu- 
goslav tmopr in 1999, if the West 
cornes to be seen as the last'obst- 
acle to Kosovo's independena. . 

Faccd with 8 choice betmen for a & h g  of the 
e mom viable States in 
inciuding an indepen- 

theby's Scottish Pictures 
~~ec ia l i s t  is Coming to Canada 

That would mean acceptllig Ko- 
sovo's independence, redrawing 
the boundaries of Bosnia dong the 
Lines of a three-republic plan he 
drafted in 1993, and trans-rring 
some temtory h m  the Bosnian 
Serb repubiic to Serbia. In r e m ,  
Serbia's sister republic, Montene- 
gm, would be allowed to secede 
h m  Yugoslavia. 

But Lord Owen sees no geo- 
graphical solution for Macedonia, 
where ethnic Albanians male up 
about a third of the population (the 
other two-thirds are mainly Ortho- 
d a  Slavs). 

'Tbere is politirslly little room 
for even the s d e s t  of boundaxy 
adfustments in Macedonia," he 
wrote, saying it is up to the Euni- 
oeaa Union to sdve the country 

~ d p o w i b ~ d t a r y ~ P p o r t .  - - Mpbmats invo-. in current 

1 
m. peaœm8king - dCSQibe 
Iard Oliina's ideas as unreahdc 
anâ âangemus, sayhg they couid 
encourage tadicals in Kosovo and 
M&nh and undermine efforts 
to rebuitd a muidethnic state in . 

Bosnla, the other country where 
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Macedonian tomn where securlty forces have 
adans  this week. jumps aboard a train bound 
lacedonia has been the one calm Balkan state. 

tabilization 

NATO has 
the N'est's 
to help the 
.ment con- 
osovo and 
said. and 

in the gun- 
IO question 
could open 
eight of ir- 
' European 

iiplomatic: 
d point to 
Id be iikely 
ve of disin- 
nonths." 
no outside 
to redraw 

and that a 

grand negotiation arnong al1 the 
countries and cornmunities of the 
region is hard to imagine. 

But they acknowledge the status 
of Yugosla\.ia is bound to corne up 
for discussion this par ,  with Mon- 
tenegro planning a referendum on 
independence perhaps as early as 
next month, and Kosovo due to 
hold elections for a provincial as- 
sembly. 

Whiie Belgrade hopes to pre- 
senfe a federal Yugoslavia, the lead- 
ers of both Montenegro and 
Kosovo irant nothing less than full 
independence. - 

Reutem News Agency 

Foiiow the story at 
giobcandmaü.com -- - 

forces shell 
tom centre 
Monar rounds slamnied ' into the 
centre of Tetovo yesteday, .as Ma- 
cedonian forces battied to drive out 
scores of ethnic-Albanian . rebels 
perched on a hill above the city. . 

Four mortars hit the desérted 
cenue of the predominanüy ethnic- 
Albanian tom,  many of whose 
buildings are aIready poclanarked 
by bullets after ttireé days of heavy 
fighting. The North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization vowed not to  let yet 
ûnother Balkan country fail a p a h  

Five civüians were injured by 
stray bullets in the fighting; Tetovo 
hospital dwcror Raim Taci said, 
bringing the (01 to one ethnic Alba- 
nian Wed and 25 people bjured. 

Clouds'of smoke rose from the 
hilltop where an estimated 200 gun- 
men From the self-proclaimed Na- 
tional Liberation Army fieci down 
on police, who poeded.their posi- 
tions with mortars. 

Interior Ministrv s~okesman 
Stevo Pendarovsky ;a@ -in. Skopje 
that around 2.000 people had fied . 
Teiovo, both ethnic Albanians and . 
Slav Macedonians. 

Many ethnic Albanians were try- 
ing to enter Bulgaria en route for 
Turkey, he said 

In Berlin. Defence. Minister Ru- 
dolf Scharping said Gennan tanks 
were sent h m  a base in neighbour- . 
irig Kosovo, the war-tom Serbian 
province. as a protedive measun 
after unidentified assdants shot at 
a German barracks in n o r t h ~ t e m  
Macedonia (NATO troops are on a 
peacekeeping mission - in Kosovo. 
wvith backup troops and supplies 
based' in Macedonia and Albanian 
proper.1 

'We won3 let anyone play games . , 
with us. inciuding ethnfc-Altianian I 

terrorists," 'said. Mr. Scharping, 
wvhose troops keep the peaœ In a. 
nearby sector of Koswa - . . 

He said he d@ not atpcaatpca the - . .  
troops to be sudad into the fight- . .  . . . . 
hg. AFP .. 

. . . . 
b . . .  




